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81800/81700 Syste• Software Release Hark Vf I.O 

1. General Infor•ation 

The Mark VII.O software release includes a number of •ajor 
enhance•ents• described in detail in the.following sections of 
this release docu•ent. A•ong the new enhance•ents and features 
are the following <the nu•bers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in this document that describe the features in 
detail>: 

1. New •e•orv •anage•ent ~lgorithms have been implemented in 
the HCP•. using three optional lev'els of sophistication and 
complexity <2.2.z>. 

Capabilities for dvna•icallv monitoring and dispJaying 
syste• performance have been i•plemented in the HCP and 
GISMO/DEBUG <2.2.3). 

3. Mix•nuabers have been replaced by job-numbers. allowing use 
of a single• consistent nuaber for all job i~entification 
c2.2.1t>. 

4. The XM function has been imple•ented in the HCP and· System 
Initializer <SYSTEM/INIT>• alloving specified areas of 
•eaory to be removed fro• use during the CLEAR/START 
operation cz.2.101. 

5. The •eaning of the STATE light has been changed to allow 
providing a more accurate and •eaningful indication of how 
•busy• the processor is <2.2.111. 

6. The 8 1800/B 1700 Time Analysis and Billing System CTABS> 
has been i•ple•ented• including new event•oriented records 
placed in the SYSTEM/LOG by th~ HCP <2.2.39 and 20.t>. 

i. The capabitity to create Installation Allocated Dis~ +ites 
has ,been iii pt e11en ted in the MCP a·nd a new ut it it y pro gr a•11 
DISK/ALLOCATOR <2.2.40 and 18.2.5>. 

8. The AUTOLOAD facility has been i•plemented in the M~P and 
DISKETTE/COPY. allowing pseudo·re~der files on diskette to 
be copied to srste• disk without operator action · cz.2.44 
and 18.2.6>. 

9. The t~o •ethods for I/O SEQUENTIAL disk file access• 
originally i•ple•ented in patch 140 to Hark Vl.l# have been 
included in the Hark v11.o HCP and MICRO.HCP <2.2.64>. 



26. The Supervisory Message 
product. designed to 
highly-interactive data 
available <11.1>. 
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Control Syste• <SHCS> program 
be the "supervisor" for a 

communications system, is now 

27. The HOST RJE syste• now includes a CALLBACK facility• 
allowing a remote ter•inal user to log off and then be 
auto•atically called back when his jobs have been completed 
(15. z .1). 

28. The RJE3780 ~rogra• product• which allows the B laOO/B 1700 
to perfor• as an RJE station to a host system using the 
IBM 3780 discipline• is now available <16.1>. 

29. "Hot Readers"' as well as new local comaands, 
i•pleaented in HASP <17.2.3 and 17.2.4>. 

have been 

· 30. DMPALL is now able to precess ISAM inout files 
sequ~ntiallY• using the associated TAG file as the source 
of the relative iecord nu•bers <18.2.8> • 

. 31. A disk reconfiguration option has been i•ple•ented ·in 
PACK/I NIT and SYSTEM/DISK.lNIT• al lowing the pack type to 
be changed without reinitialization <18.2.12>. 

32. The capability for declaration of in-line COLLATE tables 
has been i•Ple•ented in SORT <18.2.14>. 

33. SORT now has the ability to produce COBOL- and 
RPG-compatible TAG files as output C18.2.14l. 

34. SORT now provides a capability for maintaining the original 
order fro• the input file of all records that have equal 
key fields <18.2.14>. 

35. A new free-standing system utility progra•• 
STANDALONE/DISK.DUMP, is now available. which allows 
copying of files between two disks in~ file-by-file mode 
r~ther than sectot-by•sector mode <18.2.15). 

~ ~; . .; •; 

f • ' ' ' • :.' 't I J ( i ~ 

SYSTEM/COMPARE• a generalized system utilit~ brogr•• for 
comparing files. is now available <18.2.17>. 

37. SYSTEM/ELOGOUT has been redesigned• providing more readable 
and useful report~ <18.2.18>. 

38. SYSTEM/ICMD.INIT- a nor•al•state program used for 
fnittalfzing the diskette, is now available <18.2.19>. 

39. SYSTEM/MARK.SEGS# a new system utility prograM used for 
•arking "i•portant" code segments <for use with Priority 
Me•ory Manage•ent and Extended Segment Decay>, is now 
available <18.2.21>. 
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40. The 8500 Magnetic Tape He•ory Write <HWR> instruction is 
now supported in the B500 Interpreter <19.2.1>. 

41. The 8500 Interpreter now supports the 0500 •double-density" 
disk <19.2.2>. 

42. The ability to separate objett program files and data files 
has been provided in the 1400 Interpreter <19.3.1>. 

Specific details on these and other ·enhancements is. contained in 
the various sections of thf s docu•ent that follow. ~here 
appli~able, te•porary documentation on syntax and use of new 
functions is also provided. 
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l£Zi Software Included with the Hark VII.O Release. 

The following list details the software that is available as part 
of this release. Programs preceded by an asterisk are being 
released for the first ti•e on Mark v11.o. 

f£QSC~I l~2Dli!i~s1iRD 

MCPII 
MCPII /MICRO. HCP 
MICRO.HCP/DEBUG 
GISMO 

- GI SMO/DEBUG 
BASIC 
BASIC INTRINSICS 
BASIC/INTERP3S 

·eASIC/INTERP3H 
COBOL 
COBOL/XREF 
COBOL/INTERPIS 
CDBOL/INTERPtM 
DASDL 
RECOVER/DATA.BASE 
OMS/REORG.READ 
DMS/REORG.WRIT 
RPG 
RPG/BTf 
RPG/REORD 
RPG/REORG 
RPG/XREf 
RPG/1NTERP 15 
RPG/INTERP1H 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN INTRINSICS 
FORTfUN/INTHAKER 
FORTRAN/INTERPtS 
r'ORTRAN I IN TE RP 1 H 
UPL 
SOL/ERRORS 
SDL/XMAP 
SDL/XREF 
SOL INTRINSICS 
SDL/INTERPlS 
SDL/INTERPlH 
NDL 
NOL/MACRO 
NOL/ADDRESS 
NOL/LIBRARY 
NOL/DUMP 
DC/AUDIT 
SOURCE/MC SI 
SOURCEIMCSII 

i..su:.1.i.R n 
v11.o.1 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o.1 
v11.o.1 

v1.1 
v1.1 

v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VII.O 
VII.O 
VII.O 
v11.o 
VII.O 
VI I .o 
VII .O 

VI .O 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 

v.1 
VI I .O 
v11.o 
VI I .O 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
VIJ.O 
VII.O 
v 1 ·1.0 
VII.O 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 

v.1 
v1.1 

7/11/78 
5125/78 
5/25/78 
11 1/78 
7/, l/78 
8/22/77 
51 9111 
4/18/78 
4/ l8/78 
6/ 8/78 
7/11/78 
6/20/77 
6/20/77 
6/10/78 
6/ 1/78 
4/ 4/78 
'5/ 3/ 78 
3/14/78 
81 1111 
8/ 71.11 
81 7117 
8/29/75 
1/26/78 
1/26/78 
6/15/78 
6/ 15/78 
1112/76 
6/ 5/78 
6/ 5 /7 8 
2/20/78 

10/19/77 
3/23/77 

10/27/77 
8/19/77 

10/10/77 
10/10/77 
4/27/78 
6/12/78 
6/12/78 
6/26/78 
4/28/78 
1/17/78 

12/ 1/75 
1/24177 

Note 1 
Note Z 

Note 1 
Note Z 

Note 1 
Note 2 

Note 1 
Note 2 

Note 1 
Note 2 



•SMCS 
CANOE 
CANOE/ANALYZER 
CANOE/TEACH.FILE 

ED I TOR 
E 

/OCH 
RJE/MCS 
RJE/AUTOBACKUP 
RJE/CONTROLLER 
RJE/HESSAGES 

•RJE3780 
HASP 
HASP /SPOOL 
HASP/MODIFIER 
8500/IEP 
8500/INTERPZU 
1400/IEJT 
1400/INTERPZU 
1400/CREATE 1311. 
SORT 
SORT/COLLATE 
SORT/MERGE 
SORT/OSORT 
SORT/TAPESORT 
SORT/VSORT 
HCPil/ANALYZER 
DUMP/ANALYZER 
CODE/ANALYZER 
DISK/COPY 
DISKETTE/COPY 

•SYSTEM/ICMD.INIT 
SYSTEM/BACKUP 

•SYSTEM/COMPARE 
SYSTEM/LOGOUT 
SYSTEM/ELOGOUT 
SYSTEH/SPOLOGOUT 
SYSTEM/LOCONTRL 
SY STEllLOAD.C AS 
SYS'JEM/LQAD.DUMP 
SYSTEM/DISK.INJT 
SYSTEM/DISK.DUMP 
SYSTEM/BUILDTRAIN 
SYSTEM/TRAINTABLE 
INPUT/PCS.TABLES 
SYSTEM/NAKEUSER 

v11.o 
VI I .o · 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
YII.O 
VII.O 
v11.o 
VII.O 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
VII.O 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v 11.0 
VI I .O 
v1.o 

VI I .O 
v1.1 

VI I .O. 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
VI I .o 
VI I .O 
VII.O 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .O 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v1.1 

VI I .O 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
v11.o 

v1.1 
VI I .O 
v11.o 
VII.O 

4/28/78 
5/19/78 
1/24/78 

111 9/77 
6/30/78 
1/17/78 
1/17/78 
1/17/78 

10/10/77 
1/30/78 
1/18/78 
6/ 6/78 
4/14/78 
5/24/78 
2/ 6/78 
9/30/77 
7/12/78 

12/ 1/77 
4/26/78 
91 6/76 
3/22/78 
8/19/77 
91 9111 
4/ 7/78 

11/ 1111 
3/21/78 
6/30/78 
6/22/78 

12/ 7/77 
3/29/78 
4/26/78 

12/21/77 
6/12/78 
6/28/78 
1/24/78 
6/ 3/78 
8/22/77 

11/ 3/77 
9130111 
5/23/78 
6/ 5/78 
7/28/77 
8/19/77 

10/21177 
10/21/77 

1/27/78 

6 
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1£l~ B 1800/B 1700 Reference Manuals. 

The following manuals have been released; 

•1057155 B 1700 Syste•s Reference Manual <4-72> 
11057155•001 PCN 11 (9•8•72> 
11057155•002 PCN #Z <9-28-73> 
11057189 B 1700 RPG Reference Manual <8•77> 
11057197 8 1800/8 1700 COBOL Reference Manual (9-77> 
11067170 8 1700 UPL Referenc~ Manual <12•73> 
11067535 B 1700 BASIC Reference Manual <6-73> 
11068731 B 1~00/8 1700 Syste• Software Operational Guide <8-78> 
11072568 8 1700 MIL Reference Manual <5-77> 
11073715 8 1700 NOL Reference Manual <6-77> 
11081346 B 1700 SOL Reference Manual <12-74> 
110818B2 8 1800/B 1700 FORTRAN Reference .Manual <4-78> 
11088010 . B 1700 MCP Reference Manual <8-75> 
tl-089794 8 ltoo DMSII Reference Manual <1~76> 
#1089992 8 1700 Data Com•unicatf ons Information Manual <12-75> 
11090578 8 1700 HASP Reference Manual <8-76) 
11090586 8 1700 CANOE User•s Manual <8-76> 
#1090602 8 1800/B 1700 RJE Reference Manual <7•78> 
11090610 B 1800/B 1700 TEXT/EDITOR Reference Manual C7-78) 

The revised edition of the B 1800/81700 System Software 
Operational Guide <dated 8-78> is now available for distribution. 
This revision of the •anual contains detailed descriptions of all 
new features and utility progra•s available with the Hark VII.O 
release• and should be reviewed thoroughly prior to a~tempting 
installation of this software level. 

Reference will be •ade throughout this release docu~ent to new 
features and progra•s- where specific docu•entation is contained 
in the revised B 1800/B 1700 System Software Operational Guide. 
Detailed informati~n on such features and programs is not 
included in this release docu•ent. 
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.1.s..!.s 8 1800/8 1700 Software Flashes. 

The following list reflects the current status of all 
B 1800/B 1700 S~ftware Flashes issued since January 1, 1977: 

E.L.uJl 

175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197. 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 

.BJl1.!.IJ.!. ElJ..!H1 

v1.1 
v1.1 

v1.1 
VI.1 
v1.1 
v1.1 
VI.t 

VII.O 

v11.o 
VI I .O 
VII.O 
VI 1.0 
VI I .o 
VII.O 
v11.o 
VII.O 
VI I .O 
VII.O 
VI I .o 
v1.1 

VII .O 
v11.o 
v11.o 
VII .o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
VII.O 

B.H!.i.t.ls..i 

lnfor•a-tion only 

Also RPG v1.1.1-v1.1.5 
Infor•ation only 
Also SYSTEM/LOAD.CAS v1.1.1 

Also fOR.INTRIN v1.1.1 

Also RPG v1.1.6 & HCPII v1.1.40 
Also COBOL v1.1.4 

Also RPG VI.1.8 

Also DASOL VI.1.4 

Also MCPII VI.1.69 
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2. HCP I I CS HCP> 

l-£1£ Introduction. 

In addi~ion to the i1ple•entation of new HCP Memory Manage•ent 
algortth•s,. a nu•ber of enhancements have been .included in the 
Hark VIl.O MCP. A•ong these are th• replacement of program mix 
nu•bers by job numbers, the ability to explicitly remove portions 
of •e•ory from use CXH), and the ability to explicitly allocate 
disk files <Installation Allocated Disk>. 

E~ch of these changes/enhancements is documented either in the 
paragraphs that follow or in the revised B 1800/B 1700 Syste• 
Software Operational Guide • 

.z~.!. Enhance11ents • 

.z ... .z .... 1 ... 
The following proble•s reported in the Mark VI.1 release letter 
have been fixed <the numbers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in the Mark v1.1 release letter which originally 
described the proble•>: 

a. Jnfor•ation beyond column 72 i~ now ignored in all control 
cards <2.3.7>. 

b. SYSTEM/LOAD.DUMP will. no longer start executing due to a 
feed check. read check. or empty hopper while reading input 
cards for an ADD•· OUHP, LOAD, or UNLOAD operation. An 
ending seaicolon is required before SYSIEH/LOAD.OUMP will 
begin (2.3 .. 81. 

c. Progra•s waiting on a COMPLEX.WAIT can now be marked as 
candidates for· rollout <2.3.10). Unless "frozen•~ any 
progra• waiting on a COMPLEX.WAIT will be rolled out if 
none of the events upon which it is waiting has occurred 
after two <2> MCP N.SECONO intervals. 

d. Entries in the ELOG for disk errors on •ultiple system 
drives now contain the correct untt-mne~onic <2.3.111. 

e. USER.BACKUP.NAME files on the PBD~OESIGNATION disk can now 
be printed/punched without the nec~ssity of including the 
pack-id in the PB message <Z.3.12>. 

f. Closing an outp~t printer or punch file with PURGE no 
longer fails to enter the file in the directory if it is 
directed to backup disk <2.3.13>. 
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g. If a program which has a charge number calls a SORT 
intrinsic, the charge number is now passed along to the 
intrinsic regardless of the setting of the CHRG option 
<2.1.11>. 

h. It is now possible to print/punch more than one secured 
backup file with a sjngle PB co••and by the use of the 
following message format: 

USER=<usercode>/<password> PB.<specifier> 

where <specifier> can be =/=, PRT/=, PRN/=, or PCH/= 
(2.3.18). 

i. Printer/punch files are no longer automatically directed to 
backup if the REPETITIONS value is equal to one <2.3.19). 

j. The <integer> used with the AB input message cannot be 
greater than four <2.3.20). 

k. System failures no longer occur when a tape file is closed 
<NO.REWIND> when not at EOF and an atte•pt is made to 
reopen the file <NO.REWIND>. <2.3.21>. 

l. A CL Message referencing a MICR Reader-Sorter no longer 
hangs the HCP <2.3.23). 

•· A PG or RP inp~t message that references a tape drive with 
no tape •ounted·on it no lon~er results in a spurious 
NO. WRITE RING •essage <2.3.25>. 

n. If a tape with a single-track error is mounted• 
longer loops indefinitely trying to ready 
<2.3426). 

the HCP no 
the unit 

o. If AUTOPRINT is active. any printer backup disk file that 
is closed will now be entered in the AUTOPRINT QUEUE· 
regardless of whether or not the backup file is directed to 
the.PBD.DESIGNATION disk or has a family-name of BACKUP.PRY 
<2.3.27>. A new attribute of the FILE statement. 
AUTOPRINT• May be used to prevent the file from being 
entered in the AUTOPRINT QUEUE <refer to paragraph 2.2.9 of 
this docu•ent and to the revised Software Operational Guide 
for details>. 

P• If SYSTEM/BACKUP is executed by AUTOPRINT and nQ printer 
has been reserved with the AB input message, the ~essage 
requesting a printer now indicates that an AB message is 
required <2.3.30>. 

Q• MICR Reader-Sorter progra•s can now be DS-ed without 
causing HCP proble•s <2.3.311. 
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ziz~z~ 
New HCP Memory ·Management algorith•s have been i•plemented, on 
three <optional> levels of sophistication and complexity: 

a. first-In• first-Out 
b. First-In• first•Out with Thrashing Detection 
c~ Ke•ory Priority with Thrashing Detection 

Complete documentation on the i•ple•entation. operational 
details• advantages. and disadvantag~s of each of these levels is 
contained in appendix A of the revised Software Operational 
Guide. A thorough review of this docu•entation is reco••ended, 
because a nu•ber of new operational features are connected with 
the new Me•ory Manage•ent algorith•s, including the concept of 
separate He•orv and Processor Priorities• Extended Segment Decay, 
and specification of thrashing detection parameters. 

z~z...J~ 
Capabilities have been i•ple•ented in the HCP <in conjunction 
with Gl'SMO/DEBUG> for dynamically monitori~g and displaying 
syste• perfor•ance on the syste• console. Co•plete do~u•entation 
on these powerful perfor•ance·monitorfng features is included in 
appendix B of the revised Software Operational Guide. 

l~£ 
Any progra• that is executed is now identified by a single 
nu•ber, the· job-nu•ber. from the time that the progra• is 
scheduled until it reaches end•of•job. Hix-numbers. as such. no 
longer exist. Job-nu•bers are incremented fro• 1 through 9999, 
at which tf •e they are reset to 1 by the HCP. 

All references to a progra• <whether in the mix or in the 
schedule> are now •ade using the job-number. Prior to Mark 
VII.O• so•e messages used the •ix~nu•ber as a paraaeter and 
others used the job•nu•ber. 

A second nuaber* the Job Accounting Nu•ber. is •aintained as a 
coapletely unique job identifier for the purposes of the syste• 
log. This number is not reset at 9999 <the eaxi•um value is 

f6777215>• and is only accessible to programs which process the 
og file. 

2.&1i~s 
Because each progra• now has a unique job~nu•ber, progra•s such 
as SORT intrinsics <for exa•ple• SORT/VSORT> are no longer 
"hidden•. That is. such jobs <referred to as •task$•) no~ 
display their beginning and ending messages on the SPO. These 
•essages identify th~ •beginning-of-tast• <BOT> and •end-of•tast" 
<EOT>• and specify the program which "called" the task (as the 
job-nu•ber contained in parenthases>. 
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.z .. .z .. .R.a 
for compatibility ·with 8 7000/B 6000 series systems• the 
PROTECTION and PROTECTION.IO attributes have been changed to 
SECURITYTYPE and SECURITYUSE• respectively• for use with the FILE 
~tate•ent and the M~ input aessage. The abbreviations are as 
follows: 

SECURITYTYPE SEC 
SECURITYUSE SUS 

The PROTECTION and PROTECTION.IO keywords <as 
abbreviations> are still allowed for Mark VII.OJ 
will be deleted in ~ future release • 

.Z;.aZ.....Z..s 

well as 
however,. 

their 
they 

Session nuabers <specified in Job Spawning Control Instructions 
with the SZ control attribute> have been divided into three 
distinct ranges• each with different characteristics and 
restrictions. Complete documentation on session nu•bers is 
contained in the revised Software Operational Guide • 

.Z.1.~.1..§!!. 
The •aximum CHARGE number that can be specifie~ has been 
lncreased to seven digits (9999999) • 

.Z.:..Z.J..r. 
The AUTOPRINT attribute <FILE state•ent> has· been imple•ented. 
This attribute- which is SET by default- specifies that a printer 
backup file is to be entered into the AUTOPRINT QUEUE when th~ 
file is closed. Specifying "NO AUTGPRINT" prevents a printer 
backup file from· being printed by the HCP AUTOPRINT mechanism. 
The AUTOPRINT attribute may be abbreviated as ATP. 

In Hark VI.1,. any printer backup file having the default 
fa•ily-na•e <"BACKUP.PRT"> and which resided on the 
PBD.DESIGNATION disk was entered into the AUTOPRINT QUEUE when it 
was released. In Hark v11.o, all backup tiles are entered into 
the AUTOPRINT QUEUE when they are released- unless "NO AUTOPRINT" 
is specified. Backup files already existing on disk when 
AUTOPRINT is invoked <for example~ when the AB message is 
entered>- are only placed in the AUTOPRINT QUEUE if they have the 
default fa•tly•naae and reside on the POD.DESIGNATION disk <files 
with •NO AUTOPRINT" specified are still ignored by SYSTEM/BACKUP• 
even if they are found in the AUTOPRINT QUEUE> • 

.Z.1..Z.!.l.2.:. 
The XM input message has been implemented• allowing explicit 
re•oval of specified areas of memory from use by the systea. The 
specifications •ade in the XH message are entered by the "CP in a 
table <the XM TABLE> maintained on disk; actual deletion of the 
designated areas is performed by the Syste• Initializer during 
the next CLEAR/START operation. Co•plete documentation on the 
syntax and usage of the XH input •essage is contained in the 
revised Software Operational Guide. 



.z ... z. .... u ... 
The PROTOCOL attribute <FILE statement> has been 
allowing a value to be passed from a program to an 
r~•ote file OPEN and OPEN-REPLY •essages. Refer 
10.4.11 of this do~u•ent and to the revised Software 
Guide for additional information • 

.Z.!..Z.s.l~.:. 
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1111ple•ented11 
HCS in the 
to para.graph 
Operational 

The "file-identifier RELEASED" message is now only displayed when 
a backup file is closed if the BREL <Backup File Released> option 
is set <refer to the revised Software Operational Guide for 
details> • 

.Z..t..Zi1.li 
The infor•atton provided by the STATE light, when running without 
the perforaance·•onitoring feature• has been changed in order to 
provide a better indication of .how "busy" the processor is. 

The i•ple•entation prior to Mark VII.O attempted to distinguish 
between "nor•al state" and "control state"~ The STATE light was: 

ON When either the SMCP or the MICRO.SCHEDULER is running. 

Off When the MHCP or any user progra• is running. 

The problem with that imple•entation was that it provided little 
information about how busy the system _rea\(y. is• since both 
meanings of the STATE ltght still indicate that the processor is 
being used. In addition- the light.could be somewhat •isleading 
in so•e cases. Logical 1/0 operations performed by the MHCP were 
considered as part of "nor•al state" <user program> time; 
however~ there are so•e exce~tional cases of logical 1/0 that 
•ust be handled by the SMCP. These were inconsistently displayed 
as part of the •control state" time. 

In order to provide a more useful indication of pTocessor use, 
the Mark VII.o release uses the STATE light to distinguish 
between syste• idle ti•e and non-idle time. The STATE light is: 

ON When everv pr6cess fn the svste• is waiting <idleJ. 

Off When the processor is executing some process. 

The advantages of this i•plementation are as follows: 

a. The MICRO.SCHEDULER can easily and unaMbiguously provide an 
indication of how busy the system is. 

b. Wtth control of the STATE light li•ited to the 
MICRO.SCHEDULER <unlike previous releases- where each 
interpreter set or reset the light a~ it gained or gave up 
control>- other performance-monitoring functions can be 
provided through the STATE light. 
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The main disadvantage is that it is different. To someone who is 
used t~ previous releasesr the user Job appears to be very busy 
<unless the srstem ts idle>• or it •av even appear to be hung in 
a loop • 

.ZiZ..:.1!.1. 
The MCP no longer locks an input •ulti•file tape when .end-of-reel 
is encountered during a multi-file search. Note: this change 
results in the sa•e tape being search~d again if another tape 
with the sa•e fa•ily-name is not •ounted and ready prior to the 
first tape rewinding to beginning-of-tape. 

z ... z ... 1~ .. 
The following changes to the HCP printer/p~nch·backup mechanis• 
have been •ade in this release: 

a. It is now possible to print/punch all·backup files on disk 
having a s~ectfied fa•f ly-name• using a "PB <fa•ily>/=ft 
input message. No options other than SAVE- LAB£l, or 
LABELS may be specified when using this form of _the PB 
•essage. for example. 

PB TWO.PLY/= 
PB DPC BILLS/= LABELS 

b. Printer/punch backup files created with the 
USER.BACKUP.NAME attribute specified are not removed fro• 
dfsk by SYSTEM/BACKUP after they have been printed/punched, 
unless switch 2 in SYSTEM/BACKUP is set to a non-zero 
value. This feature does not apply to any backup file 
whose naae is si•Plv changed to a non-default 
backup•file•identifier; USER.BACKUP.NAME •ust have been 
spec i f i e d when t he backup f i le w as . c r eat· e d • 

c. All output printer/punch backup files are now directed to 
the POD.DESIGNATION disk <even if a specific pack-id has 
been designated for the fila>~ unless the USER.BACKUP.NAME 
attribute is set. This does not apply~ ~owever• to secured 
backup files• whi~h are directed to the default pack 
specified in the <SYSTEH>IUSERCODE file. If no default 
pack is assigned~ secured backup files are directed to the 
PBO.DESIGNATION disk. 

Additional docu•entation on all features of SYSTEM/BACKUP and the 
PB input •essage is included in the revised Software Operation~\ 
Guide. 

l.&Z.all..a 
The Network Controller identified in the NAME TABLE will no 
longer be executed •ore than once when multiple Data Comm jobs 
are executed at the same time. 
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.Z.s..Z.s.lI.s 
The HCP now prevents a "D~NAMIC ••• FILE •••" control instruction 
fro• referencing any file that is not co•pletely closed. A file 
is not closed tf a file Information Block <FIB> is still 
assigned1 the FIB is only returned when the file is clo~ed with 
RELEASE, LOCK• PURGE• or REMOVE <the HCP doesr however.· allow a 
"DYNAMIC• control instruction to refere·nce a tape file that has 
been closed with NO.REWIND>. A •ovNAHIC" control instruction 
referencing any of the following attributes is allowed by the 
HCP, however. whether or not the file is completely closed: 

EOP 
AUTOPRINT 
INVALID.CHARACTERS 
LOCK 

In a si•ilar manner• the HCP prevents a WRITE.fPB communicate by 
a progra• from referencing a file that is not completely closed. 
For Hark VII~O. a warning •essage is displayed and the WRITE.FPS 
is allowed to proceed; in Hark VIII.Or the program will be OS-ed 
i••ediately. for COBOL programs which use the "VALUE OF ID IS 
data-name• construct. WRITE.FPB com•unicates are generated by the 
compiler <transparent to the programmer>. Since it is impossible 
to have control in .the source progra• pver when these 
co••unicates are issued~ WRITE.FPO co••unicates by a COBOL 
progra• which reference ·a file that is not completely closed are 
si•ply ignored by the MCP Cno warning •essage is displayed>. 

~ .... ~lls. 
If the default pack specified for a usercode is not present when 
an output disk file is opened by a progra• running under that 
usercoder the HCP sets the •override• bit in the 
<SYSTEHl/USERCODE file~ directs the file to the system disk, and 
displays a warning message on the SPO. Once the override bit is 
set, all output files created by any program running under that 
usercode are directed to syste• disk <without any warning 
•~ssages>• regardless of whether or not the reQuired pack is on 
line. The override bit can be explicitly reset using the RV 
input aessage. Refer to paragraph 2.2.52 of this document and 
also to th~ r~vtsed Software Operational Guide for details • 

.Z.s..2..d.2Jt. 
The RH respQnse to a DUPLICATE 
SYSTEM/LOAD.DUMP no longer causes the 
incorrect attributes (flash #190>. 

L.l~.s 

f ILE situ at i of1 
output file to 

wt th 
have 

A disk SQUASH operation referencing Electronics Unit 1 of a 
head•per•track system disk no longer halts the syste• with an 
irrecoverable "NOT READY" disk exceptio~ condition <Flash #199>. 
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~~Z£l1£ . 
The HCP now generat~s the correct 1/0 opcode for Extended Result 
Descriptor <ERO> reads on B 9484 Disk Packs·connected to Disk 
Pack Control•! <Flash #203> • 

.Z.£.2.1..2.Z.s 
The HCP will no longer reinstate a progra~ after displaying the 
following ter•inal error Message: 

TAPE NOT POSITIONED AT EOFl LABEL 

Z£Z....Zl.a 
It is no longer possible for a program running under a 
non•privileged usercode/password Cor a progra• n~t. running under 
file Security> to open a secured output disk file having t~o 
names where the fa•ily•name is not the sa•e as the usercode. In 
addition~ a progra• which is not ·running under ~privileged 
usercode cannot CLOSE an existing secured disk file with PURGE if 
the fa•ily-~ame is not the sa•e as the usercode. 

One of the ar~a~ •ost often affected by this s•curity improve~ent 
is where it is desired to PB a secured~ public backup file~ using 
the following input message: 

PB <<usercode>)/l<integer> 

Since SYSTEM/BACKUP is executed without a usercode in this case• 
the backup file cannot be closed with PURGE• and re•ains on disk 
after printing. The proper way to do this would be either to 
prefix the PB •essage above with a privileged usercode/password• 
or to enter the message as followsr 

USER=<osercode>/<password> PB <integer> 

.Z..t.l.s.li .s. 
A NOT READY encountered on a tape unit during a tape file OPEN no 
longer hangs the HCP • 

.Z.a.Z.1.Z2..a 
The HCP now handles blanks within file-identifiers on tape labels 
as follows: 

a. Leading blanks are disallowed• 
b. Trailing blanks are truncated• and 
c. E•bedded blanks are allowed. 

z ... ~.s.li.s. 
The HCP will now initiate a physical WRITE of the last partial 
block on a tape output file following a CLOSE request if the 
preceding I/O encountered end-of-reel. preventing a progra• hang. 
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l.r..Z.:.21£ 
The HCP will no longer halt when attempting to sort a 
variable•length record disk file having an EDF.POINTER of zero • 

.Z.:..Z.s..Z!l.:. . 
The ~CP will no longer halt with an INVALID CASE when processing 
a WY input •essage referencing the NOL Network Controller. 

Z.:.Z..1..Z!.!. 
The HCP wtll no longer halt if an attempt is made to assign an 
input card file which has stacker-select specified to an 
80-colu•n reader. 

Z....Z.a12.a 
A CL •essage 
program is now 
•ess age: 

referencing the MICR Reader•Sorter or a OS of the 
allowed after receiving. the following error 

POCKET LIGHT COMMUNICATE REQUESTED WHILE SORTER FLOWING 

l.a.Z.all.a 
A TERMINATE card no longer halts the HCP if the file-identifier 
is omitted. The TERMINATE card is now ignored by the HCP if the 
file-identifier is missing or does not match the file-identifier 
on the corresponding STREAM card • 

.z ... .z ... 1z .. 
The HCP now allows an SD to be requested on a disk initialized as 
SYSTEM <S>. without having to first reinitialize the disk as 
UNRESTRICTED <U>. 

l.s..ZJt.JJ.!. 
A HX• WY. or WS= message entered on the ·host SP-0 now displays all 
jobs running or in the schedule, wiihout the necessity of first 
setting the RHSG option • 

.Z.&Z..tl!..t 
All known problems causing MCP NAME/VALUE STACK OVERFLOW halts 
have been fixed • 

.L..U.l~..t 
An ST message now forces the N.SECOND routine to be called 
immediately• causing Immediate rollout of the stopped iob. tn 
addition, a new option of the ST message allows a progra• to be 
stopped• then automatically restarted when another progra• in the 
mix ter•inates. Refer to the revised Software Operational Guide 
for details. 

~..t.2.!.1.§£ 
The SL input message no longer allows non-numeric parameters to 
be specified. 
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.z .:.Z .:...ll.!. 
A space is now required to delimit bit-type operands <those 
enclosed by •at• signs> in the CP input message • 

.Z.s.~&.ll.!. 
The NC option of the PH fnput •essage is no longer allowed. 
DUMP/ANALYZER auto•atically zip-executes NOL/DUMP aft~r printing 
the analysis ~f an NOL Network Controller dump • 

.Z..1.Z..1..l.2.!. 
The TABS optton has been i•plemented. ·When this option is set, 
the HCP includes certain additional records in the LOG for use by 
TABS <Time Analysts and Billing Syste•>· Refer to the TABS 
d-0cu•ent and to the revised Software Operational Guide for 
further information • 

.Z.aZ.a~.a 
creation of disk files with The HCP now provides for 

user-specified attributes 
<Installation Allocated Disk>. 
section in the revised Software 
Installation Allocated Disk • 

.Z.al.a..ilJt. 

and absolute disk addresses 
Ref er to the DISK/ALLOCATOR 

Operational Guide for details on 

The IC <Interpreter Count> input message has been implemented, 
allowing specification of the •axi•u• number of interpreters .. that 
can be run concurrently. Refer to the revised Software 
Operational Guide for further infor•ation • 

.Z.aZ.a!Z..a 
The HCP now atteapts to do a "deep read• <for error correction> 
on cassette tape. This capability requires installation of a 
hardware change to the cassette control <LIN IL6958•002 for 
hybrid controls and LIN tl6958•003 for wirewrapped controls>. 
Atte•pting to use cassette tape on Hark v11.o without the proper 
hardware change installed will hang the HCP. This is applicable 
only to those B 1800/B 1700 syste•s that have magnetic tape 
cassette peripheral units <which provide the ability to write 
cassette files>• not to syste•s which only have the console 
cassette drive • 

.ZJ1..Z..1.ll£ 
The REWIND CASSETTE •essage displayed by the System Initializer 
during a CLEAR/START operation has been deleted. - SYSTEM MEMORY 
DUMP COMPLETE •essage is displayed by the MCP1 however, if a 
•eeory du•p was requested during the ClEAR/START • 

.Z.s.~!.!!£ 
Auto•atic loading of pseudo decks fro• diskette has been 
iaple•ented in the MCP. A pseudo deck on diskette is identified 
by the presence of "PSRw in the first three bytes of a header 
label. Refer to the DISKETTE/COPY section in the revised 
Software Operational Guide for further details. 
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Z.sl.1..!2.s. 
Co••as are again required to separate file-names in the list of 
files spectffed in· a REMOVE control instruction. This 
require•ent <primarily a safeguard> was inadvertently deleted in 
Mark Vl.1. 

Z.aZ.ail.a 
A tape labeled •SCRATCH• is now handled property as an input file 
by the MCP. 

2....Z.s..!tl.s. 
The MIX LIMIT <ML input message> now applies only to jobs having 
a PROCESSOR.PRIORITY less than 9. Programs with a 
PROCESSOR.PIIORITY of 9 or greater can enter the mix <given 
sufficient system resources> regardless of the setting of the HIX 
LIMIT. In addition- any job that is executed with a 
PROCESSOR.PRIORITY of 9 or greater ts autoeatically given a 
SCHEDULE.PRIORITY the sa•e as the PROCESSOR.PRIORITY Cup to a 
•axi•U• of 14>• unless an explicit SCHEDULE.PRIORITY attribute is 
also specified. Note that the PRIORITY assumes the functions of 
PROCESSOR.PRIORITY if the Priority Me•ory Management algorithm is 
not being used by the MCP. Refer to the revised Software 
Operational Guide for complete infor•ation • 

.Z.s.Zs.!!§.:. 
The Julian date has been added to all output messages which 
display the current date • 

.z ... Z ... il.a 
The RX input message now requires the serial number of the disk 
as a verification <refer to the revised Software Operational 
Guide for co•plete syntax> • 

.Z.:. Z.s.2.2.!. 
The response to the Ol input ~essage on a user pack/cartridge now 
includes the number of users currently using the disk • 

.z ... z ... ".a 
A new run•ti•e attribute, NODif, has been implemented. 
~pecf fication of this attribute with a COMPILE, EXECUTE• or 
bYNAMIC control instruction <not allowed with MODIFY> prevents 
the premature ier•inatfon of spawned jobs due to "DEATH IN 
FAMILY•. Refer to the revised Software Operational Guide for 
details • 

.Z.s.Z.s.2.Z..s. 
The RV tnput •essage has been imple•ented to allow the "overrtde~ 
bit in the <SYSTEM>IUSERCODE file to be reset for a particular 
usercode. Refer to the revised Software Operational Guide for 
further infor•ation. 
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.z ... z ... 21 .. 
The equal sign <=> is now allowed between USER <or US> and the 
<usercode>/<password>. 

Z.sZ-£2!t.1. 
The HCP no longer halts when 
message is entered for a progra• 
Permit. 

z ... z...il .. 

an ST message followed by a GO 
awaiting a Data Comm Open 

The HCP no longe~ halts when an attemvt is made to remove a 
backup file directed to a specific user pack which exceeded its 
maximum allowable size. 

Z.s~.s..22.& 
The •CORE.COPYn of an in•use disk file ·header is now only printed 
by the KA routine if the OBUG option is set • 

.Z.a. -'.1.2.Z.S. 
The MCP no longer halts on an irrecoverable disk 1/0 error or an 
invalid key when attempting to enter a message in a queue • 

.Z.t..Z.a21l.s 
The HCP no longer halts with a READ OUT-Of-BOUNDS while 
processin9 a QC input •essage. 

z ... Z.&2.2.a 
A WY on a. pr o g r a• at t e "'pt i n g t o per f or "' a 0 H S open w here t he 
database is Locked now contains the correct file-identifier in 
the ~esponse • 

.Z.t.L.i2.a 
Atte•pting to print part of the SPO queue Cfor ~xample, ~KB too•> 
when the SPO queue contains some uninitialized records no longer 
halts the HCP • 

.Z.s..2£il.s. 
Due to i•ple•entation of the MEMORY.PRIORITY attribute, the HP 
input •essage, previously used to list the Multi-Pack file 
Tables~ is now used to interrogate or change the •e•ory priority 
of a progra• in the •ix. The HU input message is now used to 
list the Multi•Pack File Tables. Co•plete documentation on both 
of these input •essages is contained in the revised Softwate 
Operational Guide • 

.Z..t..Z.s.ll.s. 
The MCP now properly handles the Working Available Table if an SO 
input •essage is used to assign an addi~ional syste• driver ~nd 
the Working Available Table on the existing system disk<s> has 
extension seg•ents. 
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.Za..Z.a.il .... 
It is now possible to interrogate <with the LT input message> 
which print translator was selected while the printer is in use • 

.Z.t..Z.1..§!..!. 
The two methods for accessing 1/0 SEQUENTIAL disk files• first 
i•ple•ented in patch 140 to the Hark YI.1 HCP, are also included 
in Mark VtI.o. Appendix C to the revised Software Operat;onal 
Guide contains detailed documentation on all methods available 
for accessing disk files on B 1800/B 1700 systems. 

Z...l..1. Known Errors and Restrictions • 

.Z.&l.J.s. 
The "INYALIO.CHARACTERS=l" option of the FILE statement is not 
functional. 

Z...l.a..Z.a 
A "CLOSE PURGE• on an unlabeled tape does not work• because the 
HCP cannot find a· tape volume-identifier. This will be 
considered a per•anent restriction • 

.Z.a..l~ 
The MCP will ter•inate any program that attempts to OPEN <output> 
a file with odd-length logical records on Phase-Encoded <PE> 
tape. Input files with odd-length records are allowed; however• 
caution should be used to insure that "garbage" records are not 
read by the progra•- This will be considered a per•anent 
restriction. 

Z.al&!.a 
The •retry count" in the ELOG entry for a non-user I/O Ci.e.. an 
I/O descriptor not associated with a file Information Block> will 
always be recorded as zero. 

1.s.J..!.~.!.. 
A program atte•pting to open a blocke·d file on an 80• or 
96-colu•n data recorder will be OS-ed by the MCP. This will be 
considered a permanent restriction. 

Zi..L..§i 
If any syste• utility progra• using "Direct 1/0" <such as 
SYSTEM/DISK.INIT> is OS-ed1 the drfve it was using ~ust be 
readied •anually <"RYDtx• or "RYOPx"> to return it to the svste•· 
This will be considered a permanent restriction. 

z ... 1...z .... 
Record count• block count, and cumulative time open is incorrect 
in the LOG for REMOTE and QUEUE files only. 
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Z.S.l.:..!l.!. 
Jobs still in the schedule when a CLEAR/START occurs are marked 
in the log as "RS-ED" rather than •ABORTED"· 

Z.s.J.s..2.:. 
A transferred LOG, ELOG. or SPOLOG file that has only one disk 
area assigned is not reduced in size to eliminate wasted sectors 
at the end of the area • 

.Z.&1.:.1.2.s. 
The HCP fails with unpredictable results if an attempt is made to 
enter an OF Message referencing a MICR Reader-Sorter file. 

l.!!..b.l1£ 
A •task• <for example. a SORT ·intrinsic> in the ~ix is counted by 
the HCP as a separate job when determining wheth~r or not the HIX 
LIMIT has been reached • 

.Z.:.J.!.l~.!. 
It is not possible to KP a PRIVATE file by file-identifier• even 
if the KP message is prefaced with the appropriate usercode and 
password • 

.Z...l.all.& 
Colu•n one of the beginning label card on an 80-column .. punch 
output file is not being punched with an invalid character • 

.Z.s..h.1!.:. 
If an ADD• DUMP• LOAD• or UNLOAD message is preceded by a 
USER=<usercode>/<pas~word>, no file•id~ntifier havirig a 
family-name may be specified in the file-name list if the 
fa•ily-name is not the sa•e as the specified usercode. for 
example• the following statements are valid: 

US SITE/A DUMP TO T :/=• 
USER=X/Y LOAD FROM TAPE A• 9, <X>!Ci 

The following stateMent. however• is illegal: 

USER A/B ADD FROM XXX C/O; 

~i.l.t.12.!. 
If the message "PGMTxJPOHlx" is entered for a Phase-Encoded <PE> 
tape• the tape is unloaded before the purge is done. The next 
tape •ounted on the drive ~ill be purged if it contains a wrtte 
ring • 

.L.J.!.li~ 
The RX input Message does not remove any files having a usercode 
as the fa•ily-na•e• even if they are not specified in. the 
file-na•e list. 
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~..t.i..11.:. 
Entering a Cl input message referencing a tape unit doing a 
"SPACE" co••unicate on a multi-file tape hangs the MCP. 

~..t.J..t..ll.1. 
The following SPO input sequence generates "garbage" SPO messages 
and does not assign the printer property. 

<job•number>fHLPxlEX <progra•·id> 

z,_1 ... 12 ... 
By default- the line width for the CRT SPO is erroneously set to 
72 instead of· the correct value of 80. A "KB W 80" is required 
after CLEAR/START to set the proper maximum line width. 

Z£l.=..2.2.1. 
If an SOL/UPL program has frozen itself <FREEZE_PROGRAH), the HCP 
erroneously resets the "freeze" condition if the progra•·does a 
REMOTE file open. This does not occur during oth~r types of file 
opens# nor does it occur if the program was executed with the 
FREEZE option specified. 

1.lllE 

In Hark VIIl.011 the FREEZE_PROGRAH/THAW_PROGRAH 
co••untcate •echanis• will be changed. for each 
progra•- the HCP will maihtain an 8-bit •counter" of 
FREEZE communicates, which will be bu•ped for each 
FREEZE_PROGRAM and decremented for each THAW_PROGRAH. 
A progra• will be considered "frozen" as long as the 
counter is non-zero. Overflow/underflow is ignored; 
thus• FREEZE_PROGRAH and THAW_PROGRAH communicates must 
be properly •atch~d in order to work as 'intended. 

Z...l..Zl.a 
The LOCKED •essage displayed after an SNL input •essage displays 
the old tape serial number rather than the new tape serial 
nu•ber • 

.Z.!..l.£.Z.Z£ 
AtteMpting to modify a code file via an OBJ statement using 
q~otes <"> and se•icolons <;> to delimit parameters can result tn 
various syntax errors. For example: 

COMPILE ••• OBJ FILE <file-id> PACK.ID=" ~;cG 9999999 

.z .!..l.s.Z.l:!L 
Relabeling <RL message> the PBO.OESIGNATION disk CBO message> is 
no longer allowed. 
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.ZsJ.s..2!..t. 
Output p~inter backup files that have USER.BACKUP.NAME specified 
are not enter~d in the AUTOPRI~T QUEUE if they are directed to a 
disk other than the PBO.OESIGNATION disk. 

Z.=.J.s..Z2..t 
The RB DMP/= and BF DMP/= input messages do not work correctly 
when the PBO.OESIGNATION specifies a user disk. 

Z.!.1.=..li.!. 
When a disk file is opened INPUT by one 
another progra• opens the same file I/O 
gets set in the disk file header <OFH>. 
opened the file 1/0 LOCK ACCESS goes to 
file, the lock bit is not reset. This 
from opening the file until it is closed 

Z.&1.&Z.l.a 

or more progra•s• if 
LOCK ACCESS, a lock bit 

When the progra• which 
end~of•job or closes the 
pr~vents other programs 
by all progra111s. 

If a tile ·is modified to a non•existerit unit <UNIT.NAME attribute 
of the FILE stateaent>• the program.will be terminated if it 
atte•pts to open the file • 

.Z..t.l: . .z.n~ 
The RX input message requires that a slash (/) separate the 
unit-mnemonic <or pack-id> and serial-number specifications. for 
example: 

RX DPA/123456 FILEA• FILEB/FILEC, ••• ; 

L..l:r..Z.2.s. 
The HCP wf ll ertoneously reinstate a program if an ST •essage 
followed by a GO •essage is entered for that program while it is 
awaiting OS or DP. The results of reinstating the program in 
such a case are unpredic~able• and can cause system failures• 
data corruption. and so forth • 

.Z.&.la.1.Q.a 
A program in the schedule which has the NODIF attribute set is 
RS-ed if the parent program terminates .abnormally. 

Z.s.J.:.Jl.:. 
Atte•pts to relabel <RL input message> a system pack causes an 
HCP READ OUT-OF-BOUNDS halt. 

Z.s..l..s..ll.!. 
A COMPILE and GO with an error in any OBJ attribute caui6$ the 
"GO" portion to be RS-ed and the tempora·ry object code file to be 
re•oved fro• disk. 
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Z...JaJli 
Any job atte•pting to open an input fil~ with a RECORD.SIZE eQual 
to zero and the DEFAULT attribute reset will be DS-ed • 

. ~al.s.J~£ 
If two progra•s are accessing the same disk file and one of the• 
closes the file wtth PURGE• the file will be removed from disk 
when it is closed by the second program <regardless of which 
CLOSE option is specified>· 

2aJal~i 
When atte•pting to call SORT/QSORT with large records, certain 
co•binations of sort •emorv size• number of input records• and 
number of sort keys can cause an HCP "DIVIDE BY ZERO" halt 
<L=~OOOOOA~l. 

Teeporary fix: Increase the amount of memory assigned for the 
SORT. 
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3. Interpreters and Firmware 

l~Ji Introduction. 

The Hark VII.O fir•ware contains a numbe~ of significant changes, 
•ost notably pertaining to the new Memory Management algorith•s· 

CLEAR/START and SYSTEH/INIT have been rede$igned. resulting in a 
different •emory layout following the CLEAR/START operation~ 
implementing the XH function, and providing more information in 
memory dumps. 

The HCP.LEVEL field checked by the HCP at BOJ for all programs 
has been raised fro• 1 to 2 for all interpreters, meaning that 
Hark VII.O interpreters cannot be retrofitted to Hark VI.l 
srsteas. In addition, Mark VII.O CLEAR/START cassettes are 
co•pletely inco•patible with all other release versions. 

a. The task of finding a suitable area of memory when reQuested 
is now a GISHO function. This "FINDWINOOW• procedure uses 
appropriate criteria such as availability and memory priority 
to select the precise area to .be deallocated. The SHCP. 
using the location and size oassed to it by GISHO, is still 
responsible for rolling out any data segmen~s in the area to 
disk. 

b. New Performance Monitoring capabilities, as desc~ibed in 
appendix B of the revised Software Operational Guide• have 
been i•plemented in the Hark VII.O GISHO. Note that ~ll of 
the perfor•ance•monitoring functions reQuire the use of 
GISMO/OEBUG. 

c. With the exception of console interrupts when the SOL 
Interpreter is in control• all interpreter halts are the 
result of infor•ation passed to GISMC, which performs the 
actual halt. 

A problem has been corrected in 
instances, was incorrectly 
operations with skew and offset, 
verification operations. 

J~z:z~ MICRO.HCP (HHCP> 

which GISMQ, 
handling disk 
treating the• 

in certain 
pack retry 
instead as 

a. The Hark VII.O HHCP release has few changes of user 
significance. Certain changes in the HHCP-SHCP interface 
have been made, none of which are visible to the system user. 
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b. A problem involving the incorrect handling of end-of-tape 
<EOT> on Paper Tape Reader files has been corrected. 

A number of functions have been Moved fro• SYSTEH/INIT to 
CLEAR/START~ where they are treated as subprogra•s by 
SYSTEM/INlT. This causes the physical Quantity of tape used by 
CLEAR/START to be n6ticably longer than that used in the Hark 
Vl.1 cassette. Thus, users should not suspect that the computer 
is "runntng away" when the tape continues to turn beyond the 
custo•ary point. 

.hlll.E 

Depressing the CLEAR button when beginning a 
CLEAR/START destroys the TAS pointer in the pro~e~sor. 
It is therefore essential~ when taking a meMory dump 
after an uninterruptible system-loop Cone for which the 
HALT button •ust be depressed to stop the processor> 
that the contents of the TAS register be recorded 
before doing the CLEAR/START. Likewise11 for 
uninterruptible hangs11 the user is urged to record FA 
and FB as well a~ the registers requested on the dump 
CL, 111 x. Y• and A~ plus HBR and TOPH on 1720 series 
processors>. Interruptible loops Cthose which are 
halted by the INTERRUPT switch> become defined halts 
for which no addi·tional information must be obtained by 
the system operator when taking a dump. 

l.aZ.a!l.a System In i ti al i z er C SYS J EH/ I NIT > 

a. 

, 
b
. ~' • 

c. 

d. 

SYSTEH/INIT is now loaded over GISMO in memory, if one 
existedJ otherwise, it is loadad in mid-memcry. This allows 
the interrupt queue to be printed in memory dumps- whereas in 
past releases this information at the top of •emory was wiped 
out by the loading of SYSTEM/INIT. In •any cases11 this 
per•its diagnosis of system hangs caused by faulty I/0 
controls generating bad interrupt entries. 
' the A Stack and processor scratchpads are now extract~d by 
SYSTEM/INIT and included in SYSTEH/DUMPFILE fo~ printing by 
HCPII/ANALYZER. 

SYSTEH/INIT now loads GISHO beyond the SHCP LIMIT.REGISTER 
rather than in low memory, providing greater protectfqn fro• 
accidental corruption. 

The XH function, which links areas out of ava;table memory• 
has been coded tn SYSTEM/INIT. 

e. The eemory du•p functions previously performed by 
SYSTEM/HEMOUHP SYSTEM/HEHDUHP are now done by SYST£M/INIT. 

is, the~efore• no longer released. 



No major changes have been made to the Kark 
Interpreter. 

l£Z.&.§A COBOL Interpreter 

VII.O 
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SOL 

No major changes have been made to the Mark VII.O COBOL 
Interpreter. 

J.Z...ZA BASIC Interpreter 

No major changes have been made to the Hark VII.a BASIC 
Interpreter. 

1AZ£§A RPG Interpreter 

The divide algorithm in the RPG Interpreter has been optimized, 
i•proving the speed of divide and sQuare root operations • 

.l.a.Z.a..2 ... FORTRAN Interpreter 

The addition of new code in the Hark VI.l FORTRAN Interpreter 
pushed the code used for double-precision handling beyond the 
M.MEHORY.HINIMUM point. This had the unintentional effect of 
degrading performance of programs making heavy use of 
double-precision functions on a 81720 processor having 4KB of 
Control Memory. The Mark VII.O FORTRAN Interpreter has been 
so•ewhat rearranged to return the double-precision code to 
Control Memory- thus restoring the originat speed of such 
progra•s· 

j~]~ Known Errors and Restrictions. 

a. The SOL Interpreter is incorrectly· checking for field 
overflo~ beyond the 65-535-bit maximum length capability of 
SOL/UPL when performing X AOO and X HUL operations. Th~s can 
result in erro~eous "iAHE/VALUE- STACK OVERFLoww errors 
instead of the desired •EXPRESSION OUT or RANGE" error. Mote 
that this lieit applies to the temporary area in the VALUE 
STACK in which the result is formed; the length of the field 
in which the result is ultimately stored is irrelevant-

b. A CLEAR of an array of type RECORD produces incorrect 
results. 

c. The LENGTH function. when applied to an item of type RECORO
returns the length in characters rather than bits. 
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a. The CSIN <Complex Sine> intrinsic produces results with 
incorrect sign of the real part in certain cases. 

b. If a portion of an array is passed to a subprogram. which in 
turn passes a still s•aller portion to a second subprogra~· 
the ~ORTRAN Interpreter in certain cases attempts ·to access a 
non-existent data ~egment, resulting in program termination. 

1£!£ Interpreter Verification Attributes. 

~!lJ._lJlliltllr..t.t~r.-1.SJl.LLl.tUt.Bf.llL.a.aL~.121.Ll.H!f.Bf!.§1 

ARCHITECTURE.NAME: "SDLw 
COMPILER.LEVEL: l 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISHO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: 

2. 3, 4, s. o- 7, a, 10, 11, 12, t3 
Seg•ents: 13 

~..Qil1JJ._ln1J!I.D.£.!U . .!l!._i-'Jlll!1LL1Jj!f!!f!lL.in.SL.&!l1l.Q1.Llfill:.Bf.!~1 

ARCHITECTURE.NAM(: "COBCL" 
COMPILER.LEVEL: l 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISMO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: 6 
Segments: 4 

.Rf~_ln1!LW::!l!!£_1f!.e.ijllti!.tfif!lL.i!!.!Lfi~LlNTf.Bf!~l 

ARCHITECTURE.NAME: "RPG" 
COHPILER.LEVEL: 1 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISHO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: Q, l• z, 3, 4 
Segments: 7 

JlA..Slk.:..ln1t..tl2C.~!itL!JlA~l~Ll1U.E.Bf .. HL.aruL!lA~l.CL.ltil.E.Bf1~1 

ARCHITECTURE.NAME: "BASIC" 
COMPILER.LEVEL: 3 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISHO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE~ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: None 
Seg•ents: 1 



f.!J.B.1.BA!-1 !!l!!.et:~!.f!.t_!E!J.BlB! .tiLl.h!U!f!.tL.a.n·g_[!lfil BA~LltUf.Bfl~l 

ARCHITECTURE.NAME: "FORTRAN" 
COMPILER.LEVEL: l 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISHO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bf ts that are TRUE: Q,. 1 
Segnutn ts: 1 

.e.2JHLln1.!!:RC.! .t.!.t_!.Q2QQLl .rllf .Bf~.Y l 

ARCHITECTURE.NAME: ~esoon 

COMPILER.LEVEL: 2 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISMO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: None 
Seg•ents: 1 

l.fU:1 1.!t.2.2~1.n.uu:.er.Jt!Jl!_i!!tQQLllU.E.Bfi!U 

ARCHITECTURE.NAME: •t400" 
COHPilER.LEVEL: 2 
HCP.LEVEL: 2 
GISHO .. LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: None 
Segments.: 1 

GISHO.LEVEL: 2 
ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: 

111 3, 21 .. 22,. 21,. 41,, 42, 11. 73; 74, 75,. 76 
Seg•ents:· 1 

ARCHITECTURE.ATTRIBUTE bits that are TRUE: 
1, 3. 21, 22 .. 21, 20,. 43,. 44• 45,, s2, 53 
10 .. 71, 73, 75,. 77,, 79 

Segments: 16 

31 
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4. RPG 

!~Ji Introduction. 

The Hark VII.O release of the RPG compiler includes corrections 
to outstanding problems1 the capability to mairtain a library of 
source files~ and increases the maximum number of files allowed 
in an RPG program. Each of these changes is documented in the 
paragraphs that follow. 

!£.ZJr. Enhancements • 

.!t.1..Z.1..lJr. 
Tho following problems reported in the Mark Vl.t release letter 
have been corrected Cthe numbers in ~arentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in the Mark VI.1 release letter which originally 
described the proble•>= 

a. Right-signed numeric fields written to a printer file no 
longer have their sign fields replaced with an "f" <4.3.2). 

b. The RPG compiler no longer terminates with an INVALID 
SUBSCRIPT error when the File Specification card has 
entries shifted to the left <4.3.61. 

c. Sequence checking is now performed for compile-time tables 
and arrays when ascending or descending seQuence is 
specified <4.3.12>. 

!Jr.~.!.~.!. 
The •x• edit code has been corretted to remove only the positive 
sign. 

li£L.l£ 
An RPG program with more than 64 arrays declared no longer 
ter•inates with a WRITE OUT-or-BOUNOS error. 

!£.t~Jr.· 
~hen using the "HOVEL• operation .to move a smaltek h~111eric. ffe.ld · 
to a larger alpha field~ the sign is pla~ed ih the zbrie oo~ttton 
of the rightmost chara~ter moved. for example, "HOVEL• Of 
•-6789' to a field containing 'ABCDEFGH' will gi~e the result 
1 678REFGH' <R represents -9>. 

!t .I. .Z.1.2£ 
The RPG compiler now supports source file Maintenance. Refer to 
paragraph 4.4.2 for te•porary documentation on the syntax. 
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!..t.-'.T.s.:. 
The RPG compiler no longer terminates with an INVALID SUBSCRIPT 
error when a constant in factor 1 or Factor 2 of the Calculation 
Specifications contains a 9-digit field followed by a decimal 
point. 

!t.&Z.a.l.& 
The RPG coMpiler will now syntax null constants <two single 
quotes on a line in the Output Specifications>. 

!..t..Z.s.§-4! 
The RPG compiler will no longer terminate with an INVALID CASE 
error under the following conditions: 

a. A "Z-ADO" operation is to be performed, 

b. factor 2 is a literal with decimal positions declared. and 

c. The result field has zero deci~al positions declared. 

!.s.Z..t.j.!. 
The divide algorithm in the RPG Interpreter has been optimized. 
The new interpreter i•proves the speed for djvision when: 

a. Each operand is less: than six bytes in length. or 

b. There are l~ading zeros to the left of the decimal point. 

Square root operations have also been signjf icantly improved. 

i.-.Z...112..a 
When co11piling with switch 1 set to 1, a printer file called 
"ERROR.LINE• will be created• containing any syntax errors or 
warnings detected in the compiled RPG program. The HCP 
automatically appends a "SW1=1" attribute to any COMPILE control 
instruction zipped with a· session number between 1 and 1023• 
inclusive <for example. a COMPILE performed through CANOE>. 

!.sZ.!..1!..:. 
A warn f n g w i l l : be gene r ate d by t he RPG co Iii p il er . when t he val u e 
f o r "s · R PER A"' i s .not an eve n m u l t i p l e o f t h e r e c o rd s p e r b l oc k • 
The RPG compiler will automatically adjust the sfzes upward as 
necessary • 

.!.s.~.s.li.:. 
The RPG co•piler has optimized the addition of records to an 
indexed file• especially when the records are added in order. 

!t.-..Z...l.3.a 
Input Specifications no longer have to repeat the decimal 
positions for numeric arrays. 
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.!lo: .Z.:l.!t £ 
Multiple Control Card Specifications will now be given a syntax 
error. 

!..1.Z.al!2..a 
H~tching record and control level indicators are 
reQuired to be in the first input field declared by a 
consecutive field record relation indicators • 

.!t.!..Z.!..1~ .!.. 

no tonger 
group of 

. "S NAMES• no longer generates two copies of the "NAMES" listing 
when there are syntax errors • 

.!t..aZ.a.ll..a 
A warning is now generated by the RPG compiler when the "lP" 
indicator occurs on an exception or total line with "AND" er "OR" 
specified • 

.!t.!. .z .&.1.§ .!. 
A syntax error is now generated by the RPG compiler when the 
"FROM FILE" field is specified on an Extension Specifications 
line and the "ENTRIES PER RECORD" field is left blank • 

.!t.:Z.1.12.!. 
A syntax error is now generated by the RPG co1piler when the 
floating dollar or check protect signs are encountered with the 
edit codes •x•, ny•, or •z•. 

!.aZ.aZ2.a 
All known line skipping problems with RPG I· have been corrected • 

.!t.:.Z..t..Zl..t. 
The RPG compjler now correctly handles output chain files when a 
"B" is entered in column 16 of the Control Card Specification • 

.!t.1..Z.!...ZZ.st. 
The RPG co•oiler now correctly handles arrays and tables when the 
elements are larger than t56 bytes and when the array or table is 
declared as being ordered • 

.!t..t..Z.:.Zl~ 
The RPG/BTF program has been enhanced to be more co~patible with 
the RPG compiler •. The enhancements are as follows: 

a. The internal file name for the input card file is now 
•CARDS• instead of "SOURCE". 

b. The DEFAULT file-attribute bit is now set. 
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.h2JLZ.!t.1 
line skipping is now perfor•ed correctly for progra~s compiled 
with RPG 1. For example. if the line printer is on line 5 and a 
skip to line 5 is requested, then a skip is not performed. 

!.s.Z.s..Z2i 
A channel 12 punch in the carriage control tape for line printers 
is now allowed when using SYSTEM/BACKUP. 

!.s.J£ Known Errors and Restrictions • 

.!ti]i.l.s. 
A modify of the PACK~IO for indexed-sequential update files with 
~dditions is not forwarded to the RPG/REORD program• since the 
file infor•ation used by RPG/REORD is the result of a 
compile•ti•e interface function. This restricts RPG/REORO to 
using the file information specified at compile ti•e· For 
·i 11proved perfor•ance and flexibility• · it is suggested that the 
standard SORT be used instead of RPG/REORD by removing all 
•s REORG" cards. 

!t..!. J.!..Z..!. 
The "Y" edit code now only operates correctly on a field with 
four or six characters. A packed field Implies a sign • 

.!t.s.J.:1..J:. 
The RPG coapiler does not syntax a "SETOf" operation code that 
turns off the last record <LR> indicator. The results can be 
unpredictable if used • 

.!tib.!t.s. 
Due to the tag file na•ing convention• RPG indexed-seouential 
files cannot be used when executing under the file security 
system <unless executed under a prtvileged usercode/passw-0rdl. 
"B"-indexed files are not affected by the file security syste• 
even when executed under a non-privileged usercode/password • 

.!t.aJ.a.2.a. 
Source file maintenance of compile-time vector data is not 
possible. 

!t.&Jiii 
Tape files are not closed with RELEASE when the TAPE ~EWIND 
field~ column 70 of the File Description Specifications• is left 
blank. 

!t...t.l.s.Z.a. 
The "TESTzw operation does not test the zone position of numeric 
fields. 
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hhlli 
The "TESTN" operation is not a valid command for the Mark v11.o 
release of 'the RPG compiler • 

.!t.=..1.:..2 .!. 
A "J" or •1• in colu•n 21 of the Control Card Specifications and 
a •t• edit code in column 38 of the Output Specification yields 
"•00" for a zero value instead of "0•00". 

!.a.l.a..lQ.a. 
The RPG co•piler generates two syntax errors when a null constant 
<two single quotes> is encountered in the Output Specifications. 
The syntax error message "INVALID CONSTANT SIZE" is correct; 
however- the syntax error message "INVALID ENDING POSITION" is 
incorrect • 

.!!.:. J.:.!l.:. 
A variable with a value of zero and deci•al positions declared 
fills asterisks only to the left of the decimal point when the 
"K" edit code and the·~· check protect symbol are specified. 
The result should be asterisk till in all positions • 

.!t.s..h.l.Z.1. 
The RPG co•piler terminates with an IN~ALIO SUBSCRIPT error when 
the tag na•e referenced by a "GOTO" operation begins in column 34 
instead of column 33. 

!..1.J.:..1.l.£ 
The RPG coepiler generates the following syntax error when the 
result field length of a "MVR" operation is greater than the 
length of the field specified in Factor 2 of the previous "DIV": 

RESULT FIELD LENGTH FOR HVR HUST EQUAL FACTOR 2 FOR PREVIOUS DIV 

!t.aJ.:..l!.t.£ 
An RPG program will ter•inate with an INVALID SUBSCRIPT error 
when a Calculation Specification contains the fol~owing: 

a. 'MOVE' in the Operation field, 

b. A subscripted array <numeric> in factor 2,, 

c. The subscript of the subscripted array <specified in Factor 
2> is entered tn the Result field, and 

d. The nu•eric value of the subscripted array which is being 
moved is larger than the Entries Per Array specified on the 
Extension Specifications. 

For example, if the array 'ARR' 
equals 11, then 'HOVE ARR,X 
SUBSCRIPT error. 

has 
Cto> 

10 elements 
x• results 

and 'ARR11X' 
in an INVALID 
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!.a..3.a.l2.a 
The RPG compiler generates incorrect code .under the following 
conditions: 

a. Th~ ele•ents of a dynamic vector are described <in the 
Extension Specifications> as unpacked numeric with a length 
that is an even number of bytes~ and 

b. The vector is described as packed in the Inp~t 
Specific at ions. 

Vectors having a length that is an odd number of bytes generate 
correct code. 

J~Ji Temporary Documentation. 

!i!il~ Nuaber of Files 

The maximum number of files that may be declared in an RPG 
program has been increased to 31. Each indexed file and its 
associated tag ·file counts as one file. 

!~!~z~ Source file Maintenance 

The following dollar card options may appear anywhere.within the 
B 1800/B 1700 source file: 

S CHECK 

$ MERGE 

Causes all patching records .to be sequence checked. 
Syntax errors are generated for any patch record that 
is out of sequence. If the "S CHECK" option is not 
specified, then sequence warnings are issued. The 
warning is denoted by an "S" appearing to the left of 
the sequence number on the output listing. 

Causes the following records in the patch file to be 
11erged with an existing source file. The source file 
is expected to reside on tape or disk Cdisk by 
default), and has internal and external file names of 
"SOURCEft. The DEFAULT file attribute is set. 

If it is desirable to change the external file name 
or input device from disk to tape, then a FILE 
control card must be used. Th~ "S NEW" option can be 
used with the "S MERGE" option to create a new output 
source file with patches. 

The sequence fields are used to control the merge 
sequence.. If the sequence fields of a patch record 
and a source record match, then the patch record 
replaces the source record; other~ise~ patch records 
are merged with the tape or disk file. The existing 
source file remains unchanged. 
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A "P" is appended to the left of the sequence field 
on the source listing to indicate that the imaqe is a 
patch record. 

Creates a new output soutce file. If the "S MERGE" 
option is used, then the patches are included in the 
new source file. The new source file is created on 
disk or tape <disk by default>,· having internal and 
external file names of "NEW.SOURCE"· If it is 
desirable to change the external file name or output 
device from disk to tape, then FILE control cards 
must be used. 

Starts sequencing the subsequent source lines on the 
output listing. If the ~s NEW" option is used• then 
the subsequent new source file is sequenced. The 
starting sequence number begins with the. number 
contained in the sequence field• columns 1-s. of the 
"S SEQ• option. If the sequence field is blank, then 
the starting sequence nu•ber is zero. The subsequent 
records have sequence nu•bers which are incremented 
by the value contained in colusns 22-24 of the 
"S SEQ• option. If columns 22-24 are blank, then 010 
is assigned. 

The following options •av appear anywhere within the 
B 1800/B 1700 RPG source program. These options direct the 
co•piler to perform specific source file maintenance functions. 
All of the following options •ay be rese~. 

S LIBR 

$ NEWIO 

Copies source records fro• a library file located on 
tape or disk.to a new or mergin~ fil~. The S LIBR 
option can reference different library files. 
Columns 15-24 contain th~ pack-id• columns 25-34 the 
family•na•e1 columns 35-44 the file-id, columns 45•49 
the starting sequence number in the library file 
(GptionalJ, and colu•ns 50-54 the ending seQuence 
nu•ber in the library file <optional>. 

An "L" is placed to the left of the sequence field in 
the output listing to identify that the record is 
from a library source file. 

Causes the 6-character jdentifier specified in 
columns 15-20 of the "S NEWID" option card to be 
placed in columns 75-80 of the subsequent ltnes on 
the output listing. If the "S NEW" optiGn is used. 
then the specified identifier is also placed in 
columns 75•80 of the subsequent sour~e records i~ the 
new source f ite. 
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Deletes records of the source file on the output 
listing. If the "S NEW" option is used, then the 
deleted records are not included in the new source 
file. Source lines or records are deleted up to and 
including the 5•digit void limit. If the void limit 
field~ columns 20-24, is blank• then only the source 
record with a seQuence number matching the sequence 
field of the "S VOID" option card is deleted. 
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5. COBOL 

2i1£ Introduction. 

The Hark VIl.O release of the COBOL compiler includes the syntax 
for "OPEN EXTEND" for sequential disk files• correct.ions for 
several problems found in prior releases. and Burroughs 
extensions to the "AT END" and "INVALID KEY" clauses for the 
Indexed t-o Hodul~. 

~~z~ Enhance•ents. 

~~Z.1.J.!. 
The following problems reported in the Mark v1.1· release letter 
have been corrected <the numbers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in the Hark VI.1 release letter which originally 
described the problem>: 

a. The co111pi ler now ·checks the amount of dynamic 11e11ory during 
BOJ, and aborts immediately if less than 16000 bits is 
assigned cs.3.7>. 

b. "WORKING-STORAGE SECTION" is now optional with or without 
"DATA-BASE SECTION" <5.3.14). 

c. Misspelling or omitting "INVOKE" no longer causes "NO 
PROVISION FOR EOf ON ONINfO" during compilation CS.3.18). 

d. "DISPLAY <edited•field>" now generates correct code 
(5.3.25). 

e. The message concerning "INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC MEMORY" is now 
printed at the end of the listing~ as well as being 
displayed on the SPO CS.3.33>. 

f. The "TAG-SEARCH• option of the "SORT" statement~ when used 
with J-signed keys, now generates correct code <S.3.36>. 

g. A file assigned to "CARD96"· now generates the correct 
hardware type <5.3.38). 

h. A "PERFORM ••• VARYING ••• AFTER ••• • statement now sets 
the "fROH" data•name to its "current" value rather than its 
ftinitial" value (5.3.39). 

2~~.!.l.!. 
"COMPUTE C = <expression>"• where C is too small to hold the 
result and no "ON SIZE ERROR" clause is specified. now results in 
left digit truncation instead of program termination. 
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2.s.Z.:..h. 
The state•ent "COMPUTE A = 1 + Bl<C ~ 4)" no longer causes the 
divisor and dividend to be reversed • 

.2.&.Z.a.!t..a 
Multiple "USE" ptocedures for a file without an "INVALID KEY" 
clause on a READ or WRITE no longer cause·s compile-time errors. 

2 .... z.a.2 ... 
An embedded data 
elementary level 
compiler to abort. 

2s.Z..s..§.:. 

set 
with 

immediately preceded by a group or 
an "OCCURS" clause no longer causes the 

The file "ERROR.LINE" is now unblocked. 

2.s..Z.:.l.:. 
Correct code is now generated when both data segmentation and 
ISAM are used in the sa•e program. 

2.s.Z..t..U.!. 
COBOL ISAH programs without a WRITE statement no longer cause an 
"INVALID SUBSCRIPT" error during execution. 

2.&.Z.a..2..a 
for Indexed files• the tag file is now able to contain as many 
records as its related data file. Re.fer to. paragraph 5 .4.'8 for 
further infor•ation. 

2.:..Z .t.l!l.:. 
Erronepus •DUPLICATE NAMES" syntax errors n~ · longer occur when 
the dynamic memory allocated to the compiler ~is less than~ 

<the nu•ber of explicit data names + 2> • 38 

2..!.Z..Jl.:. 
The statement •coHPUTE A = B CN SIZE ERROR"~ where B is smaller 
in size than A now generates correct code. 

2.aZ..SlZ..a 
Erroneous "PICTURE TABLE FULL• syntax errors no longer occur when 
the number of unique pictures is greater than 255. 

~.sZ.s..ll.!. 
A "WRITE OUT-OF-BOUNDS" or "INVALID SUBSCRIPT" error no Longer 
occurs when a file named in a "MERGE" statement tias a 
"VALUE Of ID IS data-name" clause. 

2.aZ.al!..a 
An 1-0 verb within an "INVALID KEY" clause no l-0nger causes an 
•INVALID SUBSTRING" during compilation. 
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2.s.Z.s.12..:. 
The ·E~TENO• phrase has been added to the COBOL syntax for the 
OPEN statement, as follows: 

--------------------------------~---~---------------~---
OPEN 

C EXTEND file·n~me-1 C WITH.LOCK C ACCESS 

C file-name-2 ••• J J ... 
J ] 

I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 

' 
---------------------------------------~----------------

Refer to paragraph 5.4.l for further information and examples. 

~ ... , ... lfl.a 
~SEARCH ••• WHEN •••" may be ter•inated by a conditional or 
compiler-directing statement, as well as an iMperative statement. 

2 ... z ... 1z~ 
"OPEN file-name ACCESS" is now syntaxed correctly. 

~.:.l.r..l.§..:. 
•DISPLAY Z9.9" now includes the last character in the display. 

2.s.Z.a.12..!. 
The co•pf ler ignores all except the last "BLOCK CONTAINS" clause 
when multiple "BLOCK CONTAINS" clauses are used in a File 
Description <ro>. 

2.a.Z.a.Z!2.a 
wp[RfORM ••• VARYING •••"nested deep in an "IF ••• ELSE 
state•ent is now syntaxed correctly. 

2.&2..:.Zl.:. 

" 

The co•piler can now handle up to 9999 error5 and warnings to be 
printed at the end of the listing. 

2..1.~Z.Z..:. 
ISAM subroutines are now segmented. Refer to paragraph 5.,.11 
for further information. 

l.a..Z.s.ZJ.a 
COBOL/XREF now tecognizes and picks up library COPY state~ents 
with embedded spaces. 



2i1~ Known Errors and Restrictions. 

2i1.U.!.. 
A subscripted referenc• where the .subscripts are numeric literals 
causes a syntax error. "LITERAL SUBSCRIPT CAUSES OUT or BOUNDS 
ERROR•,. if the co•piler calculates an address that exceeds the 
boundary. Therefore. it is possible to exceed the "OCCURS" count 
and no~ receive a syntax error. for example: 

01 A. 
03 B OCCURS 5 TIMES. 

05 C OCCURS 10 TIMES PC X. 

C<S•ll> will receive a syntax error. 
C<2•ll> will not receive a syntax error. 

2.a..la.Z.s 
An "OPEN INPUT• on a printer or punch file is not syntaxed. 

2.&l~.t. 
A COBOL progra• is tina~le to inquire as to the pres~nce or status 
of a disk file. 

~ ... l ... !t..t. 
A file declared "OPTIONAL" is not being svntaxed if opened 
OUTPUT. 

2ili~i 
During co•pilation• it is not possible to call the COBOL/XREF 
program by a dollar option. 

~JLJ.s.2£. 
In order to co•pile with COBOL on a system having a memory size 
of 48KB or less,. the following modifications to the compiler 
should be •ade: 

? MODIFY COBOL 
1 FILE NEW SOURCE AREAS = 10 BUFFERS = u 
? FILE LIBRARY AREAS = 10 BUFFERS = u 
? FILE REPORT AREAS -:: 10 BUFFERS = u 
? FILE ALLDNOUT AREAS -- 10 BUFFERS = 1 RECORDS.BLOCK i; 

? FILE DNFILEX AREAS = 10 BUFFERS = 1 RECORDS.BLOCK u 
? FILE ADNFILE AREAS = 10 BUFFERS = 1 RECORDS.BLOCK 1; 
? FILE ADFILE AREAS = 10 BUFFERS = 1 RECORDS.BLOCK 1i 
? FILE SEGFILE AREAS ·- 10; 
? FILE CARDS BUFFERS = u 
? FILE SOURCE BUF f ERS = i; 
? FILE LINE BUFFERS = i; 



In addition, a MEMORY card should be used at compile time: 

? COMPILE <progra••id> COBOL LIBRARY MEMORY = 18000 
? DATA CARDS 

<5ource cards> 
? ENO 
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Dynamic •e•ory must not be modified permanently in the comp~ler. 

2iJ£li 
The compiler does not check for correct spelling of the word "IS" 
in a •VALUE OF 10 IS• or a "DATA RECORD IS" clause. 

2~1~§~ 
Reserved words used as data-names May cause co•piler loops. 

2~Ji2~ 
It is not possible to specify the number of lines allowed per 
page on the compile listing. 

2£1£.lili 
The •TIME" option does not return the time in tenths of seconds. 

2iJ£1ls 
"READ" state•ents are unable to perform stacker selection. 

2£1.alZA 
The co•pilation date/time does not print on the same line as the 
"OATE•COMPILED" statement.· 

~~lAllA 
"MONITOR" overprints the last print file line when printing the 
first •onitor line of a page. 

2~1£l!i 
•WRITE data•name-1 FROM data-name-2" does not 
"RECEIVING FIELD TRUNCATION" warning if the size 
exceeds that of data-name-1. 

result in a 
of data·name-2 

2£JA1~A 
The co•piler will fail with a "READ OUT-OF-BOUNDS" when cdmptling 
with many condition-names and insuff_icient dynamic memory. 

2~1~12£ 
~REMARKS •••" coded in column 12 following a "DATE-COMPILED" 
state•ent causes an incorrect "HISSING PERIOD" syntax error. 

2~J~ll£ 
In so•e cases, dollar options may be put into effect before they 
appear in the source. 
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2..1..l..1.llJ.a 
The w~rd "KEY" in a COMPUTE statement is treated as a noise word 
instead of being syntaxed. 

2 ... 1 .... 12 .... 
Co•pares of computational items to non-numeric literals are not 
being syntaxed. 

2.a.J.a.Z2.a 
The editing 
field to be 
only result 
op er at i o,ns. 

symb~ls "+" and•-• do not function correctly if the 
edited contains minus zero. Note that minus zero can 
fro• input or truncation- not from arithmetic 

2..s.J..t..Zl.s. 
There are several problems concerning the placement of a syntax 
error message together with its related source state•ent. 

~.t..l..1.ZZ.s 
A missing period in a "MODIFY ••• VIA •••" statement .may cause 
all succeeding paragraph-names to be flagged as duplicates. 

2.a.l.s..U.t. 
"DUMP <edited•field>" generat~s incorrect code. 

2.t.J.:.~!z. 
The "FILE CONTAINS" clause is not syntaxed for number of areas 
greater than 105. 

~.t.Jz..Z~z. 
The compiler fails with "INVALID SUBSCRIPT" on the following 
condition: 

IF CA* (10 ** C2•B>>> > 9999999 OR< -9999999 GO TO c. 

2.al~§ .... 
The appearance of an unmatched and unexpected woATA" in the "DATA 
DIVISION" may cause a "NO PROVISION FOR EOF ON ONINFO" during 
compilation. 

~.t.J.s.ZZ.s 
When •VALUE IS HIGH-VALUES" is specified, the sign of a •stgned 
computational• item is incorrectly initialized. For exam~lea 

ABC PIC 599 CHP VA HIGH-VALUES. 

~.&l.&ZJl.a 
Multiple receiving fields on a 
syntaxed. 

<In;tialized as ~990~) 

"RE AO ••• INTO ft ... are not 
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.2i.l..t..Z2..t. 
The appearance of the character ~78~ in a literal may cause 
erroneous s,ntax errors. 

~.!..l£J.2.s. 
Attempts to create library files may be syntaxed when 
"DECIMAL-POINT IS COMMA" is specified and a period follows the 
librarv·na•e· Note that the period is not reQuired. 

2 .... J ... JJ ... 
Use of a "MONITOR" state•ent with na•es of 30 characters in 
length •aY cause compiler errors. 

2....L.lZ ... 
The state•ent "ADO -literal data-na•e-1 GIVING data-name-2" loses 
the ~inus sign for the literal. 

2..1..l..1.ll..t. 
Referencing Multiple fil~s by a single "CLOSE" ·statement in some 
cases is syntaxed erroneously. Note that: 

CLOSE A11 9, C 

generates the same code as and is no •ore efficient than: 

CLOSE A- CLOSE 811 CLOSE C 

2.s.J..t.J.!t.s. 
The state•ent "WRITE ••• BEFORE <n> LINES" only allows values for 
<n> between 1 and 63. inclusive. 

~ ... J.a» ... 
"S CODE" before the final paragraph in a program causes code to 
be generated for the entire program. 

~.s.l.s.Ji.s. 
"DIVIDE A INTO B GIVING B REMAINDER C" gives incorrect results 
for c. 

~.s. .. h . .1l.s. 
The erro~ Message regarding data length limit does not state the 
correct problam, which is that the limit only pertains to FILE 
SECTION entries and referenced WORKING•STORAGE SECTION entries. 

2.t..l..t..ll..t. 
"<data-name> PIC SV999 VA 0." causes a "RECEIVING FIELD 
TRUNCATION• warning Message to be printed. 

2.s.J£1.2.t. 
The co•piler syntaxes 88 levels in OMS descriptions. 
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2~l£!.2~ 
"GO TO #INV KEY RTN#." causes the c-0mpiler to loop in PARSE. 

2~J.L!tl£ 
Misleading syntax errors ~re produced when the continuation of a 
OHS statement begins prior to column 12. 

~£l~!Z£ 
"READ ••• INTO •••" works incorrectly if the first defined record 
for the file being read is smaller than the actual record size. 

2£..L.!li 
Inclusion of a second "FILE SECTION" is not syntaxed and causes 
multiple uses of the same file Parameter Block CFPB>. 

2~Ji~!i 
At execution time an "INVALID TYPE IN COMMUNICATE MESSAGE 
POINTER• error occurs when using"$ NOCOP" and. ISAM files. 

2£.l.t.~2~ 
An 88 level with both numeric and non-numeric literals is not 
syntaxed. 

2£1~!2~ 
The statement ~IF c- data~n~me-1> GREATER data-na•e-2 " 
so•eti•es causes an "INVALID SUBSCRIPT" during compilatio~. 

2~1..!ltz~ 
"SEGMENT-LIMIT IS <integer>• is not syntaxed for the hyphen and 
<integer> is not usad. 

2i~1~§~ 
Syntax errors #161 and #337 occur when the data-name in a 
"VALUE Of ID IS data-name" clause is a RENAMES operand. 

2£1£12~ 
A "WAIT" state•ent immediately followed by a monitored label 
generates incorrect code <a zero length literal>. 

2£J~~i 
The statement •COMPUTE A = B ** CCI J>" cause~ a "FIXUP COMPILER 
ERROR• message, if it is the first exponentiation encountered in 
the source file and "C" is subscripted. 

2£]~~1£ 
A •issing quote in a COPY statement causes the compiler to abort 
with a •NO PROVISION FOR EOF ON ALLONOUT" message. 

2£J£2Z£ 
The compiler currently allows more than one data base to be 
invoked in a single program, causing unpredictable results during 
execution. 
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2.1.l.a.2l.a 
The nesting of OMS verbs may cause the compiler to abort with a 
NAME/VALUE STACK OVERFLOW • 

.2.sJ.a.2.!t.& 
An ISAM file with •vALUE Of ID IS data•name• is not syntaxed and 
does not 'function properly at run ti•e~ 

2 ... .L.2~ .. 
The following stat•ment generates cod~ that reverses the dividend 
and divisor: 

COMPUTE A ROUNDED = B - C - <D * CB - C>> I 100. 

The following state•ent• however• functions correctly when the 
extra parentheses are used: 

COMPUTE A ROUNDED = B - C - <<D * CB - C>> I 100). 

2.sJ.&~i!.a. 
Hoving a data-name to itself, where the receiving field contains 
"BLANK WHEN ZERO"• results in the entire field containing zeros. 

2.a..l.a.ll..a 
The use of paragraph names instead of section names with the 
•SORT• verb is not syntaxed and at run time does not function 
properly. 

2.aJ.a.211.a. 
If the label names in a "GO TO ••• DEPENDING ON" 5tate•ent are 
separated by commas• then the last label nase must be followed by 
a comma. or no code generation takes pla~e. 

~.&1.a.22.s. 
In the state•ent •SUBTRACT 1 FROM literal·~ the literal is not 
syntaxed and causes the compiler to abort with •WRITE 
OU T•Of-BO UNO 5". 

Tem~orary fix:. Replace. the literal with a data-na•e• . ·,,. 
; ' 

~ .. J~i~Jt. -'.~L 
When the number of •ot• levels exceeds 127~ wraparoilhd add~essf ng 
and run•time failures occur. 

2.a.l ... ~.1 ... 
The statement "EXAMINE data-name REPLACING LEADING SPACE.• is 
incomplete. but is not syntaxed. 

2..s.l.!.R.Z..s. 
A MOVE of "LOW-VALUES" to a subscripted data-na~e whose picture 
is CHP-3 causes a "FIXUP COMPILER ERROR"~ 
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~&!~ Temporary Documentation. 

~~i..a.li OPEN EXTEND 

The "EXTEND• phrase can only be used with sequential disk files. 
When the "EXTEND" phrase is specified, the "OPEN" statement 
positions the file im•ediately following the last logical record 
of that file. Subsequent "WRITE" state~ents referencing the file 
add records to the file as though the file had been opened with 
the "OUTPUT• phrase. 

In the following COBOL program segment, assume that the files 
FILE-A and FILE-a are di·sk files: 

Ot IX PIC 99 VA O • . . . . 
WRITE-FILES. 

ADO l TO IX. 
WRITE RECORD-A FROM IX. 
WRITE RECORO-B FROM IX. 

MAIN-CODE. 
OPEN OUTPUT FILE-A, FILE·B. 

* BOTH FILES ARE OPENED AS "NEW" OUTPUT FILES 
PERFORM WRITE-FILES 6 TIMES. 
CLOSE FILE•A LOCK~ FILE·B. 

* FILE-A IS CLOSED ANO ENTERED IN T~E DISK DIRECTORY 
* FILE-B IS CLOSED <•TEMPORARY"); NOT ENTERED IN THE DISK DIRECTORY 
* THE CURRENT RECORD POINTER IN f ILE-B IS RESET TO RECORD 1 
* AT THIS POINT, THE FILES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING RECORDS: 
* FILE-A: <EOF=6> ·01 02 03 04 05 C& 
* FILE-B: <EOF=6> 01 02 03 04 05 06 

OPEN OUTPUT FILE•A, FILE-B· 
* FILE-A IS OPENED AS A "NEW" OUTPUT FILE 
* flLE-B IS RE-OPENED, ALLOWING EXISTING RECORDS TO BE OVERWRITTEN 

PERFORM WRITE-FILES 4 TIMES. 
CLOSE FILE-A REMOVE, FILE-B LOCK. 

* BOTH FILES ARE CLOSED ANO ENTERED IN THE DISK DIRECTORY 
* AT THIS POINT, THE FILES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING RECORDS: 
* FILE•A: <EOF=4> 07 08 09 10 
* FILE-8: <EOF=6> 07 08 09 10 05 06 

OPEN EXTEND FILE•A, FILE-B. 
* THE EXISTING FILES ARE RE-OPENED OUTPUT, AND THE CURRENT RECORD 
* POINTERS ARE POSITIONED TO THE ENO Of THE FILES 

PERFORM WRITE-FILES 4 TIMES. 
CLOSE FILE-A REMOVE~ FILE-B REMOVE. 

* BOTH FILES ARE CLOSED ANO ENTERED IN THE DISK DIRECTORY 
* AT THIS. POINT, THE FILES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING RECORDS: 
* FILE•A: <EOF=8> 01 02 03 04 11 12 13 14 
* FILE•B: CEOF=lO> 01 02 03 . 04 05 06 11 12 13 14 
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5..a.!t...Z.a 0 I V I DE 

The use of "MOD" and "REMAINDER" in the same DIVIDE verb is 
prohibited and a syntax error is generated. 

2£!...1.a HIGH-VALUES, LOW-VALUES, and MOVE All 

The table 
compiler .• 
proble•s· 
assigned 
remaining 

below summarizes the actions currently taken by the 
and points out several inconsistencies and known 

The first two columns represent th~ initialized values 
by the "VALUE" clause in the DATA DIVISION and the 
columns show the values after the "MOVE" statement. 

fl&!Yf!t !! 22 ~.2.2 .22 .t.Hf ..S.2.2 .CHf 

VA HIGH-VALUE F9F9 F9F9 F9F9•• 99 990• 
VA LOW-VALUE 4040 4040 4040•• 00 000•• 
HOVE HIGH-VALUE F 9F9 f9f 9 C9f 9 99 C99 
HOVE LOW-VALUE 4040 4040 4040** 00 coo 
HOVE All "9" f 9f9 f9f 9 C9f 9 99 C99 
HOVE ALL •o• f OFO fOFO COfO 00 coo 
HOVE ALL ~FF~ f Fff fff f Cf Ff ff Cf F 
HOVE ALL aoo11 FOFO f Of O coro . 0.0 coo 

·HOVE ZEROS FOFO fOFO coro 00 coo 
HOVE SPACES 4040 4040••• 4040*** 00*** COO*** 
MOVE ALL " " 4040 4040 4040•• 00 coo 

* Known Error <refer to paragraph 5.3.27) 
•• Inconsistent 

*** Wt ll 08 syn taxed in a future release 

~Li.a.! ... When the Compiler Produces No Listing 

If the COBOL compiler comes to an abnormal end-of•job and no 
source listing is produced• there are certain steps that can be 
taken to find a te•porary solution to the problem. 

The first step is to deter•ine the state•ent or statements ;n the 
COBOL source which cause the problem. The ~LISTP" dollar option 
causes the· compiler. to list the source images in the : initial 
pass. Errors detected in that pass are listed as they occur. As 
the source i•ages ar~ listed• a s&quential number is printed on 
the left side of the listing. This number is used by the 
compiler to reference source images. In some errors that are 
printed• this nu•ber• called "TCARD" is also printed. This 
nu•ber can then be used to find the source statement that is tn 
error. In a DUMP/ANALYZER listing of the compiler• "TCARO• 
appears as the first 24-bit item in the "NAME STACK"· Passes 
other than the initial pass list other errors as they occur. The 
errors found using "LISTP• should be corrected, then the program 
should be recompiled. The "S TIM£• opti-0n displays the current 
phase of the compiler being executed and is most beneficial for 
debugging. 
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Whether or not a temporary solution is found- the oroblem <along 
with all •aterials necessary to reproduce it> should be submitted 
together with a 81700 Field Trouble Report Cform #1909603> by the 
local Burroughs support personnel. 

S£!£~£ Compiler General Information and Optimization 

In order to achieve better utilization of memory on small memory 
size systems, the COBOL compiler has been. imple•ented in a 
multi-phase •anner. In •ulti-phase compilation the original text 
is transfor•ed to a more convenient form by passing it against a 
part of the co•piler. The transformed text is then passed to t·he 
next phase vf a an intermediate work file. In this way the data 
is managed in a so•ewhat sequential manner~ minimizing random 
overlaving. Code overlays are minimized in the same way because 
only a part of the code is invoked to transform all the data for 
the phase. 

Two disadvantages of multi•phase co•pilation are: 

a. If a large amount of memory is available at compile time
there is no way to combine phases. 

b. A certain fixed overhead is required for opening and 
closing of the intermediate files~ even for an extremely 
seall source file. 

The COBOL compiler is divided into teh pha~es. as follows: 

a. "PARSE" - Initial Parsing. Merges source language inputs-
creates or copies library files. creates report file. scans 
input and writes tokens to ONFILE and ALLDNOUT for further 
processing. 

b. "DICT" - Dictionary Processing. Builds a dictionary of all 
declared data•names and procedure-names. 

c. •oNQUAL" - Data-name Qualification Resolution. 

d. •tQUAL" - Label <procedure-name> Qualification Resolution. 

e. "MERGE" - Combine constant in~or•ation about each data-name 
and procedure-na•e with a uniqu~ occurrence nucber. 

f. •DATSYN" - DATA DIVISION syntax checking. 

g. •EXPLODE" - Expand tokens in the PROCEDURE DIVISION to 
include all known attributes for that token. 

h. •pRQSYN" - PROCEDURE DIVISION syntax checking. 

i. "CODEGEN" - Code generation. 
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j. •rtXUP" - Produces a codefile <the executable object code> 
and a Li sting. 

When designing a compiler for many memory size configurations,. it 
ts important to effectively utilize additional memory if it is 
available. The COBOL compiler accomplishes this by managing the 
dynamic memory allocated at compile time. 

A certain minimu• dynamic •emory is required for building lists 
and tables during the different phases. Associated with this 
•infaua •e•orv are various limits <for example" the number of 
data-names, procedure-names, and so forth). If a particular 
source progra11 exceeds any of these limits" more space must be 
dedicated by increasing the dynamic •emory and recompiling. An 
attempt has been made to make these restrictions "reasonable•. 

If additional dyna•fc memory is available, the compiler is 
designed to use that space for a significant speed gain. Some 
details regarding the use of dynamic memory may be found in the 
following paragraphs. 

The dyna•ic •e•ory allcicated to the COBOL compiler is used for 
aany things. ror the purposes of this discussion, ·•text space" 
is defined as the space required to store a data-name,. literal, 
or procedure-name. ror example, the text space for the data·name 
"MASTER-FILE" is 11 bytes. So•e of the uses of dyna•ic memory 
and the amounts required are as follows: 

a. COPY •••• REPLACING A BY a~ pairs. Each data-name or 
literal requires its own text space" plus 9 bytes per pair. 

b. Hne•onfc names. Each name requires its own text space plus 
8 bytes. 

c. Data naraes .• Each data-name declared requires 38 bits. 

d. Procedure names. 
bits. 

Each procedure-name declared requires 41 

e. Condition names. Each "88" value list requires its own 
text space plus 7 bytes" plus an additional 5 bytes for 
each separate literal in the "VALUE" list. 

f. MONITOR. Each data-name monitored requires 42 bits. Each 
procedure-narae monitored requires its own text space plus 3 
bytes. 

g. Library files. 
486 bytes. 

Creating or copying library files requires 

h. Dollar options. "MERGE" and "NEW" each reQuire 486 bytes. 
"LISTP" requ.ires 32& bytes. 
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In order to minimize the intermediate file size• information 
about the original text is distributed to several files which are 
ordered to each other. The individual files are then processed 
without the need to copy extraneous information. When all of the 
transformations are co•plete• the tiles are merged. 

The following list prrivides some general i~formation about the 
files used and created by the compiler• such as internal name, 
external na•e, device type. phases in whi.ch ·used. acce~s type. 
open type. which system drive directed to, and purpose: 

a. NEWSOURCE "COBOLW/SOURCE" OPTIONAL DISK 
Created by PARSE. Contains source card images to which 
patch cards have been applied. Sequential access, OUTPUT. 
Directed to system drive 1, if possible. 

b. LIBRARY "COBOLW/LIBRARY" OPTIONAL DISK 
Used by PARSE to create or read library files. SeQuential 
access. INPUT and OUTPUT. Directed to system drive 1, if 
possible. 

c. CARDS "CARDS" ~EADER 

d. 

e. 

Used br PARSE. Contains s6urce card ima~es or patch cards. 
Sequential access. INPUT. 

SOURCE "COBOL~/SOURCE" OPTIONAL DISK 
Used by PARSE. Contains source card images to which 
patches may be appt·ied. Sequential access~ INPUT. 

REPORT "COBOLW/REPORT" DISK 
Used by PARSE <OUTPUT> and f IXUP CINPUT>. Contains all 
card images processed, including dollar cards• library 
cards• and patch cards. Used to print the listing. 
Sequential access. Directed to system drive l • i f 
possible. 

f. DNFILEX "COBOLW/ONfllE" DISK 
Used by OICT. DNQUAL• and LQUAL. Contains all picture 
strings and variables reduced to an occurrence number. 
Also used by MERGE and OATSYN to contain an entry for each 
unique picture string of the DATA DIVISION. SeQuential 
access. Directed to system drive o. 

g. SEGFILE "COBOLW/SEGFILE" DISK 
Used by MERGE• DATSYN• CODEGEN• and FIXUP. Contains edit 
masks• ~alues to which the WORKING-STORAGE variables should 
be initialized, error or warning messages and various other 
inforMation which is used to build the codefile and supply 
additional data for the listing. Random access. Directed 
to system drive o. 

h. LINE "LINE" PRINTER 
Used by FIXUP for listing, or by any phase for compiler 
debugging output. 



i • ADNFILE "COBOLW/AD~f Ill" 
Used by MERGE• DATSYN• EXPLODE• and 
Merged tokens of ALLONOUT and AOFILE. 
Directed to system drive 1. if possible. 
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DISK 
PROSYN. Contains 

SeQuential access. 

j. ADFILE "COBOLH/ADFILE" DISK 
Used by PARSE• DICT• DNQUAL. LQUAL• and MERGE to contain 
picture strings and all variable names isolated <for 
exa•ple• section-names• paragraph-names. and data-names>. 
Also used by CODEGEN and FIXUP to contain· explicit 
<procedure-na•es> and i~plicit <campiler-generated branch 
points> label attributes used fot generating the correct 
branch addresses. Also used by EXPLODE and PROSYN to 
contain tokens which have been expanded to include all the 
known attributes for that token. ·Random access. Directed 
to system drive 1. if possible <note: this is a change 
from the Mark VI.1 release letter documeritation>. 

k. ALL~NOUT "COBOLW/ALLDNOUT" DISK 
Used by PARSE and ~ERGE to contain all constant information 
about each token processed. Also used by DATSYN and 
EXPLODE to contain an entry for each explicit data-name 
<excluding FILLER entries>. Each entry contains attributes 
such as usage, address, length~ number of subscripts 
required. and so forth. Also used by PROSYN and CODEGEN to 
contatn tokens that have been syntax checked, rearranged, 
and simplified .for code generation. Random access. 
Directed to syste• drive 11 if possible. 

t. COOEFILE "COBOLW/CODEFILE" DIS~ 
Created ty· FIXUP. Contains the object program a~cording to 
HCP specifications. Not created if syntax errors are 
detected. Ran~o• access. Oir•~ted to ~ystem drive o. 

If the syste• being used for compilation does not have multiple 
system drives• those files which are directed to system drive 1 
can be •odified to reside on a user pack, if one i.s available, to 
achieve better disk utilization. 

As a general rule, the mo~t effective way to optimize COBOL 
co•piles is to utilize dynamic •emory to •inimize disk accesses. 
For several phases where sufficient dynamic •emory to •aintain 
infor•ation in •e•ory rather than on disk is allocated• files are 
loaded into tables and accessed. rather than randomly accessed on 
disk. As a result, compile times can be significantly red~cea. 

In order to deter•ine whether the labels are being processed in 
•e•ory or on disk• the dollar option card "TIME" can be used. 
This option causes co•pile statistics to be printed following the 
nor•al compilation output. The fields called EXPLICIT.LABELS and 
EXPLICIT.DATA.NAMES can be multiplied by the amount of memory 
required for each to determine the •inimum a•ount of dynamic 
•e•ory. 
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~£!Ai~ New and Changed Compiler Error Messages 

<151> INVALID DESCRIPTION FOR ACTUAL KEY 
(366) MERGE COMPILER ERROR• BAD PC.OCCUR, SUBMIT SOURCE AND TROUBLE 

REPORT 

2£!.:.l£ Introduction to the Indexed 1-0 Module 

f.U.1!£11£!!! 

The Indexed 1-0 Module provides the capability to access records 
of a •ass storage file in either a RANDOM or SEQUENTIAL manner. 
Each record in an Indexed file is uniquely identified Ly the 
value of a key within that record. 

The B 1800/B 1700 COBOL compiler utilizes the ANSI-74 syntax for 
the Indexed I-O Module• with the exception of the "DELETE" verb 
and the ALTERNATE KEYS option. which are not imple•ented. and the 
Burroughs extensions to the "AT END" and "INVALID KEY" clauses. 

~an~y~g~ &RDS~R!~ 

JluJ1.oiz.ali.2!l 
A file whose "ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED" is a mass storage file in 
which data records are accessed by the value of a key. A record 
description includes a key data item which is associ.ated with an 
index. The index provides a logical patt1 to the data records 
according to the contents of a data item within each record, 
which is the record key for that index. · 

The. data ite• named in the RECORD KEY clause of the FILE-CONTROL 
entry for a file is the wpfimew record key for that· file. for 
purposes of inserting and updating reco~~s in a file. each record 
is identified solely by the value of its prime record key. This 
value must- therefore, be unique and must not be changed when 
updating the record. 

In the •SEQUENTIAL• access mode, the sequence in which records 
are accessed is the ascending order of the record key values. 

In the "RANDOM" access mode, the sequence in which records are 
accessed is controlled by the programmer. The desired record is 
accessed by placing the value of its record key in a record key 
data ite•. 

In the •DYNAMIC" access mode, 
from SEQUENTIAL to RANDOM 
input-output statements. 

the programmer eay change at will 
access using appropriate forms of 
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The current record p~inter is a conceptual entity used in this 
docu•ent to facilitate specification of the next record to be 
a~cessed within a given file. The concept of the current record 
pointer has no meaning for a file opened in the OUTPUT mode. The 
setting of the current record pointer is affected only by the 
"OPEN"• •START"• and "READ" statements. 

If the •FILE STATUS• clause is specified in a FILE-CONTROL entry• 
a value is placed into the specified two-character data ite• 
during the execution of an •OPEN"• "CLOSE"• "READ"• "WRITE"• 
"REWRITE"• or "START" statement and before any applicable "US£" 
procedu~e is executed. to indicate to the COBOL program the 
status of that input-output operation. 

The leftmost character position of the FILE STATUS data i·tem is 
known as Status Key 1 and is set to indicate one of the follo~jng 
conditions upon co•pletion of the input-output operation: 

0 Successful Co•pletion 
1 AT END 
2 INVALID KEY 
3 Permanent Error 
9 Implementor Defined 

The meanings of the above indications are as follows: 

0 Successful Completion. 
successfully executed. 

The input-output statement was 

1 AT ENO. The Format 1 "READ" statement was unsuccessfully 
executed as a result of an atte•pt to read a record when no 
neit logi~al record exists in the file. 

2 INVALID KEY. The input-output statement was unsuccessfulty 
executed as a result of one of the following: 

Sequence Error 
Duplicate Key 
No Record Found 

3 Per•anent Error. The input 0 ou.tput state•ent was 
unsuccessful as the result of an i~put-output error• such 
as Data Check. Parity Error~ or a Transmission Error. 
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9 I•ple•entor Defined. The input-output statement was 
unsuccessfully executed as a result of a condition that is 
specified by the implementor. This value is used only to 
indicate a condition not indicated by other defined values 
of Status Key l• or by specified combinations of Status Key 
1 and Status Key 2. 

The rightmost character position of the FILE STATUS data item is 
known as Status Key 2 and is used to further describe the results 
of the input-output operation. This character contains a value 
as follows: 

a~ If no further information is available concerning the 
input•outp~t operation. then Status·Key 2 contains a value 
of "0". 

b. When Status Key 1 contains a value of "2" <indicating an 
•tNVALIO KEY" condition>• Status Key 2 is used to designate 
the cause of that condition. as follows: 

1. A value of "lw in Status Key 2 indicates a sequence 
error for a sequentially-accessed Indexed file• meaning 
that the ascending sequence requirements of successive 
record key values have been violated <refer to the 
"WRITE" state•ent), or the pri•e record key value has 
been. changed by the COBOL pro9ram between the 
successful execution of a ~READ" statement and the 
execution of the next wREWRITE" statement for that 
file. 

2. A value of 11 2• in Status Key 2 indicates a duplicate 
key value• meaning that an.attempt has been made to 

.•WRITE• or "REWRITEw a record that would create a 
duplicate key in an indexed file. 

l. A value of •3• in Status Key 2 indicates no record 
found• meaning that an attempt has been made to access 
a record identified by a key. and that record does not 
exist in the file. 

c. When Status Key 1 contains a value of "9" Cindicating an 
implementor-defined condition>• a value of "3" in Status 
Kev 2 indicates that the record key value contained in the 
data file record is not eQual to the record key ViLUe 
contained in the associated tag file record. 

Allowable co•binations for the value of Status Key 1 and Status 
Key 2 are shown in the following table. An •x" at an 
intersection indicates a valid combination. 
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---~----~---~--------------------~-~------------------~---------Status Key 2 
1----~---~----~------------~----~---------~-

Status Key l INo further ISequ~ncel Ouplicatel No Record 
llnformationl Error I Kev I found 
I <O> I Ct> I <2> I <3> 

=============~===================:============================ 
Successful. 
Co•pletion <O> 

x 

------------------+-~----~~---+------~-+---~--~---+-----------
AT END <l> x 

------------------+-----------+---·-----·----------·-----------INVALID KEY <2> I x x . I x 
~-----------------+~~·--------·----~---·----------+-----------

Per•anent 
Error < 3> 

x 

------------------·-----------·--------+----------·-----------I11plementor 
Defined < 9 > 

I 
I 

x 

-~----·-~-------~--------------~--~--~~------------------~--~---

An "lNVALlD KEY" condition can occur as a result of the execution 
of a "START"• "READ"• "WRITE"• or "REWRITE" state•ent. for 
details on the causes of this c-0ndition. refer to the appropriate 
state111ent. 

When the "INVALID KEY• condition is recognized- actions are taken 
in the following orderJ 

a. A value is placed into the FILE STATUS 
specified for the file• to i~dicate 
condition <refer to l·O Status>. 

data item• if 
an "INVALID .KEY" 

b. If the "INVALID KEY" phrase is specified in the statement 
causing the conditi-0n. control is transferred to the 
"INVALID KEY" state•ent. Any "USE" procedure specified for 
the file is not executed. 

c. If the "INVALID KEY" phrase is not specified but a "USE" 
procedure is specified• either explicitly or implicitly, 
for the file• that procedure is executed. 

When the "INVALID KEY" condition occurs• 
input-output statement which recognized 
unsuccessful and the file is not affected. 

execution of the 
the condition is 

An "AT END" condition can occur as a result of execution of a 
"READ" state•ent. For details of the causes of this condition, 
refer to the "READ" statement. 
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fll.x.ii.c.al EilJU. 

As implemented• Indexed files consist of two physical fil~s: 

a. The data file contains records written to the file by the 
progra• and is maintained in the order in which the records 
are first written. 

b. The •tag" file contains the record key value and the 
relative record nu•ber of its associated record in the data 
file. This file is ordered on record key value. and is 
read. written• and maintained transparent to the COBOL user 
by compiler-generated subroutines. These subroutines. or 
"Indexed Control System" CICS>• also provide for opening 
and closing of the tag file. 

l.i.9 filJU. 

A tag file record contains a record key and a oointer to the 
relative location in the data file of the data record whose 
record key is the sa11e value as that in the tag file record. The 
record key is an exact copy of the r~cord key field. in the data 
file record. Duplicate keys are not allowed. The tag file is 
blocked so that as many records as possible are placed into· a 
180-character block. If the record key is greater than 176 
characters in length, the tag file is unblocked. 

The internal and external names of the tag file are gener~ted by 
the ICS by prefixing the wor~ "TAG• to the internal and external 
na•es of the data tile, as shown in the following examples: 

--------------~-----~----~---------~-------------------------Internal file Names External File Names 

-------------------------·---------------------------------· Data file I Tag file I Data File I Tag Fi.le I 
=====================:=:===================================• 

f ILE l I TA Gf ILE 1 I . A I B I TAG A I B 

--~--------+·------------+-~----------~-~-+-----------~••••I f1LE2 TAGFILE2 FILE2 I TAGFILE2 

-----------·-------------+--------------~-·----------------· FILE3 TAGFILE 3 CCC/A/B I CCC/TAGA/B 

-----------+-------------+-------~---~--~-+----------------1 FILE4 TAGF ILE 4 A/ABCDEFGHI I TAGA/ABCDEFGHI I 

--~-~------+----~~-~-----+~--~~-----~-----+----------~-----1 
FILES TAGFILE5 A/B/ I A/TAGB/ 

------~-------------------------~-~------------~----~--------
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In order to accom•odate those users wishing to process Indexed 
files by both RPG and COBOL programs, the "RPGTAG" dollar option 
is available. in the COBOL compiler. This option, when set, 
causes the co•piler to generate code to process Indexed files 
using tag files with the same format and external names as if 
those tag files had been created by an. R~G program. These files 
cannot, however, be used if the program is executed under File 
Security Cunless run wi.th a privileged usercode/password>. 

The difference in tag file format is due to the use by COBOL of 
an eight•digit pointer in the tag file records, while RPG uses a 
six-digit pointer. The l~rger pointer enabl~s COBOL users to 
process larger files than RPG limitations allow. 

The difference in the external names of the tag files is due to 
the prefixing by COBOL of the word •TAG" to the family·na•e of 
the data file to produce the tag file nale• where RPG prefixes 
"TAG• to the sub-directory name. Prefixing the family-na•e 
rather than the sub-directory name enables COBOL to generate• in 
some cases. a single•file name for the tag file. This allows 
Indexed files to be processed under the· file Security system if 
desired. Ii "RPGTAGS• had been specifi~d in the COBOL program 
which created the tag files in the 'preceding example, the 
external tag file names would have been creat~d as follows: 

A/TAGB 
FILEZ/TAG 
CCC/A/TAGB 
A/TAGABCOEfG. 
A/8/TAG 

Another point to consider if it is necessary to access the same 
Indexed files with both COBOL and RPG programs is that COBOL only 
permits alphanuMeric keys. 

In order to minimize disk accesses when searching the tag file 
for record keys, the ICS, as a function of opening the tag file. 
creates a "rough table" in memory which logically breaks the tag 
file into partiiions. This table consists of as many entries as 
will fit into the space provided Crefer to the "VALUE Of" clause> 
or, by default, ·ten <tO> entries. Each entry consists of the 
record key which occupies the last record in the partition. The 
nu•ber of records contained in a partition is determined by the 
nu•ber of records in t~e file divided by the number of table 
entries allowed. 

A rough table is built for all opens of files with. "ORGANIZATION 
INDEXEow- except for those opened OUTPUT with SEQUENTIAL a~cess, 
and those which are opened INPUT with SEQUENTIAL access for which 
there is no "START" statement contained in the program. As the 
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rough table is built• the entries are sequence-checked to insure 
that the binary search algorithm can function correctly. If the 
entries are not in sequence• the program is immediately 
terminated. 

A binary search met~od is used to locate th~ desired key between 
successive entries in t.he rough table. The partition boundaries 
are then calculated by multiplying these .entry numbers by the 
nu•ber of tag r~cords contained in the partitions. A binary 
search of the tag file between those boundaries is then done to 
find th• required record. When the tag re~ord is found• the 
rela~ive r~cord nu•ber is used to m~ke the associated record from 
the data file available to the COBOL progra•. If the key is not 
found in the above manner and records have been added to the file 
since the last reordering of the tag file. the records which have 
been added to the tag file are serially searched for the requjred 
key. 

In an effort to •inimize the nu~ber of disk reads reQuired to 
locate a particular record, the following optimizations have b&en 
used: 

a. The reQuired key is checked for eQual to the key found in 
the rough table. If they are equal,, the tag file rec.ord is 
read without reQuiring the binary search of that oartition. 

b. If the parti.tion found in tha rough ·table contains the 
end•of•fi le record, the required key ·is compared to the key 
of the end-of-file record. If the requested key is 
greater,, the added records <if any> are searched, and the 
binary search of that partition is avoided. 

b. When records are added. the highest and lowest keys added 
are saved. The required key is range-checked with those 
values. If the required key is outside that range,, the 
serial search of the added records is unnecessary. 

When the tag and data files are opened,, their end-of-file 
pointers <which must be equal> are obtained. This end•ot~ff le 
pointer <EOf•POINTER> is placed in NEW•EOF-POINTER. New records 
are appended to the end of each file by· adding one to 
NEW·EOf•POINTER and using the resulting value as the actutl ke~ 
of both the tag and data files. 

When the file is closed,, or when a "START"• or "READ ••• NEXT" 
statement is executed and records have b~en added to the file, 
the tag file is sorted Cdoes not apply to SEQUENTIAL access>. 
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The FILE-CONTROL entry names a file and may specify other 
file-related information. This d~scription of the FILE-CONTROL 
entry only describes those clauses which are limited to the 
Indexed I-O Module. 

.S.l.D1.i.! fht1JU. 

---------------------------------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SELECT file-name -------
( DISK ) 

( ) 

ASSIGN TO ( ) ------- ( DISKPACK. ) 

( -------- .. ) 

ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED -------
( <SEQUENTIAL> 
[ ( -------.--- - ) 
[ ACCESS HOOE IS <RANDOM ) 

c ------ c· ----.--- ) 

{ <DYNAMIC ) 

[ <-------- ) 

RECORD KEY IS data-name-1 

C FILE STATUS IS data-name-21 

] 

] 

1 
] 

1 
] 

--------------~------------------------

a. The "SELECT" clause must be specified first in the 
FILE•CONTROL entry. The clauses which follow the "5Ei£CT" 
clause May appear in any order. 

b. Each file described in the DATA DIVISION must be na•ed once 
and only once as file-name in the FILE-CONTROL paragraph. 
Each fil~ specified in the FILE-CONTROL entry must have a 
File Description entry in the DATA DIVISION. 
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c. If the "ACCESS" clause is not specified, "ACCESS MOOE IS 
SEQUENTlALw is implied. 

d. Data·na•e-2 must be defined in the 
two-character dat~ iteM of the category 
must not be defined in the FILE SECTIO~. 

DATA DIVISION as a 
alphanumeric and 

e. Data·name-1 and data-name-2 may be qualified. 

f. The data item referenced by data•name•l must be defined as 
a data item of the category alphanumeric within a Record 
Description entry associated with that file•name. 

g. Oata·na•e•l cannot describe an item whose size is variable 
<refer to the •ocCURS" clause> • 

.GJt.D.tU:.il BY11.i 

a. The "ASSIGN" clause specifies the association of the file 
referenced by ftle•name to a mass storage ~edium. 

b. The "ORGANIZATION" clause specifies the logical structure 
of a file. The file organi~ation is· established at the 
time a file is created and cannot subsequently be changed. 

c. When •ACCESS MODE 15 SEQUENTIAL"• records in the file are 
atcessed in the sequence dictated by the file organization. 
For Indexed files. this sequence is th~ order of ascending 
record key values within a given key of reference. 

d. If "ACCESS MOOE IS RANDOM"• the value of the record key 
data item jndicates the record to be accessed. 

e. When "ACCESS MODE IS DYNAMIC"• records in the file may be 
accessed sequentially and/or rando•ly <refer to General 
Rules c and d>. 

f. When the "FILE STATUS" clause is specified, a value is 
moved by the ICS into the data item specified by 
data•name-2 after the execution of any statement that 
references that file either explicitly or implicitly. This 
value indicat~s the status of execution of the statement. 

g. The "RECORD KEY" clause specifies the record key for the 
file. The values of the record key •ust be unique among 
rec o rd s o f t he f i l e • Th e re. c or d key pr ov i des ~ n a cc e 1 s 
path to records in an Indexed file. 

h. The Data Description of data-name•t, as well as its 
relative location within a record, must be the same as that 
used when the file was created. 
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The File Description furnishes· infrirmation_ concerning the 
physical structure. identification. and rec~rd names pertaining 
to a given file. This discussion of t~e File Description entry 
<FD>• provides details only of those clauses which have special 
•eaning in the Ind~xed 1-0 Module. 

11.1.Dilil.1 f.Q..CJl.il1 

----------~--------------~-----------------~----------~--

FD ft Le-name 

CC VALUE> 
cc-----> or 
C <VA > 
cc-- ) 

CIOENTlFICATION> 

<---------------) <IO 
c--

) 

) 

<data-na11e-1>1 
IS ( ) 1 

<literal•! >1 
] 

£ VALUE OF CORE-INDEX IS integer-1 CH~RACTERS 1 

[ ----- ---------- 1 

---------------------------------------------------------
.SI..Dl.iJ. BY1.l.i 

a. The level indicator FD identifies the beginning of a file 
Description and must precede the file-name. 

b. The clauses which follow the na•e of the tile are optional 
in •any cases, and their order of appearance is immaterial. 

c. One or more.Record Description entries must follow the File 
Description. entry. 
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The "VALUE Of" clause provides for the identification of a data 
file and its related tag file- as well as allowing specification 
of the amount of •emory to be allocat~d to the rough table. 

-------------------------------------------~---·--------
I I 
I <VALUE> <IDENTIFICATION> Cdata·name-1> I 
I <-----> OF <--------------> IS . ( ) I 
I <VA ) <IO ) Cliteral-1 ) I 
I <-- ) <-- ) I 
I I 
I [ VALUE Of CORE•INDEX 15 integer•t CHARACTERS ] I 
I [ ----- --~------- 1 I 
I I 

-~--------------~-------~---~-------~-------------------

Data•name•l should be qualified when necessary, but cannot be 
subscripted or indexed• nor can it be an item described with 
the •USAGE IS INDEX• clause. 

a. for the IDENTIFICATION option: 

1. For an input file- the HCP checks to see i·f a data file 
whose name is equal to the value of literal-I or 
data-na•e•l, whichever has been specified, as well as 
its associated tag file are present in the disk 
directory. 

2. For an output file, at the appropriate time a data file 
whose na•e is •ade equal to the value of literal-1 or 
data-na•e-1, whichever has been specified, as well as 
its associated tag file are inserted into the disk 
directory <refer to Tag Files>. 

b. for the "CORE-INDEX" option, the number of chara,ters 
specified by int~ger·l is allocated for storage of the 
rough table. If this option is omitted, the number of 
characters required to contain ten <tO> entries is 
allocated <refer to Rough Tables>. 
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The "CLOSE" state•ent terminates the processing of a fjle and 
specifies the disposition of the file • 

.!i~.D!U:.il [2.CJJJ.11 

--------------------------------------------------
( <LOCK ) 1 
c <---- ) J 

CLOSE fite•name-1 CW ITH C REL EA.SE ) 1 ---.-- ( <------- ) ] 

[ <REMOVE ) 1 
[ <------ ) ] 
[ <PURGE ) ] 

( ( --·--·· ) ] 

. [ [ <LOCK ) ] ] 

( ( <---- ) 1 ] 

( fi le-na11e-2 CWITH <REL EASE ) J ... 1 
[ [ (~------ ) ] 1 

I [ [ <REHO VE ) ] 1 
I c [ <------- ) 1 l 
I ( ( <PURGE ) ] ] 

I [ ( <~---- ) 1 1 
I 

--------------------------------------------------
~.l.Dl.iU RMl.1.i 

The files referenced in the "CLOSE" statement need not all have 
the same ORGANIZATION or ACCESS. 

a. A •CLOSE" state•ent may only be executed for a file in the 
OPEN mode. 

b. Indexed files are labeled mass storage files. The results 
of executing each type of "CLOSE" are summarized in t~a 
following table: 
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----------------------------------~-
CLOSE I File I 

Statement format I Disposition I 
=======================~==========• 

CLOSE I 1, 3 I 

----~---------------+---~---------1 CLOSE WITH LOCK 

------------~-------+----~--------· CLOSE WITH RELEASl I 1, 2, 4 

----------~--~~-~---+-------------1 CLOSE WITH REMOVE I 1, 4, 5 
-------~----~---~---·-----------~-1 CLOSE WITH PURGE l, 6 
---~-~---~-----~~-----~-------------

The definitions of the symbols in the table are as follows: 

1. File CLOSE. The "CLOSE" operation •arks the logical 
file as closed. 

z. File Lock. The physical file is mad~ a permanent 
file and is entered into the HCP disk directory. 

l. File Retention. The association between the logical 
fil·e and the physical file is retained. A new file 
is not entered in t.he disk directory, and is lost at 
end-of-job <or overwritten following a subsequent 
•OPEN OUTPUT•>• if not closed with "LOCK", "RELEASE", 
or ·REMOVE·. 

4. File Release. The association between the logical 
file and the physical file is severed. The areas of 
•e•ory all~cated for buffers are released to the 
syste•• 

5. File Remove. This option causes the HCP to remove 
from the disk directory a tile which has the same 
external name as the file being closed. This action 
takes place prior to entering the external name in 
the disk directory~ 

6. file Purge. If the file is a permanent file, the 
file is re•oved f~om the disk directory, arid the 
storage area occupied by the file is released as 
available to the HCP. 

c. If a file is in the OPEN mode when a "STOP RUN" statement 
is executed or when an abnor•al terminaticn occurs, the 
action taken is to close the file as though a simple 
"CLOSE" state•ent had been executed. 
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d. If a "CLOSE" statement has been.executed for a file, no 
other statement can be eKecuted that references that file, 
either explicitly or implicitly, unless an intervening 
•OPEN- statement for that file is executed. 

The execution of a "CLOSE" statement has· no effect upon the 
contents or the availability of the file's record area. 
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Th~ "OPEN" statement initiates the processing of files. It also 
perfor•s checking and/or .writing of labels and other input-output 
op er at ions • 

.GJ!.D.!!..!1 [.2.C!l.l.t 

----------~----------------~~-----~------~---------~~-----------
I 

<INPUT fi le-name-1 CW I TH LOCK CACCESSlJ ) I 

<----- ------ ) I 
( ) I 
( ( ff le-na11e-2 CW ITH LOCK CACCESSJ1 1 . . . ) I 
( 

_'RI._ ___ . 
l I 

( ) I 
OPEN COUTPUT file-name-3 [ f ile-name-41 ... ) I 

<-- .. --- ) I 
( ) I 
<I·O f ile-name-5 CWITH LOCK CACCESSJJ ) I 
<--- ---- __ .. __ -

1 I 
( ) I 
( ( file ·name •f> CWITH LOCK CACCESSJJ ] • • • ) 

( ------- ) 

----~~------------~---------~----~--------------------~~~-------

The files referenced in the "OPEN" statement need not all have 
the same ORGANIZATION or ACCESS • 

.YJt..0.1..tal B.UU.i 

a. The succe~sful execution of an "OPEN• statement deter•ines 
the availability of the file and results in the file being 
in an OPEN mode. 

b. The execution of an woPEN" statement does not affect etther 
the contents or availability of the file•~ record area. 

c. When a given file is not in an OPEN mode, no state1ent 
<except for a ftSORT" or "MERGE" statement with the "USING" 
or "GIVING~ phrases> can be executed that references the 
file. either explicitly or implicitly. 
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d. A file may be opened with the "{NPUT"' "OUTPUT"' and "I-O" 
phrases in the saee progra•. Following the initial 
execution of an "OPEN" statement for a file• each 
subsequent "OPEN• statement executed for the same file must 
be preceded by the execution of a "CLOSE" statement for the 
file. 

e. An "OPEN" state•ent must be successfully executed prior to 
the execution of any of the permissible input-output 
statements. In the following table, an "X" indicates that 
the specified statement, used in the file access mode given 
for that row, may be used with the OPEN mode given at the 
top of the column. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
I OPEN Mode 

file Access t · 1----~--------------------------
Mode I Statement I INPUT I OUTPUT I INPUT-OUTPUT 

========================================================= 
SEQUENTIAL 

REA~ 

WRITE 
REWRITE 
START 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

-------------+-----------·-------+--------·--------------
RANDOM 

READ 
WRITE 
REWRITE 
START 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

-------------+---~~------+---~---+--------+--------------
DYNAH IC 

READ 
WRITE 
REWRITE 
START 

x 

x 

• 
t 

' l 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

--------------------~--------------------------~-----------

f. Execution of the "OPEN" statement does not obtain or 
release the first data record. 

g. The File Description entry for file·name-1, file-name-2• 
file-na•e-s, or file-name-6 must be eQuivalent to thai used 
when the file was created. 

h. For files being opened with the "INPUT" or "l-0" phrase, 
the "OPEN" state•ent sets the current record pointer to the 
first record currently existing within the file, far 
Indexed files, the "prime" record key is established as the 
key of reference and is used to deter•ine the first record 
to be accessed. If no records exist in the file• the 
current record pointer is set such that the next executed 
Format 1 "READ" statement for the file results in an "AT 
END" condition. 
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i. The "1•0" phrase permits the opening of a file for both 
INPUT and OUTPUT operations. Since this phrase implies the 
existence of the file~ it cannot. be used if the file is 
being initially created. 

j. Upon successful execution of an "OPEN" statement with the 
•OUTPUT" phrase specified• a file is created. At that ti•e 
the associated file contains no data records. 

k. When an "OPEN WITH LOCK" <without "ACCESS"> is executed• 
the following occurs: 

t. If the specified file is already in an OPEN mode by 
another program or by a different file-name within this 
program. the program is suspended awaiting exclusive 
availability of the file. 

z. If the file is not currently in ari OPEN mode by any 
program• the file is ope~ed. 

l. When an "OPEN WITH LOCK ACCESS" is executed~ the program is 
suspended if any of the foll~wing conditions exist: 

l~ The file is currently OPEN WITH LOCK. 

z. The file is currently OPEN INPUT•OUTPUT. 

3. This OPEN is I•O and the file is currently OPEN INPUT 
LOCK ACCESS. 

The program re•ains suspended until .none of these 
conditions re•ain- or until the program is ter•inated. In 
any other case- the "OPEN WITH LOCK ACCESS" causes the file 
to be opened. 
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For SEQUENTIAL access- the "READ" statement Makes availabl~ the 
next logical record from a file. For RANDOM access, the "READ" 
state•ent Makes available a specified record from a mass storage 
file • 

.GJUlJl.t.il [Jl.t!4'1 

For•at 1: 

~---------~-----------------~------------------~-~----
I READ file•naMe CNEXTl RECORD [INTO identifier] 
I 
I 
I C AT ENO statement-I CELSE statement-211 
I 
I 

-~------~-------~---~------~--~--------~---------~--~-

Format 2: 

-~---------~~~------~------~-------~-------~---~-~----

I 
I 

READ f ile-na•e RECORD CINTC identif ierl ----
·c KEY IS data-nameJ 

C INVALID KEY statement·l· CELSE statement-211 

--------------------~~~---------~------~~-------------

a. The storage area associated with identifier and the storage 
area which is the record area ass6ciated with ffto•naee 
must not be the same. 

b. Oata·name must be the name of a data item specified as a 
reco~d key associated with file-name. 

c. Oata·name may be qualified. 

d. format 1 must be used for all files in SEQUENTIAL access 
•ode. 
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e. The "NEXT" phrase must be specified for files in DYNAMIC 
access •ode• when records are to be retrieved sequentially. 

f. roreat 2 is used for tiles in RANDOM access mode or for 
files in DYNAMIC access mode when records are to be 
retrieved rando•ly. 

g. The "INVALID KEY" phrase or the "AT ENO" phrase must be 
sp~cified if no applicable •USE" procedure is specjfied for 
file-name. 

a. The associated file •ust be· OPEN. in the INPUT or 1-0 mode 
at the ti•e this statement is executed <refer to the OPEN 
State•ent>. 

b. The record to be made available by a Format 1 "READ" 
stateMent is deter•ined as follows: 

1. The record pointed to by the current record pointer is 
•ade available- provided that the current record 
pointer was positioned by a "START" or "OPEN" 
st at ement. 

2. If the current record pointer was positioned by the. 
execution of a previous "READ" statement, the current 
record pointer is updated to point to the next existing 
record in the file and then that record .is made 

· avaf l able. 

c. The execution of the "READ• statement causes the value of 
the file Status data item, if any. associated with 
ftte·naae to be updated <refer to I·O Status>. 

d. Regardless of the method used to. overlap access t 1me with 
processing time, the concept of the "READ" statement is 
unchanged in that a record is available to the object 
program prior to the execution of any statement following 
the "READ" statement. 

e. When the logical records of a file are described with more 
than one Record Description, these records automatically 
share the sa•e storage area; this is equivalent to an 
i•plicit redefinition of the area. 

f. If the •INTO• phrase is specified, the record being read is 
eoved fro• the record area to the area specified by 
identifier according to the rules specified for the "HOVE" 
state•ent <without the "CORRESPONDING" phrase> with the 
sending area considered to be a group item whose size is 
equal to .the •aximu• record size for the file. The implied 
move does not occur if the execution of the •READ• 
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state•ent was unsuccessful. Any subscripting or indexing 
associated with identifier is evaluated after the record 
has been read and immediately before it is moved to the 
data item. 

g. When the "INTO" phrase is used• the record being read is 
available fn both the input record area and the data area 
associated with identifier. 

h. If• at the ti•e of execution of a format 1 "READ" 
state•ent• the position of the current record pointer for 
the file is undefined• the execution of that "READ" 
statement is unsuccessful. 

i. If• at the time of the execution of a For•at 1 "READ" 
statement. no next logical record exists in the file. the 
"AT END" condition o~curs• a~d the execution of the "HEAD" 
state•ent is unsuccessful <refer to I·O Status>. 

j. When the "AT END" condition is recogni·~ed the following 
actions are taken·in the ·specified order: 

1 • A v a l u e ·i s p l a c e d i n t o t h e F i l e S t a t u s d a t a i t e m • i f 
specified tor this file• to indicate an "AT END" 
condition <refer to I-0 Status>. 

2. If the "AT END" phrase is specified in the statement 
causing the condition. control is transferred. to the 
"AT END" statement-1. Any "USE" procedure specified 

3. 

for the file is not executed. 

If the "AT END" phrase is not specified, 
procedure must be specified• either 
i•plicitly• for the f ile1 and that 
executed. 

then a - "USE" 
explicitly or 
procedure is 

When the "AT 
input-output 
unsuccessful. 

END" condit io.n 
statement which 

occurs1 execution of the 
caused the condition is 

k. Following the unsuccessful execution of any "READ" 
statement• the contents of the associated record area and 
the positiori of the current record pointer are undeffned. 
For Indexed fUes• the key of reference is also undefined. 

l. When the "AT ENO• condition has been recognized. a format 1 
"READ" statement for the file must not be executed without 
first executing one of the following: 

A successful 
execution of 
file. 

"CLOSE" statement 
a successful "OPEN" 

followed by the 
statement for the 

2. A successful "START" statement for the file. 
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l. A successful Format 2 "READ" statement f-0r the file. 

•· For a file for which DYNAMIC access mode is specified• a 
for•at 1 "READ• state•ent with the·"NEXT" phrase specified 
causes the ne~t logical record to be retrieved from that file 
as described in General Rule b. 

n. For an Index~d file• if the "KEY" phrase is specified in a 
format 2 "READ" statement. data•name is established as the 
key of reference for this retrieval. lf the DYNAMIC access 
•ode is specified. this key of reference is also used for 
retrievals by any subsequent executions of ~or•at 1 "READ" 
state•ents for the file until a different key of reference is 
established. 

o. If the •KEY• phrase is not specified in a Format 2 "READ" 
state•ent- the •pri•e" record key is established as the key 
of reference for this retrieval. If the DYNAMIC access mode 
is specified• this key of reference is also used for 
retrievals by any subsequent executions ~f Format 1 "READ" 
statements for the file until a different key of reference is 
established. 

p. Execution of a for•at 2 "READ" statement causes the value of 
the key of reference to be compared with the value contained 
in the corresponding data ite• of th~ sto~ed records in the 
file, until a record.having an equal value is found. The 
current pointer is positioned to this record• which is then 
made avatlable. If no record can be so identified• the 
"INVALID KEY• condition exists and execution of the "READ" 
state•ent is unsuccessful <refer to the "INVALID KEY" 
Condition). 
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The •REWRITE• state•ent logically replaces a record existing in a 
mass storage file. 

-----·-~-----------------------------------------------
REWRITE record-name CFROM identif ier1 

C INVALID KEY state•ent-1 CELSE statement-211 
~------

-------------------~--------------------~-~------~-----

a. Record-name and identifier must not refer to the same storage 
area. 

b. Record-name is the name of a logical record in the FILE 
SECTION of the DATA DIVISION and may be qualified. 

c. The "INVALID KEY" phrase must be specified in the "REWRITE" 
state•ent for files for which an appropriate "USE" procedure 
is not specified. 

a. The file associated with record-name must be OPEN in the 1-0 
mode at the time of execution of this statement <refer to the 
OPEN Statement>. 

b. for files in the SEQUE~TIAL access mode, the last 
input-output statement executed for the associated file prior 
to the execution. of the ftREWRITE" statement •ust have been a 
successfully-executed "READ" statement. The record that was 
accessed by the "READ" statement is logically replaced. 

c. The number of charaeter positions in the record referenced by 
record-name •ust be equal to the number of character 
positions in the record being replaced. 

d. The logical record released by successful execution of the 
"REWRITE" statement is no longer available in the record area 
unless the associated file is named in a "SAME RECORD AREA" 
phrase~ in which case the logical record is available to the 
program as a record of other tiles. 
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e. The •xecution Gf a "REWRITEw statement with the "FROM" phrase 
is equivalent to the execution of: 

MOVE identifier TO record-na•e 

followed by the execution of the sa•e "REWRITE" statement 
without the "fROMw phrase. The contents of the record area 
prior to the eiecution of the implicit MOVE statement have no 
effect -0n the execution of the "REWRITE" statement. 

f. The current record pointer is not affected by the execution 
of a •REWRITEw state•ent. 

g. The exe~ution of the •REWRITE" statement causes the value of 
the File Status data ite•~ if any, associated with the file 
to be updated <refer to 1-c Status>~ 

h. For a ftle in th~ SEQUENTIAL mode, the record to he replaced 
is specified by the value conta~ned in the prime record key. 
When the "REWRITE". statement is exe~uted~ the value contained 
in the prime record key data iteM of the re~ord to be 
replaced •ust be equal to the value of the prime record key 
of the last record read from this f ite. 

i. for a file in the RANDOM or DYNAMIC access •ode, the record 
to be replaced is specified by the prime record key data 
ite•. 

j. The "INWALID KEY" condition exists when: 

1. The access mode is SE~UENTIAL and the value contained in 
the ori•e record key data item of the record to be 
replaced is not equal to the value of the prime record 
key of the last record read from this f ite, or 

2. The value contained in the prime record key data ite• 
does not equal that of any record stored in the file. 

The updating operation does not take plac~ and the data in 
the record area is unaffected <refer to the "INVALID KEYw 
Condition>. 
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The "START• state•ent provides a basis for logical positioning 
within an indexed f ite, for subsequent sequential retrieval of 
records. 

1i.C.D.IL.i1 f.Q.tl.i..t 

---------------------------------------------------~-----~----
c ( IS EQUAL TO ) 1 
( ( ----- ) 1 
( ( IS = ) J 

START ffle-na11e ( KEY ( IS GREATER THAN ) data-name 1 ----- c ( ... ----.. ) 1 
c ( IS > ) J 
c ( IS NOT LESS THAN ) ] 

c ( ) l 
[ ( IS NOT < ) ] 
( ( ) l 

I c INVALID KEY statement -1 [El SE statement-211 
I ------- ----
I 

--------------------------------------------------------------
1Hllf 

The required relational characters ">"~ "<"' and "=" are 
not underlined in the syntax diagram above to avoi~ 
confusion with other symbols such as "greater than or 
equal to•. 

j_i.01~.1 R.ulJl.i 

a. File-name must be the name of an Indexed file. 

b. File•na•e •ust be the name of a file with SEQUENTIAL or 
DYNAMIC access. 

c. Data-na•e •av be qualified. 

d. The "INVALID KEY" phrase must be specified ff no applicable 
"USE" procedure is specified for file-name. 

e. If the •KEY• phrase is specified, data-name must reference 
the data item specified as the record key associated with 
file-name. 
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a. File•na•e •ust be OPEN in the INPUT or I•O mode at th• time 
that the "START• stat~ment is executed <refer to the OPEN 
State•ent>. 

b. If the •KEY" phrase is not specified, the relational operator 
"IS EQUAL TO" is i•plied. 

c. The type of co•partson specified by the relational operator 
in the •KEY" phrase occurs between the key associated with a 
record in the file referenced by file-name and a data item as 
specified in Syntax Rule e. The results of that comparison 
are as follows: 

1. The current record p-0inter is positioned to the fir~t 
logical record currently existing in the file whose key 
satisfies the co•parison. 

2. If the comparison is not satisfied by any record in the 
file, an "INVALID KEY" condition exists• the execution of 
the •START" statement is unsuccessful• and the pos1t1on 
of the current record pointer Is undefined <refer to the 
"INVALID KEY• Condition>. 

d. The execution. of the "START" statement causes the value of 
the File Status data item• if any# associated with file-name 
to be updat~d Crefer· to 1-c Status>. 

e. If the •KEY• phrase is not specified. the co•parison 
described in General Rule c uses the data item referenced in 
the •RECORD KEY" phrase associated with file•name. 

f. Upon co•pletion of the successful execution of the "START• 
state•ent. a key of reference is established and is used in 
subsequent For•at 1 ~READ" state•ents <refer to the READ 
statement>. 

g. If the execution of the "START• statement is not successful• 
the key of reference is undefined• 
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The "USE• state•ent specifies procedures for input-output error or 
exception handling that are fn addition to the standard procedures 
provided by the HCP. 

Ja.tn.IL~l [.SU:!.!1 

------------~------~--------~---------~~---~---~-----

<EXCEPTION> 
USE AFTER STANDARD <··------·> PROCEDURE ON 

<ERROR 
) _________ ... _ 

<----- ) 

{ ·fi le-name-1 ( file-name-2 1 ... ) 

( ) 

( INPUT ) 

( 
... ___ 

) 

( OUTPUT ) 

( ------ ) 

( 1-0 ) 

( ) 

-----------------------------------------------------

a. A "USE" statement. when present• must immediately follow a 
section header in the DECLARATIVES SECTION and must be 
followed by a period followed by a space. The remainder of 
the section •ust consist of one or more procedural paragraphs 
that define the procedures to be used. 

b. The •USE" state•ent itself is never executed; it merely 
defines the conditions calling for the execution of the "USE" 
procedures. 

c. The same file·na•e can appear in a different specific 
arrange•ent of the for•at. Appearance of a file-name in a 
•USE• statement must not cause the simultaneous request for 
execution of •ore than one "USE" procedure. 

d. The words •ERROR• and "EXCEPTION" are synonymous and may be 
used interchangeably. 

e. The files implicitly or explicitly referenced in a "USE" 
stateeent need not all have the same ORGANIZATION or ACCESS. 
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a. The designated procedures are executed by the ICS after 
co•pleting the standard input•output error routine, or upon 
recognition of the "INVALID KEY" or •AT END" conditions. when 
the "INVALID KEY" phrase or "AT END" phrase• respectively• 
has not been specified in the input~output statement. 

b. After execution of a "USE" procedure• control is returned to 
the invoking routine. 

c. Within a "USE" procedure• there Must not be any reference to 
any non-declarative procedures. Conversely, in the 
non-declarative portion there must be no reference to 
procedure-names that appear in the declarative portion. 
except that "PERFORM• state•ents May refer to a "USE" 
procedure or to the paragraphs contained within the "USE• 
procedure. 

d. Within a "USE" procedure, there •ust not be the execution of 
anv state•ent that would cause the execution of a "USE" 
procedure that had previously been invoked and had not yet 
returned control to the invoking routine. 
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The "WRITE" state•ent releases a logical re~ord for an output or 
input-output file. 

jjjtDJlLJ.1 [_gr. .l.i.t 

---~-------------------~---------~~--~------~-----------
I 
I WRITE record•name C FROH identifier 1 I 
I ----- I 
I I 
I C INVALID KEY statement-1 CELSE statement-211 I 
I ·-·---- I 
I I 

--------------------------------------------------------

a. Record-name and identifier must not reference the same 
storage area. 

b. The record-na•e is the name of a logical record in the FILE 
SECTION of· the DATA DIVISION and may be qualified. 

c. The "INVALID KEY" phrase must be specified if an applicable 
•USE• procedure is ~~t specified for the associated file. 

a. The associated file must be OPEN in the OUTPUT or 1-0 mode at 
the ti•e of the execution of this statement <refer to the 
OPEN Statement>. 

b. The logical record released by successful execution of the 
"WRITE" state•ent is no longer available in the record area 
unless the associated file is named in a "SAME RECO~Q ~~EA" 
clause~ in which case the logical record is also a~ail~bl~ to 
the progra• as a record of other files. 

c. The execution of the "WRITE" statement with the "FROM• phrase 
is equivalent to the execution of: 

MOVE identifier TO record-name 

followed by the execution of the saMe "WRITE" statement 
without the "FROM" phrase. The contents of the record area 
prior to the execution of the implicit HOVE statement have no 
effect on the executi~n of the "WRITE" statement. 
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After execution of the "WRITE" statement is complete, the 
information in the area referenced by. identifier is 
available, even though the information in the area referenced 
by record•name may not be <refer to General Rule b>. 

d. The current record pointer is unaffected by the execution of 
a "WRITE" statement. 

e. The execution of the "WRITE• statement causes the value of 
the file Status data item, if any, associated with the file 
to be updated <refer to I·O Status>. 

f. The •axi•u• record size for a file is established at_ the time 
the file is created and must not subsequently be changed. 

g. The number of character positions on a mass storage device 
required to store a logical record in a file •ay or aay not 
be equal to the number of character positioris defined by the 
logical· description of that record in the program. 

h. The execution of the •WRITE" statement releases a logical 
record to the HCP. 

i. Execution of the •WRITE• statement causes the contents of the 
record area to be released. The ICS utilizes the contents of 
the record key in such a way that subsequent access to that 
record may be made based upon the value of that specified 
record key. 

j. The value of the pri•e record key must be unique within the 
records in the file. 

k. The data item specified as the prime record key must be set 
by the program to the desir~d value prior to the execution of 
the "WRITE" statement <refer to General Rule cJ. 

L. If SEQUENTIAL access mode is specified for the file~ records 
must be released to the ICS in ascending order of prime 
record key values. 

•· If RANDOM or DYNAMIC access mode is specified, records •av be 
released to the ICS in any program-sp~cified order. 

n. The "INVALID KEY" condition exjsts under the following 
circumstances: 

1. When SEQUENTIAL access mode is specified for a file 
opened in the OUTPUT mode, and the value of the prime 
record key is not greater than the value of the prime 
record key of the previous record~ or 
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2. When the file is opened in the OUTPUT or 1-0 mode• and 
the value of the pri•e record key is equal to the value 
of a pri•e recQrd key of a record already existing in the 
file. 

o. When the "INVALID KEY" condition is recognized, the execution 
of the "WRITE" state•ent is unsuccessful, the contents of the 
record area are unaffected and the File Status d~ta item, if 
any~ associated with file-name of the associated file is set 
to a value indicating the cause of the condition. Execution 
of the program proceeds according to the rules stated in the 
paragraoh on the "INVALID KEY" condition <refer also to 1-0 
Status>. 
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~£!~~~ Use of the ISAM Attributes 

When a disk file is first created COPEN OUTPUT ••• CLOS£ LOCK>• 
four attributes are fixed and cannot be changed until the file is 
recreated. These are: 

RECORD.SIZE CRSZ> 
R£COROS.BLOCK <R.B> 
BLOCKS.AREA CB.A> 
AREAS CARE> 

The maximua number of records that can be contained in the file 
can be calculated as: 

Maxi•u• Records = R.B • B.A • ARE 

All of these attributes can be specified by the programmer via 
the "RECORD CONTAINS", "BLOCK CONTAINS", and "FILE CONTAINS" 
clauses. For ISAH f ilesr the compiler generates two files for 
each ISAM "SELECT" clause <the data file and the tag file>. The 
progra••er does not have any direct control over the attributes 
of the tag file. The compiler sets the tag file RECORD.SIZE to 
the size of the record key plus either 3 bytes Cif s RPGTAGS is 
specified> or 4 bytes. The RECORDS.BLOCK is calculated to get a 
block size of 180 bytes or less. The AREAS is .set the same as 
that of the data file. Effective with the Hark v11.o compiler• 
the BLOCKS.AREA is s~t to insure that the tag file can hold as 
many records as the data file. for example: 

T-B.A=<O·R.B•O-B.Al/T·R.B+Cif any rem~inder then 1 else O> 

where "T-" means "tag file" and "O-" means "data file". Extreme 
caution should be used when changing any of these attributes via 
the "MODIFY" or "FILE" state•ents. If the data file is changed, 
the tag file must be changed correctly. 

2~!£2i ISAM File Recovery 

When a record is added to an ISAM file• the comptlet. ~ust 
generate code to do two WRIT£s, one to the tag file ~nd ohb to 
the data file. This im•ediately brings up some potential 
problems in the event of abnormal end-of-job. 

Currently the code generated by a RANDOM WRIT£ is as follows& 

a. WRITE the tag record. Do not reQuest any error reporting. 
This •eans that any error on the WRITE <Parity,. Incomplete 
I/Q, full File> causes the MCP to terminate the progam 
i•mediately. 

b. WRITE the data record. Request ·error reporting. In the 
event of an error.· the program takes the INVALID KEY branch 
or the USE routine. 
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The above code sequence could result in the tag file having a 
record that points to a non-existent rec-0rd in the data file. 
This problem will be fixed in a future release. 

In the WRITE of the data file• the error reporting reQuested and 
action taken depends on the presence of an INVALID KEY statement~ 
a USE routine~ or both: 

a. INVALID KEY - Report on EOf <full file>. Return a status 
of 10 <should be 24> and take the INVALID KEY branch. 

b. USE Routine - Report on Parity. Return a status key of 10 
Cshould be 30) and enter the USE r~utine. 

c. INVALID KEY and USE Routine - Report on EOf or Parity. If 
Parity. return a status key of 30 and enter the use 
routine. If EOF1 return a status key of 10 <should be 24> 
and take the INVALID KEY branch. 

The erroneous status key values will be corrected in a future 
release. 

If an error occurs and reporting of that error has not been 
reQuested, the HCP ter•inates the progra• with the following 
message:· 

NO PROVISION FOR <error> ON FILE <file-name> 

If the failure occurred between the WRITE of the tag record and 
the WRITE of the data record• the EOf .POINTERs on the two files 
are different. Two choices are available at this point: either 
reload both files or copy the larger file Cdisk-to·disk> leaving 
out the extra record <for example• use DHPALL with the INCLUDE 
<EOF.POINTER - 1> option. If the EOF.POINTERs are the same, the 
only probl~m is that the tag file has not been sorted. It is 
therefore possible to sort the tag file Cusing the· SORT utility 
progra•> and continue processing. 

It should be noted that if corruption occurs and no recovery is 
effected- the next program to use the file ~ay not detect the 
error. The only check Made is during the building of the rough 
table <ACCESS HOOE IS RANDOM or START is used>. The records read 
in building the rough table are sequenced-checked and a fatal 
error occurs in the event of a sequence error. However• if the 
few records read by the "build rough table" routine are in order• 
or no rough table is built- then the program proceeds. In this 
case, records that are present may not be found and duplicates 
may be introduced. 
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2~!£1~£ Efficient Use of ISAM Constructs. 

COBOL is required, by ANSI-74 syntax, to check for duplicates at 
the time of the WRITE. The compiler generates code so that 
before each RANDOM WRITE the file is searched for duplicates. If 
no duplicate is found the record is written, but if the record 
already exists. in the file• the INVALID KEY branch or US£ routine 
is taken with the status key set to 22. 

As an example• assume a simple file maintenance program that 
accepts •add"r "change•, and "delete" records. In COBOL the 
efficient way to handle this case would be to do a •keyed• read 
only if the record type is a •change" or •delete•. If the record 
type is an "add"• then do not do a READ; do a WRITE with an 
INVALID KEY state•ent and a STATUS KEY clause. If the record is 
a duplicate• the INVALID KEY branch is taken and the status key 
is set to a 22. This allows only one search of the file <instead 
of two> to be perfor•ed for each "add"-type record. 

COBOL has two methods for creating an ISAM file; either Output 
ordered <sequential> or Random. It· is not possible to 
sequentially write an ISAM file with the records unordered. 
Unless care is taken• this may result in programs that run 
extreael~ slowly• as described in th~ following examples. 

The first example deals with a "load" of an ISAM file fro• an 
unordered source. If the file is opened OUTPUT with an access 
•ode of RANDOM• the program runs very slowly. As each record is 
written the ISAM routines must check for a dupli.cate record in 
the file <note: an optimization has been incorporated in the 
ISAM routines where the check for duplicates is not done if the 
record to be added is greater than or less than any record 
previously added). If the file is being ·written in a rando• 
manner. before the nth record is written, the n•l previous 
records •ust be read. In the worst case, the addition of n 
records can result in 2n writes <tag and data> and the summation 
of Zn·• where m var•es fro• 2 to n reads. For exa•ple, the 
addition of 6 records could take 12 writes and 4+3+2+1 reads. 
This can obviously be a very slow process for large files. For 
large files~ it is Much better to first sort the input file and 
then do sequential writes. 

The second example involves removing certain records, flagged as 
"to be deleted"• from an existing ISAM file. The best method of 
handling this is to open the existing ISAM file INPUT SEQUENTIAL 
and open a new ISAM file OUTPUT SEQUENTIAL, then READ a~d WRITE 
sequentially. The READs •av cause some disk arm •ovement if the 
data records are rando•~ but the WRITEs will be very fast. This 
method gives the added advantage of ordering the data records in 
the new filer providing faster access in all future seQuential 
access cases. 
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2~!il1~ ISAM Subroutine Segmentation 

Effective with Mark VII.O• the COBOL compiler automatically 
segments the ISAM-generated file-handling subroutines. It is 
necessary to recompile existing ISAM programs in order to have 
seq•ented subrouttnes, but old programs need not be recompiled if 
seg•entation is not important. 

The seg•ented subroutines start in the first segment higher than 
the highest user segment. For example•. if a program has user 
seg•ents wo~ 1, 2, ·and 3" and two ISAM files, then the ISAM 
subroutines are in seqments 4 and 5. If ihe program also has 
exponentiation, then the "exponentiation" sub~outines are located 
in seg•ents 6 and 7 <the two highest segments generated>. 

~~!ill£ Specifying the "VALUE OF CORE-IKDEX" 

The specification of "integer-I" in the "VALUE OF CORE-INDEX" 
option is in "bytes•. If the value specified is too small• then 
disk activity increases and throughput decreases. If the value 
specified is too large, then memory is wasted. There are several 
calculatlons necessary before an arbitrary value should be 
assigned. These calculations are in the for•at shown in the 
following formulas: 

Rough table entries = CORE-INDEX I RECORD.KEY.SIZE 

TAG.RECORD.SIZE = RECORD.KEY.SIZE + <if $ RPGTAGS then 3 else 4> 

TAG.RECORDS.BLOCK = 180 I TAG.RECORD.SIZE 

When the number of rough table entries equals the number of tag 
file blocks• m1n1mu• disk activity is achieved to secure the tag 
record that holds the key requested. The rough table is binarily 
searched to find what part of the ta9 ·file holds the key. That 
partition of the tag file ts then b1narily searched <by rand~mly 

reading the tag records> until the record key is either found or 
it can be determined that the requested key does not exist. 
Therefore the opti•u• CORE-INDEX <lowest memory for the lowest 
physical 1/0 activity> may be found as: 

Optimu• CORE-INDEX = <TAG.EOF/TAG.RECORDS.BLOCK>*RECORO.KEY.SIZE 

Increasing the CORE-INDEX beyond this value Cup to TAG.tUr * 
RECORD.KEY.SIZE> will reduce the number of logical 110 
operations, but will not decrease the number of physl,al l/0 
operations. Increasing the CORE-INDEX further wastes memory. 

f AaAD!~! 

FILE CONTAINS 36 BY 540 RECORDS 
BLOCK CONTAINS 6 RECORDS 
RECORD.KEY.SIZE IS 4 BYTES 



Assuming that the file is full <TAG.EOF=19440), 
previous formulas results in the following: 

fAG.RECORO.SIZE = 8 bytes <no S RPGTAGS> 
TAG.RECORDS.BLOCK = 22 

Opti•u• CORE-INDEX = 3,532 bytes 
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applying the 

If allo~ation of 3532 bytes for the rough table is considered 
excessive• the following formula may be applied to decrease the 
size of the rough table and still achieve a high degree of 
efficiency: 

New CORE-INDEX= Optimum CORE-INOEX/CC2••n>-I> <rounded up> 

where "n" varies from 2 by 1 until the new CORE-INDEX is an 
acceptable value. for exaMple• if 3532 is too much• then divide 
by 3• giving 1178. If this is still too high, divide by 7, 
giving 505~ and so forth. · 
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6. BASIC 

~.:.1.:. Introduction. 

The Hark VIl.O release 
enhancements to the current 

of BASIC contains 
implementation. 

no updates or 

A supplement to this release document• containing complete 
documentation on BASIC• is available in the form of a printer 
backup file labeled DOCUMENT/BASIC. 

·~£z~ Known Errors and Restrictions • 

.§ .!. ~.!..1.:. 
The BASIC compiler does not generate a syntax error when arrays 
of different dimensions are assigned • 

.E.ia.m.nl.11 

10 DIM AClO>, 8(512) 
20 HAT A=B 
30 HAT B=A 

The assign•ent statements should 
however. they compile error-free~ 
SUBSCRIPT error. 

produce two syntax errors; 
generating a run-time INVALID 
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7. FORTRAN 

L~l£ Introduction. 

The Hark v11.o release of FORTRAN feattires the jmplementation of 
free-format 1/0• or slash editing. In addition• a number of 
syntactically incorrect constructs which previously failed to 
cause syntax errors are now diagnosed correctly. 

l£Z~l£ 
truncation of dynamic memory to 2560 words in the object program 
can now be overridden by using the s DYNAMIC co~piler option. 
For exa•ple• the following control statement will exteno dynamic 
memory to 3000 wor~s: 

$ DYNAMIC 3000 

l£Z£~£ 
Free•format 1/0• or slash editing• has been implemented. 
Te•porary documentation is contained in paragraph 1.4.1. 

z~~~J£ 
A new compiler option, S TRUNCATE. allows variable names to be 
extended to more than six characters without causing a syntax 
error. Such na•es are then truncated to six characters by the 
compiler. Care •ust be taken to insure that these truncated 
na•es are still unique. 

l£l.s.!~ 
A new compiler option, S CNOJ SUPPRESS, has been implemented to 
allow suppression of warning messages pn the output listing. The 
default is Nn SUPPRESS. 

l£Z£2~ 
Named BLOCK DATA subroutines are now permitted. 
the BLOCK DATA subroutine must be specified 
state•ent. fo~ example: 

BLOCK DATA OATt 

To be bound in• 
in an EXTERN~L 
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1~1~ Known Errors and Restrictions~ 

1~1£1~ 
The compiler fails to syntax duplicate identifier names in a 
COMMON state~ent, when the last two ele~ents of the COMMON are 
the duplicates. 

lilil£ 
A READ state•ent having the erroneous syntax: 

READ <<unit>> <namelist id> 

rather than the correct syntax: 

READ C<unit>, <namelist id>> 

generates a call to a non-existent intrinsic ~.ROSU" <assuming an 
ordinary unformatted READ>. The error is detect.ed at bind time. 

z~1£1~ 
The NAHELIST name "DATA" causes a num~er of irrelevant syntax 
errors when used in an 1/0 statement. 

z~l£!~ 
The compiler is erroneously syntaxing a correct ASSIGN stateaent. 
for example~ the state•ent: 

ASSIGN 46 TO NASSGN 

results in the following error message: 

ERROR MAX LENGTH Of IDENTIFIER IS 6 CHARACTERS 

1~J£2~ 
The assignment statements "F2 = 99999999999999999." and 
"F2 = .999999999£+10" fail to receive a truncation error message. 

z~1£2i 
The for•at •rl.8" compiles without syntax errors• but upon 
execution produces only one position of output. 

l£J~l£ 
Listing a FORTRAN backup file under control of CANOE correctly 
lists the file• but results in the following warning ·message: 

WARNING: RECORD SIZE IS GREATER THAN 13J; TRUNCATION WILL OCCUR 
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l.s.J.s.§~ 
The FORTRAN compiler is erroneously syntaxing calls to 
subroutines whose names were passed as arguments. For example: 

SUBROUTINE BUG<ERROR> 
CALL ERROR <NAVY~TEST> 

Temporary fix: Use the EXTERNAL statement. 

l.s!.£ Temporary Oocumention. 

Zi!~J£ free•format 1/0 <Slash Editing> 

l.n-'l.Y.t £11!..a 

free-format input reads from the input file until the 1/0 
variable list is exhausted. 

~!Hl.it!..il fl!Ll!.11 

READ / ,m 
READ <u•l>m 
READ <u,/ ,L >m 

I 
.. 
I 

·---------------------~----------~· I where u repr•sents a unit I 
I number; l is an action specif ierl 
I list; and m is an 1/0 variable I 
I list. I 

---------------------~-------~-----

a. Values in the input file must be separated by commas. 

b. Blanks Ceven embedded blanks> are ignored. 

a. The end of a physical record terminates the current vatue
and the next value is read from the succeeding physical 
record. 

b. Only certain types of input are permitted for a specf fic 
type of variable: 

Integer: I format 
Real: I .. E• f,. or 0 format 
Double: 1 ... [,. f,. or D format 
Complex: I• E,, f" or c for mat 
Logical: L for mat 
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c. Values of 0 or FALSE are the default if a blank or null 
field is read • 

.E.1.a.m.12! Jl 

LOGICAL 0 
READ C5•/,END=SO> T,1,0 

The data record might contain: 

1234.56,.227•1 

.0.Yl.12.Ml Eil.t.i 

Free-for•at output writes values to the output file until the 
l/O variable list is exhausted • 

.G1i.DJ..tJ.l fJ2£JB.i1 

WRITE <u,./lm 
WRITE (u,./l)m 
WRITE (u,.•/>11 
WRITE (U,.*//)m 
PRINT /,.m 
PRINT //,fft 
PRINT */•m 
PRINT *//•m 
PUNCH /,.m 
PUNCH 11,.m 
PUNCH */•m 
PUNCH •// ,.m 

----------------------~-~-~----~-where u represents the unit 
nu•ber; and • is the I/O 
variable list. 

a. Values are output in the most appropriate format with 
trailing zeros and blanks removed. 

b. Values are separated by a comma and a blank if the second 
slash is not included. 

c. Values are separated by two blanks if the second slash is 
present <note that this output cannot be read in by 
free-format input due to the lack of a comma>. 
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d. Values are preceded by "<variable name>=" if the optional 
asterisk is present. lf the value is an expression or 
array element• "<EXP>" will be substituted for the name. 

e • I f a val u e.,. t he "< v a r i ab l e name>==" < i f re q u i red > • t he 
preceding blank• and the trailing comma or blank cannot all 
fit into the .end of a particular record. they are all 
placed in the succeeding record • 

. f. Literal strings up to 255 characters in length may be 
output using free-format I/OJ but each string must be able 
to fit within a ~ingle record. 

f.lal.D!.! 

LOGICAL D 
A= 27.2 
I= 19 
D= .FALSE. 
PRlNT •//,.A,I,.D 

Execution of this program segment produces the following output: 

A=27.2 1=19 Q;f 

ln.t.tin.:ai~i. 

Twenty-four intrinsics have been added to provide this feature: 

.ISSR 

.ISSW 
.RCAS 
.Ress 
.RDAS 
.ROSS 
.RIAS 
.RISS 
.RLAS 
.RlSS 
.RRAS 
.RRSS 
.WCAS 
• wcss 
.WOAS 
• woss 
.WHAS 
• WHSS 
.WIA"S. 
.WISS 
.WlAS 
.WLSS 
• WRAS 
.WRSS 

Initiate a Serial Slash-edited <free-format> Read 
Initiate a Serial Slash-edited Cfree-format> Write 
Read a Coeplex Array Slash-edited (free-format> 
Read a Co•plex Scalar Slash~edited <free-format> 
Read a Double Array Slash-edited <free-format> 
Read a Double Scalar Slash-edited <free-format> 
Read an Integer Array Slash-edited <free-format> 
Read an Integer Scalar Slash-edited <free-format> 
Read a Logical Array Slash•edited <free-format> 
Read a l-09ical Scalar Slash-edited Cfree-format> 
Read a Real Array Slash-edited <free•format> 
Read a Real Scalar Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a Co•plex Array Stash-edited Cfree-fomatl 
Write a Co•plex Scalar Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a Double Array Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a 06uble Scalar Slash-edited <free-format) 
Write a Hollerith Array Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a Hollerith Scalar Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write an Integer Array Slash-edited <free-forMat> 
Write an Integer Scalar Slash-edited (free-format> 
Write a logical Array Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a logical Scalar Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a Real Array Slash-edited <free-format> 
Write a Real Scalar Slash-edited Cfree·format> 
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8. UPL 

~~l.!. Introduction. 

The Hark VII.O version of UPL adds no new constructs to the. UPL 
language. Certain portions of the compiler have been recoded to 
increase efficiency, and all known problems in the compiler have 
been corrected.· · 

~.1.Z.!. Enhancements. 

11.1..Z..1..l.!. 
A problem has been fixed in which variables appearing within 
DEFINE expansions were not always appearing in XREf listings • 

.D.s.2£2 .!. 
The fPB.PSEUDO boolean is now set by the compiler when a file is 
declared with "FILE_TYPE = PSR_OECK"' eliminating the need to 
modify that file after compilation as discussed in this section 
of the Hark v.1 release letter. 

Jl.&Z.a.l.a 
The compiler now gives a syntax error if a "S LIBRARY" card 
appears within a library file. 

. 11.1. .Z..t. .!t..t. 
A problem has been fixed in which the.compiler would fail if a 
token ended in column 72 and the next source image was a "S• 
statement. 

~.&Z.a.2.s 
Seve~al unusual and erroneous syntactic constructs which caused 
the Mark VI.t UPL compiler to terminate with an INVALID CASE or 
INVALID SUBSCRIPT error are now detected and diagnosed with error 
messages • 

.il..:.Z.!..§.!. 
tf a "0EVIC£=<hardware type>" phrase is not includ~d .Jh a ftlf 
declaration st:atement.,. the hardware will default to djsk tather 
than to tape as in previous releases of UPL. 

11..!..Z.!.1.!. 
"ON~ clauses CON FILE_LOCKEO~ ON FILE_MISSING> are now permitted 
in "OPEN" statements for files of hardware type "REMOTE". lo ihe 
Hark VI.1 release of UPL,. such clauses ~ould cause syntax errors • 

.§.!. l.:..!l.!. 
The algorithm for computing dynamic memory has been corrected~ 
avoiding the large values the compiler would erroneously assign 
in certain cases. 
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1b.Z .!.2.:. 
The compiler will no longer terminate with an INVALID SUBSCRIPT 
error if an"&" statement has no syntactic tokens following the 
ampersand • 

.A.sZi!2i 
SOL Intrinsic 14, which handles the "CONVERT" function, now uses 
the "TRANSLATE" statement to perform bit-to-character 
converstons, substantially improving the execution speed of this 
function • 

.§.:.Z~l.!.:. 
A problem has been fixed in which a percent sign appearing in 
colu•n 72 of a source i•age which was part of a DEFINE definition 
caused the neKt source image to be skipped when that DEFINE was 
expanded. 

ll.s..2..!.1.z~ 
The compiler now emit• a warning if the number of characters in a 
DEFINE is more than 4000, but fewer .~han the limit of 4095. This 
warning is intended to alert the programmer to the pos~ibility of 
future development problems if the· definition is increased in 
size. 

~Z.t..1.l.t. 
An error message will be emitted if the total stack size within a 
co•piled program exceeds 128·000 bytes. 

1!.t.Z£.1!t£ 
The co•piler will no longer abort if the syntactic token •fINI" 
appears in columns 69-72 of a source image. 

11 ... z .... 12 ... 
The occurrence of any unquoted special 
on a •s LIBRARY• record is now syntaxed. 
error of accidentally ending such a 
<causing the compiler to incorporate the 
library file name and then to. attempt to 
no longer occur. 

ll..1.Z..:.1.§.t. 

character other than "/" 
ror example. the com•on 
record with a semicolon 

s~~icolon as part of the 
open the wrong file) can 

The compiler now properly handles a dynamic declaration of type 
"RECORD". 
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~j~ Known Errors and Restrictions. 

~~.1.!..l.!. 
A "STATUS" inquiry from a remote terminal can sometimes "catch" 
the compiler between passes. causing meaningless information to 
be returned in the sequence number portion of the response. This 
can sometimes cause unpredictable transmissions or hangs if the 
information generated includes special data comm characters~ 
requiring a "?CQ" to clear the transmission • 

.U.:r..J....Z.s. 
The user of extended arithmetic operations should be aware of the 
incorrect detection of field overflows beyond the 65,535-bit 
aaximum capacity of UPL. Refer to the SOL interpreter section of 
this release document for details. 

A.&J.s..l.a 
The "COMPILE_CARD_INFO" statement documented in the MARK VI.l 
release letter is in fact not a part of the UPL language and the 
documentation should be ignored. The UPL lan9ua9~ i~ designed to 
be isolated from syste•·dependent functions. and this includes 
COHPILE_CARO_INFO• whose infor•ation content and format is highly 
changeable between software releases. A statement similar in 
intent• but returning consistent i.nformation in a non-changing 
format. is planned for a future release. 

A..1.!..1. Temporary Docu•entation • 

.tl..a!..J..1. 
A subscript is not per•itted with the queue family name when 
using the "READ_OK" variant of the WAIT statement upon a Queue 
fa•ily. This form of the WAIT statement examines all members of 
the queue family~ waiting for a message to appear in at least one 
queue. Thus it is invalid to attempt to specify one particular 
family member in the •WAIT• statement • 

.6...s.!t.a.Z..a 
A wHESSAGE_COUNT" statement is m~ndatory to ensure correct 
results on a f-0llowing "WAIT" statement waiting for 
"Q_WRITE_OCCURRED" • 

.A..!.!..!..l!. 
The "ON FILE LOCKED" clause documented in the UPL manual as part 
of the "SEARCH_DIRECTORY" statement is not• . and never has been 
functional. As the number of users is one subfield returned Nith 
this state•ent• the implementation of the "ON FILE_LOCKED~ clause 
would be redundant, and is hence not planned. 



11.:. .!t.:..!t.:. 
The following is a complete list ·ot allowable file attributes: 

ALL_AREAS_AT_OPEN 
AREA_BY_CYLINDER <not impleMentedl 
AREAS 
BUFFERS 
DEVICE 
ENO_OF_PAGE_ACTION 
EU_INCREHENTED 
EU_ SPEC I AL 
f ILE_TYPE 
INVALID_CHARACTERS 
LABEL 
LABEL_ TYPE 
LOCK 
HOOE 
HONITOR_INPUT_FllE 
MONITOR_OUTPUT_FILE 
HULTI_PACK 
NUMBER_OF_STATIONS 
OPEN_OP Tl ON 
OPTIONAL 
PACK_ID 
PROTECTION 
PROTECTION_IO 
RECORDS 
REEL· 
REHOTE_KEY 
SAVE 
SERIAL 
TRANSLATE 
USE_INPUT_BLOCKING 
USER_NAMED_BACKUP 
VARIABLE 
WORK_f ILE 

11.:. !t.:.2.:. 
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In the absence of a "RECORDS" phrase in a file declaration~ the 
following default values are assigned: 

DISK 
TAPE 
any 96-column CARO device 
anv other CARD device 
PRINTER 
all other devices 

180 bytes 
80 bytes 
96 bytes 
80 bytes 

132 bytes 
72 bytes 

As always~ the USE_INPUT_BLOCKING clause will cause the 
FPS.DEFAULT boolean to be set for the file• causing the actual 
record size of an already-existent file opened INPUT to be used 
instead of the above values. 
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9. DHSII 

2iJ~ Introduction. 

The Major new feature in the ~ark VIl.O release of OMSII is the 
implementation of record-Level lockout on DMSII data set records. 
In addition, a restart capability has been added to the 
reorganization programs, several cha~ges have been made to DASDL 
syntax, and many problems from previous releases have been 
corrected. 

lsZ~ Enhancements. 

2£Z£l£ 
The following problems reported in the Hark VI.l release letter 
have been fixed <the numbers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in the Mark VI.1 release letter which originally 
described the problem>: 

a. "WHERE"• "VERIFY"• or "REQUIRED" statements which reference 
data items larger than 1000 bytes in length will no longer 
cause an HCP NAME/VALUE STACK OVERFLO~ halt <17.3.1>. 

b. The population specified for an automatic subset is now 
used by the OASOL tompiler to calculate physical parameters 
for that subset; earlier compilers used the population of 
the data set for these calculations <17.3.2>. Note that 
any automatic subset generated under Mark VI.1 or earlier 
versions of OASOL~ and which had an explicit POPULATION 
statement which differed from the population specified for 
the data set. will require reorganization if an UPDATE or 
REO~£ANIZE compile is performed on.the data base. This can 
be prevented by setting the population for the subset equal 
to that of the data set, or by removing the POPULATION 
state•ent from the subset declaration. 

c. A second "$ MERGE" statement is now ign6red by the DASDL 
compiler c11.3.3>. 

d. The OASDL compiler no longer generates COBOL library files 
in which a period precedes the first "02" item C17.3.4>. 

e. Although DHSII normally does not perform a complete close 
on a data base until all users have closed it, if all 
update users have closed the data base• but there are still 
inquiry users active. a "pseudo close" is performed on the 
data base dictionary to reflect the fact that no more 
updates are being done. This prevents the data base from 
requiring recovery if a system failure should occur before 
the data base becomes inactive <17.3.7). 
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f. Prime data sets for which· segm€nts per area is not a 
multiple of segments per block can now be accessed in data 
set order. The problem within the DASDL compiler which 
created this situation has also been corrected <11.J.8>. 

9• The correct set of COBOL library files• 
"l<data•ba~e-name>/<data-set-name>"• will nok be 
disk after a reorganization in which a manual 
added to. or deleted from• a data set which is 
PURGED C17.3.9>. 

labeled 
present on 
subset is 
also being 

h. DEADLOCK is now detected if a program has multiple invokes 
of a data set and attempts to MODIFY a record by the second 
invoke. when that record is already locked by the first 
invoke (17.3.10) • 

.2.s..Z.:.~.:. 
The following proble•s reported by System Flashes since the ~ark 
VI.l Release have been corrected: 

a. The Disk Search Operator is now retried auto~atically by 
GISMO if an I/O exception condition occurs <Flash #186). 
This has required that the Search Op be rewritten to bring 
the entire index table into 111e11ory. before proceeding with 
the search. In pr~vious releases, the search was performed 
on each individual index entry as· it was read into •emory; 
the •e•ory required for this was just the length of a 
single entry. 

b. The INITIALIZE statement in DASDL is now optional in all 
compiles. The DASOL compiler assumes INITIALIZE unless a 
compile for syntax is performed <Flash 1191>. 

c. The OASDL compiler will now syntax an attempt to change the 
attributes. during a reorganize compile• cf any item which 
is used as a KEY for an ordered manual subset <Flash #192). 

d. Audit and recovery may now be added to1 or deleted from• a 
data base during a reorganize OASDL compile <flash #195>. 

Refer also to paragraph. 9.2.6 below for further information 
relative to items Cb> and <d> above • 

.2..s.Z.:.J..s. 
Data set records are now locked at the record level. Prior to 
Hark v11.o OHSII, if a physical block contained more than Qne 

·data set record, and one of those records was locked by a user• 
·no other user could access any of the records in that physical 
block until the first user had released the block. Under Mark 
v11.o DMSII• only the specific record requested by the user 
program is locked. In addition, the lock is non-exclusive; that 
is• while a record is locked, other users may perform a FIND on 
that record without receiving a OEAOLOCK exception. 
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The imple•entation of record•level lockout .has reQuired several 
changes to the •anner in which OHSII allocates and manages 
buffers while processing a data base. The Lock Descriptor Table 
and the lock Descriptors themselves have been changed. The 
function served by Lock Descriptors prior to Hark VII.O is now 
perfor•ed by Buffer Descriptors and a new type of Lock 
Descriptor. The first 144 bits of each OMSII buffer contains the 
Buffer Descriptor for that buffer; this descriptor identifies 
the disk addres$ of the data contained in the buffer. the number 
of users for the buffer• and the structure number for the buffer. 
In addition. there is a lock Descriptor present for each record 
which is ~urrently locked; this descriptor identifies the buffer 
which contains the locked record, and further describes which of 
the records within that buffer is locked• to which user <if any> 
the record is assigned• and to which of .the three classes of lock 
the record belongs: 

a. User Lock. A user has explicitly locked the record by a 
MODIFY operation. Only data set records• both disjoint and 
embedded, can be locked in this fashion. The records 
described by this type of Lock Descriptor are available to 
be read by other users <non-exclusive lock). 

b. HCP Read. This is a temporary condition, used by OMSII 
when reading information from disk. This type of Loct 
Descriptor is used to prevent the HCP Memory Manage•ent 
routines from overlaying the buffer until DHSII has 
completed the current operation. The ·record described is 
not locked in the sense of being unavailable to other OHSll 
users. 

c. HCP lock. This is also a temporary condition. but the 
record described b¥ this Lock Descriptor is locked 
exclusively. This is used by DMSII when a record has been 
updated by a partially completed nperatio~. Only the HCP 
can access the information in this ·record until the current 
operation completes, at which time the lock status of the 
record will return to the state it was in prior to the 
operation. 

There is a field within the Buffer Descriptor which allows DHSII 
to maintain the buffers as a linked list within memory. Only the 
HCP He•ory Management routines can deallocate CHSII buffers- at 
which time the descriptor for that buffer is delinked from the 
Buffer Descriptor chain. 

In previous DHSII releases, the BUFFERS parameter in DASDL was 
used to specify the length of the Lock Descriptor Table. With 
the Hark VII.a release• however. the length of this table is 
fixed at 20 Lock Descriptors, each descriptor being 90 bits in 
length. If 20 is not enough, additional tables of 20 are 
allocated as required. Any overflow Lock Descriptor Tables 
remain •n •emory until the data base is closed. 
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l....Z£l~1~ 
Because of the changes in the allocation and maintenance of the 
lock Descriotor table, as described above. the BUFFERS clause has 
been removed from the DASDL syntax. The compiler will ignore any 
attempt to set this parameter. 

2AZ~l£Z~ 
The BUFFERS clause has been removed froM the SM input message. 
Refer to paragraph 9.2.7 of this document for the new syntax of 
the SH message. 

i~~~~~ 
The reorganization programs, DMS/REORG.REAO and DMS/REORG.WRIT, 
are now restartable. If the reorganization process was 
interrupted by a CLEAR/START or by OS•ing either of the 
reorganf zation prograMs• the reorganization can be restarted by 
re-executing D~S/REORG.READ. This can be done unless the 
reorganization was interrupted for one of the following reasons: 

a. Either of the reorganization pro9rams encountered an 1/0 
exception condition in the temporary data base dictionary 
or in the reorganization control file. The temporary 
dictionary is labeled "#<data-base-name>/OICTIONARY"; the 
DASDL listing includes the name of the reorganization 
control file. 

b. Any data base exception condition other than an IOERROR. 

c. Reorganization program errors. 

d. The nu•ber of areas for a file is being changed, and the 
new number of areas requested exceeds the number already 
allocated. 

e. Index ~equential 
collection. 

table overflow during a garbage 

The listings generated by the reorganization programs can be used 
to determine if the reason for the interruption was one of the 
above. If any ·of these conditions occurs, the pre-reorganization 
versions of any data base files which were removed by 
OHS/REORG.WRIT must be restored before the d~ta base can be used 
or another attempt at reorganization can be made; this must also 
be done if the user decides not to restart a reorganization which 
is restartable. 

Both of the reorganization programs must be terminated before 
restarting OHS/REORG.READ. 
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In general, the user need not be aware of the particular phase of 
the reorganization being performed at the time of the 
interruption. However, there are a few situations in which the 
user must take some action before restarting the reorganization. 
The existence of these situations can be ·determined from the 
printed listing generated by DMS/REORG.WRIT. These situations 
are the following: 

a. If OHS/REORG.WRIT was in the process of changing the number 
of areas for existing files Cthe message 
•BEGIN FILE AREAS CHANGE" appears in the listing, but the 
•essage "END FILE AREAS CHANGE" does not), all of the data 
base files which were to have their areas changed must be 
restored to their pre-reorganization state. 

b. If DHS/REORG.WRIT was in the process of copying file~ fro• 
a work pack to the pack on which the files are permanently 
assigned, and an 1/0 exception condition occurred while 
reading the· work file• then the reorganization programs 
must recreate that work file. If any of the 
pre-reorganization files needed to recreat~ the corrupted 
work file does not exist in the new data base, but new 
files with the same names do exist in the new data base• 
DHS/REORG.READ will display a message that the newly 
cre~ted files with the same naae •ust ·be saved• and the 
pre-reorganization files must be reloaded. After the 
corrupted file has been recreated• the backup copies of the 
~ew files can be restored. 

c. If the interruption occurs after DMS/REORG.WRIT has r~•oved 
the old data base dictionary• but before it has changed the 
na•e of the te•porary dictionary, the user can change the 
name• and it is not necessary to restart the reorganization 
programs. 

2~l£2£ 
As described in paragraph 17.4.8 of the Hark VI.t release letter, 
OHSII no longer maintains the control items RESTART TYPE and 
TRANSACTION COUNT within the restart data set record. 
Program•atic restart procedures which rely on the settings of 
these ite•s must be rewritten before attempting to implement the 
Mark VII.O release~ as the results of such procedures are 
unpredictable. 

The DASOL compiler will treat these data items as having type 
NUHBER<l> and NUHBER<G>. respectively. Additionally, users can 
change their data base descriptions such that the itec types for 
these fields have the above values, without being forced to 
perform a reorganization of the data base. The Mark VIII.a DASDL 
compiler will treat these data types as syntax errors. 
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j£1~~£ 
In order to increase the compatibility of OASDL syntax among all 
of the Burroughs OASOl compilersr a major. effort to standardize 
the DASDL language is currently in process. This standardization 
has required that several changes be made to the DASDL syntax for 
the S 1800/8 1700. Host of these changes are additions of 
synonyms for existing termsr and will not directly affect 
existing data base descriptions when an update or reorganization 
co•pile is performed. However• it is possible through use of a 
new dollar-card option, "STANDARD"• for the DASCL compiler to 
generate warnings whenever any syntax is encountered which does 
not confor• to the standard syntax for the DASCL language. 

2~z~~£1~ 
The ·syntax of the OPTIONS statement has been expanded to the 
following: 

----->OPTIONSCAUOIT--------------------->1;---->/ 

1-·->SET-•-·->I 
I I 
1--->RESET--->I 

When the AUDIT option is used, the data base must contain exactly 
one restart data set. If the option is SET• DMSII will maintain 
an audit trail of all updates to the data base. If the option is 
RESET, no audit trail will be maintainedr but the restart data 
set must still be present. This allows a user to selectively 
disable the auditing of certain processes, such as the initial 
load of the data base• when the amount of overhead required to 
audit the process and• if a failure should occur• recover the 
data base and restart the process• make it more practical to 
by-pass the audit and reload the data base and start the process 
again. 

When AUDIT is reset• OHSII ignores any BEGIN or ENO-TRANSACTION 
requests issued by user programs. It is therefore possible• if a 
system is being debugged with AUDIT reset, to attempt OHSII 
operations which would have resulted in exceptions if AUDIT had 
been set. for exaapler an AUDITERROR would be generated if the 
program were to attempt to perform a BEGIN-TRANSACTION or data 
base CLOSE while in transaction state, or an END-TRANSACTION 
while not in transaction state; if AUDIT were reset when any of 
these operations was attempted, no exception would be detected. 

AUDIT can also be SET or RESET through the SM input Message. 
Refer to paragraph 9.2.7 of this document, as well as to the 
revised Software Operational Guider for the updated syntax of 
this message. 
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i.a.Z.a..D.s.Z .& 

The following table l iSts keywords which have been imple11ented 
for Hark VIl.O in order to conform to the standard syntax for the 
DASDL language, and which are synonymous with keywords used by 
the pre•Vll.O versions of the compiler. Opposite each entr_y in 
the table is the pre-v11.o synonym for the keyword; the DASOL 
compiler will include a warning in the listing upon encountering 
these pre-VII.a keywords if $ STANDARD ha~ been specified. 

Ji~ I.l!2C..sl 

AREA LENGTH 
f A·H I l Y NA HE 
TAPEPE 
HAXENTfUES 
MAXRECOROS 

~ l..!! .!l!!.X.! . 

AREA SIZE 
PACK 
PETA PE 
POPULATION 
POPULATION 

HAXENTRIES is used t~ specify the maximum number of entries for a 
set or subset~ and HAXRECORDS is used to specify the •aiimum 
number of records for either disjoint or e~bedded data sets. 

!.a.Z..aL.l.1. 
The syntax for the physical parameters AREALENGTH~ BLOCKSIZE, and 
TABLESIZE has been changed to the following: 

--->AREALENGTH = <integer> ------·>BLOCKS ----------->/ 

--·>BLOCKSIZE = <integer> -----··>RECORDS----------->/ 

l·-·>ENTRIES··>I 
I I 
1--->TABLES--->I 

--·>TABLESIZE = <integer>·------·>ENTRIES·---------->/ 

If S STANDARD is set• the absence of the unit specifiers <BLOCKS. 
RECORDS- ENTRIES, or TABLES> in any Qf the above will result in a 
warning. In the case of BLOCKSIZE• if the unit specified does 
not apply to the structure being described. a warning will also 
be generated • 

.2.!..2.:.i.:.!!..:. 
INITIALIZE is assumed whenever the DASOL compile is not for 
syntax only. If $ STANDARD is set• OASDL will generate a warning 
when INITIALIZE is encountered. 
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.2.:.~.:. i.:.2.:. 
The syntax for set or subset declarations has been changed to the 
following: 

<set or subset>: 

-----><set>----------<key-structure>-------------------------------->/ 

1--><subset>·-->1 1--,--<physical-option>-->I 

<set>: 

--><set-name> SET Of <data•set·name> ---->/ 

<subset>: 

--><subset-name> SUBSET OF <data•set·name>-------------------------·>/ 
I 
l•>WHERE <condition>•>I 

<key-structure>: 

-~---<key-statement>----------------------------------------------->/ 

I<---~~----~-~~-~ • <·------~--~~~-~~1 
••• 

1--: l :------------>DUPLICATES---->----
I 

•• 
I 
I ... 
1- - : 1 

' 1->NO->I I 
I 
I 

:---->INDEX RANDOM-------->I 
I I 
t->INOEX SEQUENTIAL---->I 
I I 
t->ORDERED LIST-------·>t 

-->UNORDERED LIST-----~-----------------------------------> 

------------------->• 
The syntax for the <key•statement> and <condition> is un~ha~ged. 
<physical-option> refers.to any physical p~rameters which may be 
applicable to the structure being· described, such as LOAOFACTQR, 
PRIME• MODULUS, and so forth. Note that these physical 
parameters can appear either within the description of the 
structure. as shown above• or at the end of the data base 
description~ as in previous releases of DASOL. 
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If S STANDARD is set• the keywords ORDERED and RETRIEVAL 
preceding the keyword SET, and the keywords ORDERED and UNORDERED 
preceding the keyword SUBSET. will generate warnings. INDEX 
SEQUENTIAL is the default type for all sets and automatic 
subsets. 

Because of these changes to the set and subset syntax• the 
TYPE=INOEX SEQUENTIAL and TYPE=INDEX RANDOM statements have been 
removed from the OASOL syntax. 

j£2£~£j£ 
The syntax for a data set has been changed to the following: 

<data-set>: 

--><data-set-name>---------------~--~----~-----------OATA SET--> 
I I 

1•><comment>->I 1->0RDEREC--->1 
I I 
1->RESTART--->1 
I I 
l•>STANDARO-->J 
I I 
l•>UNORDERED->I 

---><record-description>-------------------------------->;-->/ 

1--.--<physical•option>-->I 

The data set types of RESTART•. ORDERED• and UNORDERED are 
unchanged from previous· releases. The data set type of STANDARD 
is the default, and describes a simple disjoint data set. 

As in the case of sets and suosets, the <physical-options> are 
used to set any physical parameters for th~ data set, and may 
appear either with the data set description or at the end of the 
DASDL source deck. 

ji2£~£1£ 
Quoted comment strings may only appear between an item name and 
the type declaration for that item Cfor example, between the name 
of a data set and the keywords DATA SET. or between a data ite• 
na•e and the keyword NUMBER>. The OASDL compiler will generate a 
warning if any quoted comments are encountered anywhere in the 
data base description other than as specified. 

i£Z~£~~ 
The user can designate per•anent OASDL options by c·oding two 
consecutive dollar signs <ss> in columns 1 and 2 of an option 
record; these options are included in any new OASDL source file 
created by the inclusion of a ~EW dollar option within the source 
file. A single dollar sign in column 1 of the option record 
indicates a teap~rary option; the options on such a record are 
not included in any new source file which is created. 
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j£z~~£2~ 
The keywords SET and RESET may precede any DASOL option. The 
keywords NO and RESET are synonymous, and have the effect of 
resetting the following option. SET enables an option• and is 
assumed if an option appears without an explicit SET~ RESET, or 
NO. 

j~i~~1~£ 
The following is a list of dollar options which have been added 
to the OASDL compiler for the Mark v11.o Release: 

OE BUG This option causes the DASDL compiler to 
include its internal reorganization control 
information in the listing generated during a 
reorganization compile. This option should 
only be set when problems with reorganization 
are encountered• and only for the purpose of 
a~sisting the Burroughs software development 
and support personnel with the isolation of 
such problems. Due to the nature of the 
information generated and the likelihood that 
such information <and the format in which it is 
printed> may change with each release~ 
Burroughs does not· intend to provide and 
maintain documentation concerning decoding of 
this information. 

INCLUDE <file-id> This option allows specification of a library 

INCLNEW 

LISTS 

LIST INCL 

file to be included in the data base 
description. The file specified by <file-id> 
must be present on disk, and •ust consist of 
one or more OASOL source stateeents. The OASOL 
source statements within the library file can 
include any dollar opticn statements other than 
another INCLUDE~ or a VOID statement. 

When enabled, this option instructs the OASOL 
co•piler to include any sour~e statements 
processed as a result of an INCLUDE option 
within any new source file generated by means 
of the NEW option. · 

This option causes all temporary DASDL option 
state•ents to be included in the compiler 
listing. This option has no effect if the LIST 
option has been disabled. 

causes all source statements This option 
processed as 
be included in 
option has no 
been disabled. 

a result of an INCLUDE option to 
the compiler listing. This 
effect if the LIST option has 
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SEQUENCE <b> <+i> This is the same as the SEQ option. If 
specified~ this option causes the DASDL 
compiler to resequence the source statements. 
If NEM is also enabled, the new sequence 
numbers are permanently assigned to the new 
$ource file. If specified. <b> is used as the 
base for the new sequence numbers; this base 
defaults to •00001000~. If specifi~d. <+i> is 
used as the incre•ent for the new sequence 
numbers; the default increment is +1000. 

STANDARD This option causes the DASDL ~ompil~r to 
generate warning messages when it encounters 
syntax which does not conform to the standard 
svntax for the OASDL language. 

WARN SUPR 

UP DA TE < d b - i d > 

PAGE 

DELETE 

2..1.Z.ai..t.U.-. 

This is 
Warning 
listing. 

the same as the SUPPRESS option. 
messages are suppressed in the co•pile 

The UPDATE option is the same as in previous 
releases. However. the <db·id> can be used to 
change the name of an existing data base from 
<db-id> to the name on the DASDL COMPILE 
control statement. 

This option immediately causes a page advance 
in the OASOL listing. 

When enabled, this option causes source input 
records in the secondary input fi(e <"SOURCE"> 
to be discarded by the DASDL co•piler. This 
option can only appear on a source i•ag~ in. the 
pri•ary input file <"C.ARDS"),. and has no effect 
unles~ MERGE was enabl~d. The merging process 
is not altered by this option.. but the source 
statements in the secondary file are ignored 
until the DELETE option is disabled. If a new 
source file is being created. the deleted 
records will not appear in that file. 

If S STANDARD is specified and an attempt is made to set the 
BUFFERS parameter. a warning is generated. 
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2£Z&L~ 
The syntax of the SM input message has been changed to the 
following: 

--->SM <data-base-name>--------------------------------> 

1-->0N <pack-name>-->I 

~----->SYNCPOINT--~~---------~--------~--------~---~->/ 

I I 
1-->CONTROLPOINT-·>I 
I 

1--><integer>-->1 
I 

1-->AUOIT------------------------~---·>I 
I I 
1·->SET----->I 
I I 
1-->RESET--->t 

If the data base does not have A~DIT specified in the DASDL 
source. the HCP will not perform the SM~ The data base must be 
inactive in order to change any of the settings. If no <integer> 
is supplied for SYNCPOINT or CCNTROLPOINT• or if neither SET nor 
RESET is specified for AUDIT• the current setting of the 
parameter is displayed. The data base does not need to be 
inactive to query the settings of these parameters. 

2£Z£~£ 
The presence·of an active multi-line control will no longer cause 
unpredictable results when using the SM jnput message. 

2AZ£2~ 
The syntax of the OB input message has been changed to the 
following: 

----00---------------------------------~->/ 

If <data-base-name> is supplied- and.that data base is acttva; 
the HCP will display the current ·values of the data base 
statistics normally displayed when the data base is physically 
closed. 

jA.Z.S,l~£ 
The •DATE.COMPILED" field within the Program Parameter Block 
<PPB> of the reorganization programs will reflect the date of the 
reorganization OASOL compile. 



2AZ£1lA 
A "FIND AT KEY" on an ordered 
specifies a key value higher 
longer result in wrap-around on 
on the index is a •FINO NEXT". 

liZ~1z~ 
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set or automatic subset which 
than any key in the index will no 
the index if the next operation 

Quoted comments which end in 
statement will no longer cause 
INVALID SUBSTRING error. 

column 
DA SOL 

72 
to 

of a DASOL source 
terminate with an 

2~z~11~ 
When processing indexed structures• DMSII now releases any 
intermediate index tables as soon as those tables . have been 
processed. For index random structures, only the base table and 
current overflow table will be locked in memory. for index 
sequential structures, only the root coarse table ana current 
fine table will be locked for a FIND or MODIFY operation; for an 
update operation, any intermediate coarse tables also affected by 
the operation will be locked. All index tables ~re released at 
the end of an operation. 

2£Z~l!£ 
The DASDL compiler no longer generates incorrect sequence numbers 
if a sequence nu•ber appears in columns 73-80 of the dollar 
statement containing the SEQ option. 

2~i~12~ 
The OASDL compiler no longer terminates with an INVALID SUBSCRIPT 
if a special character is encountered while scanning for the 
beginning of a token. 

2~z~1~~ 
The comma between key specifications and the population statement 
for manual subsets is now optional in the OASDL source deck. 

2~~~11~ 
The DASOL compiler no longer generates invalid Next Available 
Highest Open <NAHO> information for non-prime data sets having 
more than 20 areas. 

2~z.:..1~~ 
Unpaired parentheses in a key clause are now detected by the 
DASOL compiler. 

l£~~12~ 
OHSII now resets the SEARCH.N.LINK.COUNT to zero when a data base 
is initially opened. 
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2~2~~~£ 
Due to the rewriting of the MCP Memory Manaqement routines, all 
OHSII buffers are now overlayed only ·by these routines. Prior to 
the Mark VII.O release. DMSII buffers could be overlayed by 
either DHSII or the Memory Management routines. As a. result of 
this• all known problems with 1/0 exception· handling have been 
corrected. This includes the following: 

a. A NOTFOUND •xception, rather ~han an IOERROR. was returned 
to a ~rogram. 

b. DHSII was displaying the following message: 

IO ERROR - OMS WRITE ON STRUCTURE NUMBER <nn> 

However• 
were not 
required. 

the programs currently accessing the data base 
forced to terminate• nor was Dump Recovery 

i£Z£ZJA 
The DASUL compiler now uses paged arrays exclusively for all of 
its tables. While this can cause compile speed to be much more 
sensitive to the amount of dy~amic me•ory assigned• this has been 
done to eli•inate all of the problems·which arose in previous 
versions of the compiler due to errors in the compiler's internal 
me•ory •anagement. The problems corrected by this change include 
the following: 

a. The DASDL compiler would generate differ~nt results• 
depending upon the order of the source statements. 

b. The DASDL compiler would abort, 
message: 

*** COMPILER ERROR AT <seq-no> 

after displaying the 

c. The OASDL compiler would hang in a loop. 

2iZ~~zi 
OHS/REORG.WRIT no longer terminates with a ~AME/VALUE STACK 
OVERFLOW when purging an index which is stored in a file with 
other indexes. 

2£l£ZJ~ 
When performing an update or reorganization compile• the DASOL 
compiler now co•par&s WHERE and VERIFY conditions for strict 
equality first, and·if that comparison fails• the compiler then 
checks for equivalence. In previous releases of the co~piler, 
the te~t was Qnly for equivalence. Because of the test for 
equality• update and reorganizati-0n compiles using the Hark VII.O 
OASOL coapiler requtre less time and dynamic me•ory than similar 
compiles using earlier versions of the compiler. 
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2£Z£~~ 
The OASOL compiler now allows duplicate data names within a data 
base description, with the following restrictions: 

a. Structure names must be unique within the data base. 

b. Data names for items used as key fields must be unique 
within the data base. 

c. Data names for items not used as key fields must be uniQue 
within each data set. 

j~J~ Known Errors and Restrictions. 

2~~~1~ 
An MCP INVALID SUBSTRING halt <L=~000006~> can occur if 

CSPLITFACTOR> x <Entries per Coarse Table> 

for an index sequential set exceeds s11, or if either LOADf ACTOR 
or SPLITFACTOR for a set is 100%. 

j~J~l~ 
When processing sequentially through an Ordered Set or Automatic 
Subsetr if a NOTFOUNO exception is returned on a FINO NEXT 
operation, the currents for the structure will be in the same 
state as if the data base had just been opened. That is, another 
FINO NEXT at this point will retur~ the. first record in the set 
<wrap-ar-0und>. A FINO PRIOR at this poin~ is invalid, returning 
a NOTFOUNO exception. 

2i1i1~ 
The OASOL co•piler may terminate with an INVALID SUBSCRIPT when 
generating -the code to perform "REQUIRED"• "WHERE" and "VERIFY• 
checking. if the amount of code necessary to perform all of these 
operations exceeds 65.535 bits. The code generated by DASOL is 
bound into the HCP at data oase open time, and the limit of 
65r535 is a function of the SOL S-machine. . 

j~~i!£ 
An HCP CONTROL STACK OVERFLOW halt <L=~000002~> can occur if disk 
1/0 errors occur during data base CLOSE. 

2~1.a.2~ 
When •s COBOL• is specified in the OASDL source file, tha OASDL 
co•piler generates a syntax error if any of the reserved words 
listed in appendix A of the COBOL manual are encountered. This 
includes all of the reserved words which are identified as •for 
future use or standards requirements", even though the COBOL 
compiler itself aoes not generate syntax errors upon encountering 
these words. 
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2~1~ Temporary Documentation. 

2~!~1~ 
Because of changes which have been made to the data base 
dictionary format• a$ CONVERT OASOL compile must be performed 
before a Mark VI.t data base can be accessed ~ith Mark v11.c 
DHSII. As was done in the Mark v1.1 release. the i CONVERT 
state•ent should be the only record in the OASOL source file. 
Existing COBOL programs can access a data base under Hark v11.c 
without being reco•piled; however. if the data base uses Audit 
and Recovery, any update ~rograms must confor• to the restart 
procedures outlined by paragraph 9.2.5 of this document and 
paragraph 17.4.8 of the Hark v1.1 release letter. 

2~!£Zi 
Because of the changes to the data base dictionary mentioned in 
paragraph 9.4.J, it is not possible to process a data base under 
the Hark VI.1 release of OHSll after it has been updated by the 
Mark Vll.O release. Also, due to changes in the format of DMSII 
audit file records, it is not possible to 'perform a Dump Recovery 
under the Mark Vl.1 version of RECOVER/DATA.BASE using audit 
files created by Mark VII.O OMSIJ. Therefore, the only way in 
which a user can return to the Hark VI.I release after having 
processed a data base on Mark v11.o is to reprccess all updates 
which had been performed under Mark VII.O against the Mark VI.1 
data base. 

j£~£l£ 
If a data base dictionary resides on a user pack. DHSII does not 
consider the pack-id to be part of the data base name. 
Therefore• a user cannot have two data bases open with the sa•e 
data base name• even though the data base dictionaries reside on 
separate disk packs. When a program attempts to open the second 
data base• DMSII will assign the previously open data base to 
that user, causing Version Errors. If s NO VERSIONCH~CK was set 
in the DASOL compile, however• the results are unpredictable. 
This is considered a per•anent restriction. 

ji!£~i 
For sets and subsets which allow duplicates~ DMSII does not 
retain the duplicate occurrences of a key in the order in which 
the entries were added to the set or subset. If this order is 
required, a key field must be added to the key specification for 
the set in order to make such duplicates unique. OHSII also does 
not guarantee that disjoint data sets and unordered tist9 
<e•bedded data sets and manual subsets> will be returned in the 
order in which they were added to the data base. 

2~!.a.2~ 
Any OASDL option which 
option on a dollar record. 
and INCLUDE options. 

requires a parameter must be the last 
This includes the TABLESIZE• UPDATE, 
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i£!.a..fl~ 
The following options can. only be set or res~t prior to the first 
source state•ent in the OASOL source file <i.e., the first 
non-dollar statement): CONVERT• FIL.E, MERGE, NEW• REORGANIZE• 
SOURCE~ SOURCEONLY. STRUCTURE• TABLESIZ£, TAPE, UPDATE, and 
VERSIONCHECK. 

2~&L 
Initial evaluations of the Priority Memory Hanage~ent algorithms 
in Hark VIl.O indicate that. wherever possible, OHSII users 
should have the MPRI option set. With this option set, the 
length of ti•e which DMSll buffers remain in me~ory is directly 
dependent upon the frequency with which those buffers are used; 
if ite•s such as index tables are repeatedly accessed. they tend 
to remain in memory. This results in significantly fewer I/O•s, 
both reads and writes. being perfor•ed. 

2~!~~~ 
DMSll maintains no upper bound for the number of buffers which 
can be present at any one time. Whenever a program issues a 
OHSll request, as •any buffers as are necessary to complete that 
request will be used;. any of these buffers which are not locked 
by the operation are available to be overlayed immediately. 
Buffers which contain· locked records cannot be overlayed until 
the records are unlocked; if any r~cords within a buffer have 
been updated• that.buffer cannot be overlay~d until it has been 
written to disk. Also. if a data base uses Audit and Recovery, 
an updated OHSII buffer cannot be written to disk until the audit 
of the last update within that buffer has been written to the 
audit traili this is done to insure that no part of the data 
base on disk is ever more recent than any of the updates 
contained within the physical audit trail. Because of this• the 
amount of memory used by DMSII to perform an update function will 
be greater if Audit and Recovery is used. 

Although OMSll buffers may be candidates to be overlayed <as 
described above>• they will be overlayed by the new HeMory 
Hanageaent routines only if there is insufficient available 
memory to satisfy a request. Because of this~ system •e•ory 
d~•ps will tend to indicate that •emory is saturated with OHSII 
b~ffers• reg~rdle•s of the amount of memory on a pari•cular 
system or the nature of the jobs running in· the mix. This •emory 
saturation is misleading• since the amoun~ of memory dedicated to 
DHSII buffers will increase or decrease as the •emory 
require•ents for non-OHSII functions. decrease or increase. 

1~~£j£ 
Prior to Mark VII.O, the •emory links describing OMSII buffers 
did not reference the user to whom the bciffers had been assigned. 
Because of the new Priority Memory Management, DHSII always 
passes the Limit Register of user prograes to the Memory 
Management routines whenever a buffer is assigned to a user, and 
that Liatt Register is used by Hemory Management to place the 
user•s job nu•ber in the •emory link for the buffer. Because of 
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this~ the response to the CU input message may show that the 
a•ount of memory assigned to a user program is higher under Mark 
VII.O than it was under v1.1, even though no changes have been 
made to the program or to the data base. This apparent increase 
in me•ory requirements simply reflects a change in the manner in 
which the me•ory links are set up, not an actual increase in 
OMSII memory requirem~nts. 

This apparent increase will occu~.~hether or not the Priority 
He•ory Management algorithm is used • 

.2.s.~..1.1.a .... 
When using the new Priority Memory ~anagement routines, the 
MEMORY.PRIORITY assigned to DHSII buffers will be the 
MEMORY.PRIORITY of the user to whom the buffer is assigned. 

L.!.ali.a 
If the user finds it necessary to temporarily change the pack 
assign•ent for a data base. file, this can be done without an 
update DASDL compilation. In addition to copying the file to the 
new pack, the user •ust "IL" the file each time either DHSII or 
RECOVER/DATA.BASE att•mpts to open the file. If the pack 
reassignment becomes permanent, the user should perform an update 
OASOL compile, in order to change the pack assignment within the 
data base dictionary. 

Although it was possible to "lln data base files in previous 
releases, RECOVER/DATA.BASE woul~ not detect the pack 
reassign•ent, and would abort with the ~essage: 

READ.FILE.HEADER FAILURE 
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10. NOL 

12..ali Introduction. 

The Mark VII.O release of NOL includes corrections to outstanding 
problems• new NOL compiler statements• and enhanced performance 
when using the MCP Priority Memory Management algorithm. Each of 
the changes made is docu•ented separately i~ the paragraphs that 
follow. 

The HCS source files• SOURCE/HCSI and SOURCE/MCSil1 are 
illustrative only. These files are not to be used to compile a 
running HCS in a noreal Data Co•m environment. Support is 
neither intended nor implied. 

Temporary documentation describing the NOL/LIBRARY Requests and 
Controls is supplied as a supplement to this release letter in a 
printer backup file labeled DOCUHENf/NDLIBRARY. 

All references in this section to the NOL Reference Manual refer 
to the B 1700 Systems Network Definition Language CNDL> Reference 
Manual <form #1073715, dated 6/77>. 

l!l..aZ..ali 
The following problems reported in the Mark v1.1 release letter 
have been fixed <the numbers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in the Hark v1.1 release letter which originally 
described the proklem>: 

a. The hexadecimal codes for "51" and "SO" are now correct 
<9.3.Z>· 

b. Use of the input message "MAKE STATION nn CNOTJ READY" no 
longer causes a READ our-or-eoUN'DS when using the DYNAMIC 
request set C9.3.3.). 

1.Qs.Z.s.1£ 
The DYNAMIC request now uses STATION TALLYC01 to count 
consecutive ti•eouts for a station• thus allowing more than eight 
Data Co•m lines. 

12..&Zi.l.!. 
The NOL compiler now cross checks POLL state•ents in the 
with the AUTOPOLL statement in the LINE section. If the 
contains a POLL statement but the LINE section does not 
the AUTOPOLL statement• an error message is issued. 

control 
control 
contain 
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If the control does not contain a POLL statem~nt but the LINE 
section contains an AUTOPOLL statement, an advisory message is 
issued. This causes unnecessary space· to be allocated for the 
autopoll buffer. 

l.Q..aZ.11.!t...a 
The blocking factor of the NOL/LIBRARY file has be~n changed fro• 
5 to 9 records per· block to save disk space. 

1.Q.:..Z.s2..t. 
The number of disk segments reQuired for the object code file has 
been reduced from 1000 to 750. 

l.Q.:..Z&·.:. 
A QC input message on a Network Controller using RJECTL now 
properly terminates the Network controller. 

12.aZsZ..a 
The NOL compiler marks the request and contr-0l code seqments as 
"important• Cfor use with Extended Segment Decay and Priority 
Memory Management> when a Network Controller is compiled. 

l.2..:i~.§.:. 
At1persand control records may now be embedded i.n the NOL/LIBRARY 
source file. 

12.11.J..a Known Errors and Restrictions. 

112.a.l.a.l .& 

~ If IOLOG is started before a remote file open occurs, the Network 
Controller aborts with a NAME/VALUE STACK OVERFLOW. To use IOLOG 
before the first remote file has been opened, increase the VALUE 
STACK in the Network Controller by 5000 bits. 

li). .s.1.!.Z.!. 
It is not possible to run the HASP and RJE3780 programs 
interchangeably on the same BISYNC line without first bringing 
the Network Controller to EGJ. 

l.Q..al.a.l..a 
When an MCS changes a phone number• dashes do not get changed to 
ti•e delay characters of ~FF~. 

1.2.t..l.s!.:. 
Attempting to attach more than one station on a line being 
autopolled and having a phone number terminates the Network 
Controller with a READ au1-or-aoUNDS error. 
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1~~1£~~ 
Using an MCS to change "DIAGNOSTIC ON" when no diagnostic reQuest 
is compiled into the Network Controller terminates the Network 
Controller with RUN ERROR 180. 

1~~1~~£ 
When a progra• opens two or more rem-0te files~ the program is 
aborted with "HCS ERROR OPE~ DENIED"· The remote file is not 
released from the OS•EP job and the station's primary file is not 
returned to the MCS. 

1Q~1~r~ 
After a STATUS request from an Mes, the Nlf file is opened and 
stays open• causing •emory to be tied up for the Nlf file. 

l~iJ~§£ 
The maxi•um number of stations that can be defined in a Network 
Controller fs 255. 

12~ls2~ 
The "WARNING: ADDRESS NOT DEFINED" message created in the 
AUTODYNCTL control when compiling is a result of NUL characters 
in the poll string. The NOL compiler is not exoecting a poll 
string using NUL characters. 

12.&li12£ 
When using ~witched Data Comm lines, th• CANDEIOTTY reQuest does 
not answer the second caller on the same Data Comm· line. 

l~i1~11~ 
When ·using the SELECTCTD request and a NAK has been received in 
response to a block· of text• the reQuest retransmits the block of 
text the number of times specified by RETRY plus 1. During this 
time no other station is selected or polled. When the retry 
limit reaches zero- the text is discarded without anv 
notification to the operator or the HCS <if present>. 
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!.Q..!.!l..!. l1m~2~~r.~ D2&Ym~ni21i2n~ 

1.Q..!.!l..t.l!!. 
The following terminals are now Qualified for use IN j th NOL: 

1!!.c.mi n..a ! .lli!.fH:l !~.X..DJ;. ~~n~ 

89350 x 
89352 x 
89353 x 

OC110/TU75& x 
DC141/TU500 x x 
0Cl41/TU700 x x 
DC141/TD8:SO x x 

Redactor I x 

51200 x 

TC500 x x 
TC700 x x 
TC 3500 x x x 
TC4001 x 
TC4201 x 
TC5110 x 
TC5201 x 
TC5210 x 

T0700 x x x 
T0800 x x x 
T0820 x x ·x 
10830 x x x . 

TT102/142 x x 

TU910/TU500 x 

880 x x ·x 
8800 x x x 
8700 x 
81600/81700 x x x 



1.Q.:r.!t.&.Z .!. 
The following is a list of terminals arid their terminal types: 

1~1ll. 

0 
1 
2 
3 
7 

10 
13 
14 
17 
21 
21 
25 
26 
27 

---rr-
32 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
62 
63 

1.2..t.!t..t..l:r. 

1u:min.a1 

89350 <Teletype> 
89353 
89352 <Wide) 
89352 <Narrow> 
·r Tl 02 
Redactor I 
OC110 
DC140 
TUSOO 
TC500 
TC 700 
TC3500 
TC4000 
TC5100. 
TO 700 
TC4000 <When using alternate transmissi·on numbers 

of O and 1.J 
10801 
10802 
T0821 
T0822 
TD831 
f0832 
81800/81700 
86700 
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The following is a description of the syste• status variable 
OUTPUTATTACHEO. 

To avoid writing a message back to the top of the station queue 
fro• which the message was just read <due to a NAK response to a 
SELECT, for example.>, the Message is left in the station Queue as 
long as possible. This implies that .when a line control 
procedure performs an INITIATE OUTPUT or any other INITIATE which 
results in output• the message remain~ in the queue and the 
request is entered. At .this point, OUTPUTATTACHED is false. 

When the request executes any of the following statements the 
message is moved from the station queue to the Network 
Cont r o l le r • s l i n e bu f fer ~ t t h i s po i n t ~ 0 UT PUT AT TAC HE 0 i s t rue l :_/ 

INITIAlllE TALLY <n> Where O<n<2 
INITIALIZE TOGCn1 Where O<n<7 
TRANSHil T.EXT 
ATfJ£ H '. gur f\u T 
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When the request executes any of the following statements, 
OUTPUTATTACHEO is reset: 

TERMINATE OUTPUT 
TERMINATE OUTPUT <RETURN> 
TERMINATE RELEASE STATION 
TERMINATE DISCONNECT 
TERHIN.ATE ECHO 
TERMINATE ERROR 
TERMINATE INPUT 
ftfTACH 0 tHP t:JT . s:J q~ 
QUEUE OUTPUT 
~ J.Jt, r ~p lAT 

1.2.s.!t.:..!t.1. 
The follQwing is a description of the LINE CONTROL KEY when the 
v·a l ue is 5. 

The control is entered with an output message Queued and: 

a. The line is not currently connected• and 
b. An ACU adapter is available to connect the line as 

indicated by a strap in the regular adapter, and 
c. A telephone number is provided. 

1.2i!..t.~~ 
The Declaration Section has been enhanced to allow for global 
defines. The following is a description of the DEFINE syntax: 

<DEFINE STATEMENT> ::= DEFINE <DEFINE OECLARATION LIST>. 

<DEFINE DECLARATION> ::= <DEFINE DECLARATION> I 
<DEFINE DECLARATION>• 
<DEFINE DECLARATION LIST>. 

<DEFINE DECLARATION> 

<DEFINE 10> 

<DEFINITION> 

<TEXT> 

. ·· ·-
: == 

: : = 
.. -.. -

<DEFINE IO> = #<DEFINITION># 

<IDENTIFIER> 

<TEXT> 

Any sequ•nce of characters except a # 
which- is not contained within a character 
string. 

Beginning with the first REQUEST section~ any <DEFINE IO> found 
by the compiler is replaced by its <DEFINITION>. Nested DEFINE 
statements are permitted with no restriction on the nu•ber of 
levels. 
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B.1.i1.ci~!lSl.D.i! 

a. <DEFINE IO> •ay not be an NOL reserved word, or an 
<IDENTIFIER> which is already a constant. <DEFINE IO> 
cannot be redefined. 

b. Control <s> records must not contain defined symbols. 
c. Any control record detected while processing a DEFINE 

state•ent is ignored. 
d. Co••ents <%> are allowed within the <DEFINITION>• but are 

discarded during processing. 
e. A <DEFINE> •ust not define itself. 
f. A <DEFINITION> must not exceed 327 characters. 
g. Pardmetric defines are not allowed. 
h. Nested def iries are eKpanded ~ithout regard to the number of 

levels until t~e total size of the expansion and reMa1n1ng 
source image exceeds approximately 400 ch~racter~· 

i. All DEFINE state•ents are global • 

.EAa.IJ21Jl~.! 

DEFINE CHECKRETRY. = #IF RETRY GT 0 THEN 
oo. 

RETRY := RETRY - 1. 
TERMINATE NOINPUT. 

ENO.# 

DEFINE REQUESTHRU = # LINE CCONTRL KEY> = O. # 

DEFINE JINX = I/. RETRY = O. # 

1.0..a!.s.§.a 
The INPUT MESSAGE column of table 3-3 <Terminate Options> on 
pages l•44 and 3-45 of the NOL Reference Manual should be changed 
to "Lost" for the following TERMINATE options: 

ERROR 
NOINPUT 
OUT.PUT 
OUTPUT< RETURN> 

The OUTPUT MESSAGE colu•n of table 3-3 should be changed to 
"lost• for the following TERHl~ATE options: 

INPUT 
OUTPUT 
OUTPUT< RETURN> 



JJlJt.!.!.l.!. 
A new attribute .has been added to the Station Section. 

STATION READY State•ent. 

<STATION READY STATEMENT> .. -.. - REAOY - <LOGICAL VALUE> 
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If <LOGICAL VALUE> is FALSE~ it allows the Network Controller 
to complete the BOJ functions but does not allow it to poll 
this station. READY defaults to TRUE if this statement is 
omitted from the <STATION DEFINITION>. 

1.!h.!t.:..§£ 
The VARIANT in the DATA. MESSAGE on page 4•6 of the NOL Reference 
Manual should read as follows: 

5 Retain the text on a GOOO•RESULTS·REPLY message. 

lil.ai..J.a 
The JOB-NO in the DATA MESSAGE on page 4-7 of the NOL Reference 
Manual is replaced by TIME~ and is the time at which the Network 
Controller started processing the message. 

l.QJt..!!..t.lil£ 
Two error values have been added to the DATA MESSAGE ERROR field 
on page 4-7 of the NOL Reference Manual, as follows: 

l.i!.U.! 

12 
13 

14-15 

1.2~!Jt.ll:. 

Exception Occurred 
ACU Adapter 
Reserved 

Two additional fields• PROTOCOL-TYPE and SESSION~ have been added 
to the OPEN and OPEN-REPLY messages on page 4-10 of the NOL 
Reference .Manual. These two fields replace the FILLER statement 
between FILE-NAME and STATION-LIST. The following table 
illustrates their positions and field lengths: 

NC-HCS MCS·NC 
field Name w R w R PIC 

FILE-NAME • * XClO> 
PROTOCOL-TYPE * 'fr 99 
SESSION • * 9999 
STATION-LIST * * * * C 999 HI 
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The semantics for PROTOCOL-TYPE and SESSION are as follows: 

PROTOCOL-TYPE indicates the 
intercommunication desired by 
file. The defined values are: 

type of remote file 
the user program opening the 

00 - Input messages are TYPE 01. 
01 - Input messages are TYPE 50 or greater. 

SESSION is the remote session number associated with the user 
progra• performing the open~ SESSION is eQual to 0000 if there 
is no session association. 

l~i!~1~~ 
The STATUS and STATUS-REPLY MCS messages have been expanded. The 
additional fields follow the REMOTE-FILE-HAS-HEADERS field~ 
currently defined on page 4-25 of the NOL Reference Manual. The 
new formats of the STATUS and STATUS-REPLY messages are as 
follows: 

field Name 

STATION-PHONE 
STATION-VAL IO 
STATION-LINE-NO 
STATION-SECDNDARY-FILE-NO 
FILLER 
LINE-COUNT 
LINE-INFO 

LINE #99 
ACU #9 

MCS-NC 
w R 

-

NC·MCS 
w R PIC 

* * XC20> 
* * 9 

* * 99 

* * 999 
9(10) 

* * 99 

* • (999)1 

The se•antics for the STATUS and STATUS-REPLY messages are as 
follows: 

STATION-NUMBER is the telephone number assignment for the 
station. 

STATION-VALID is a field in the station table which is set to 1 
if the station is valid; otherwise- it is set to o. 

STATION-LINE-NO is the current line assignment for the station. 

STATION-SECONDARY-FILE-NO 
station•s secondary file. 
there is no secondary file. 

is the remote file number of the 
If the re•ote file number is ooo. 

LINE-COUNT is the number of lines on which the station is 
defined. 

LINE-INFO is a number of three-character fields describing the 
line number CLINEJ and its associated DIALOUT status <ACU>. 
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l.Q.a.!t..sll.1. 
A new CHANGE-TYPE has been added to the CHANGE and CHANGE-REPLY 
messages on page 4•28 of the NOL Reference ~anuat. as follows: 

12 

Ei~lil 12 ~~ khs~9§~ 

ST ATI ON•PHONE 

The CHANGE-RESULT should read as follows: 

[.2.!:.!!!..21 

XC20> 

CHANGE-RESULT returns a 1 if the CHANGE was correct. A 0 
indicates that the LSN field was invalid. A 2 indicates that 
the CHANGE-TYPE was invalid. 

lil.a.!t..1.l!.1. 
An HCS can now do a Remote File Info operation ·on any remote 
file. The Remote Fi le Info has been expanded· and an additional 
capability added. 

The for•at of the REHOTE•FILE-INFO and REMOTE-FILE-INFO-REPLY 
messages is as follows: 

Field Name 

MESSAGE-TYPE 
JOB-NO 
TIME 
REHOTE•fILE•NO 
OUTPUT•MESSAGES·QUEUED 
INPUT-HESSAGES•QUEUED 
CURRENT-ST A Tl ON 
OTHER-Rf •REQUEST · 
OTHER-RF-ERROR 
OPEN-APPROVER-Rf-NO 
FILLER 
LSN•LIST 
OUTPUT-QUEUED-LIST 

HCS-NC 
W R 

+ * 

+Cx> * 

* 

NC-MCS 
w R 

* * 
• * 
* * .. * 
* 

.. 
* • 
* * 

• * .. • 

* * 
* * 

PIC 

99 
9( 7} 
9(7) 
999 
9(4) 
9(4) 
999 
9 
9 
99 
99 
(999)# 
( 99 9 }# 

<x> Mandatory only if OTHER-RF-REQUEST is a 1. 

The semantics for the REMOTE-FILE-INFO and REMOTE·FILE·INFO•REPLY 
Messages are as follows: 

MESSAGE•TYPE is a field 
REHOTE-FILE•INFO (28> or a 

which identifies this 
REMOTE-FILE-INFO-REPLY <29). 

as 

JOB-NUMBER is the job number of the job making this reQuest. 

TIME i·s the time the reply was sent. 

a 
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REMOTE-FILE-NO is the number of the remote file of this progra~ 
if OTHER-Rf-REQUEST is set too. It ;s the number of the 
target remote file if OTHER-Rf-REQUEST is set to 1. 

OUTPUT-MESSAGES•QUEUEO represents the total number of messages 
queued for all stations attached to the remote file. 

CURRENT-STATIONS represents the number of stations attached to 
the remote file. 

OTHEH•RF•REQUEST is 0 if the request is for the writing MCS•s 
file. It is a 1 if REMOTE-FILE-NO contains the file number 
about which information is requested. 

OTHER-Rf-ERROR is 1 in the REMOTE-FILE-INFO-REPLY message if 
the requestor set OTHER-RF-REQUEST to 1 and the REMOTE-FILE-NO 
supplied was non-existent. 

OPEN-APPROVER-RF-NO is the remote file numb~r of the HCS which 
approved the requestor•s open. 

LSN-LIST has an entry by LSN for every current station. 

OUTPUT-QUEUED•ltST has the number of output ffessages queued for 
each of the current stations. The total should agree with 
OUTPUT•MESSAGES·QUEUED. 

1~~!~12~ 
The following is a d&scription of USER MESSAGES. 

An executing HCS can interface with a user remote file without 
headers through the record format shown below: 

Field Name 

MESSAGE.TYPE 
FILLER 
LSN 
TEXT.SIZE 
TEXT 

MCS·USER 
w ~ 

• • 
* 
* * 
+ * 
* * 

USER-HCS 
w R PIC 

* * 99 
9 

* * 999 

* * 9999 

* * XCTEXT.SIZE> 

The semantics of the fields of the USER-DEFINED message record 
are as follows: 

MESSAGE.TYPE is established by the user program and must be a 
nu•ber greater than 49 and less than 100. 

LSN is the Logical Station Number to which the data belongs. 

TEXT.SIZE is the number of characters in the text field. 

TEXT is the character string which is being passed. 
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li..t.!t.!.li..!. 
A new S control option• LIBINFO• has been added to the NOL 
compiler. When the LIBINFO control option is included in an NOL 
compile, a list of all requests and controls in the NOL/LIBRARY 
file is printed on a separate page at the end of the compile 
listing. 

1S2.&s.J.L .a 
The description of the S LIBRARY control option should read as 
follows: 

LIBRARY <identifier> The NOL source code specified by the 
<identifier> is retrieved from the 
NOL/LIBRARY file and inserted in the 
user•s program following the s LIBRARY 
option. 

l.Q.s.!a.:il~ 
The maximum allowable Network Information file <NIF> table sizes 
have been increased from 16K bytes to 40K bytes. 

1.Q.&L.1.2.& 
The word DEFINE is now a reserved word. 

lQ..!.!£~~£ . . 
The DYNAMIC requests and control have several advantages over the 
AUTOPOLL requests and control, as follows: 

a. Stations that are not on line <powered off> are deleted 
fro• the autopoll string. 

b. If output cannot be sent because the terminal is in 
TRANSMIT or LOCAL• all terminals are autopolled once before 
the terminal is selected again. 

c. When an output message is sent~ a FAST-SELECT is used the 
first time. If the FAST-SELECT fails• a normal SELECT is 
done to conserve line time. 

d. The control is designed to handle groups and switched 
lines. 

e. If a ter•inal has output Queued for it and the terminal is 
powered off or taken off line. the control stops trying to 
send output until the control can poll the terminal again. 

The control does an automatic reconflgur~tion ev.ery three 
Minutes. The 3 Minute figure should be increased for large 
networks or the control may stay in re~onfiguration mode 
continously. Reconfiguration is acccmplished by putting 
previously off•line terminals on th&_end -0f the polt string so as 
not to interfere with active terminals. 
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To change the amtiunt of time before an automatic reconfiguration 
occurs~ two source statements must be changed in the AUTOOYNCTL. 
The first statement is at sequence number· 04505000 and is as 
follows: 

If LINE<QUEUED> OR LINECTALLYC31l = 6 THEN% 

The constant 6 must be changed using the following formula: 

NUMBER Of MINUTES BEFORE RECONFIGURATION • 2 

The second statement is at sequence number 04535000 and is as 
follows: 

If TIME - TIME<TALLY> GT 1800 THEN% 

The constant 1800 must be changed using the following formula: 

NUMBER Of MINUTES BEFORE RECONFIGURATION * 600 

Once a ter•inal is active~ 
autopoll string unless the 
tiaes. 

the terminal is not removed from the 
terminal times out 3 consecutive 

The length of the autopoll buffer deilared in the Line Section 
must be 5 times the number of stations on the line plus s. 

1~~~~z1~ 
When using the AUDIT state•ent 
recovery, the VALUE stack 
multiply the largest record to 
bits by multiplying by 8. 
size given by the NOL compiler 

1~£i£ZZ£ 

in NOL to audit messages for 
size must be increased. first~ 
be audited by 2; then convert to 
Add this figure to the VALUE stack 
for the Network Ccntroller. 

To decrease the overhead of the IOLOG on the Network Controller~ 

modify the Network Controller as follows: 

HOOIFY <network controller name> 
FILE IOLOG BUFFERS=2 RECOROS.BLOCK=<integer>; 

where <integer> is the largest message received or transmitted~ 
divided by 131, plus 1. This modification has no effect on the 
memor~ requirements of the Network Controller ~nless data comm 
activity is being audited <that is, the IOLOG option is set>. 

12£i£Z1~ 
MAX TALLY must be set in the Declaration Section to the number of 
lines plus 1 when using the DYNAMIC requests and control. 
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l~~!~Z!~ 
When retries b~comes 0 and just before the station is temporarily 
deleted fro• the autopoll list in CANOEPOLTD, the station is 
~ingle polled once to check that it is timing out consistently 
and not just inter•ittently. If EOT or SOH is received~ the 
station is assumed active and is not deleted from the.autopoll 
list; otherwise, the station is re•ov~d from the autopoll list. 

1~£!£Z2~ 
If program switch 9 is set to a value other than zero in the 
Network Controller, the file STATION~SAVE remains open. This 
file is used for a number of functions• especially when running 
with an Mes, and •ust be opened and closed each time it is 
referenced. In large networks, where ATTACH/DETACH• STATUS, and 
other functions are frequently requested. it may be advantageous 
to specf fy that the STATION.SAVE file re•ain open constantly in 
order to re•ove the HCP overhead of •any OPEN and CLOSE requests. 
The •e•ory required by the STATION.SAVE file when it is open is 
approximatel~ 600 bytes. 

1~~!s~R£ 
A participating HCS that approved a remote tile open can detach a 
station from that remote file. 

1~~iAZlA 
With the Hark VIII.O release NOL• an HCS will no tonger be able 
to change STATION <ENABLED>. 
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11. CANOE 

11~1£ Introduction. 

Included as pa~t of the Hark VII.O software is the B lffOO/B 1700 
Com•and and Edit CtANOE> language. B 1800/B 170-0 CANOE provides 
generalized file preparation and updating· capabilities in an 
interactive• ter•inal•oriented environment. 

B 1800/B 1700 CANOE is a 'Message Control System CMCS> that runs 
in conjunction with the B 1800/B. 1700 NOL system. The 
NOL-generated Network Controller performs all the functions 
related to data communications• while CANOE performs file 
updating and text-editing functions. 

The B 1700 CANOE Us&r's Manual Cform #109058&• 
available through normal distribution channels. 
yet included in the Manual are described in the 
follow. 

11..Z.& Enhance•ents. 

11 ... z. ... 1 ... 

dated 8•76> is 
New features not 
paragraphs that 

The following proble•s reported in the MARK v1.1 release letter 
have been fixed <the numbers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in the Hark VI.1 release letter which originally 
described the problem>: 

a. CANOE no longer reports a sequence error when trying to 
list an empty file c21.3.11. 

b. CANOE does not reject a filename that begins with an 
integer or contains a hyphen if the filenam~ is enclosed in 
quotes <21.3.2 and 21.J.J> • ......._ ____ _ 

c. CANOE will display a message at log on time that a default 
pack is not on line. At this time the MCP will set the 
override bit •ON" for that usercode. When the pack is 
brought on line the user can reset the override bit with 
the HCP RV input message C2t.3.4). 

d. The ability to create a uniQue filename has been added to 
the WRITE command C21.3.6>. for example: 

WRITE <filename> AS <filename> 

e. After saving a "DATA" file~ CANOE now allows the user to 
get another file or list a backup file without resequencing 
or removing the work file <21.3.7>. 
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f. A new option• "OVERRIDE"• has been added to· the "RESEQ" 
command to properly resequence a file with blank sequence 
numbers <21.3.8). 

g. The "REPLACE LIT I I II" command no longer causes CANOE to 
loop c21.3.111. 

h. CANOE displays the 
com•and is entered 
<21.3.12). 

proper error ~essage when the "TITLE" 
in the for• of <name-l>/<name-2> 

i. CANOE uses the correct pack-id when the "RUN" command js 
us~d from a user pack <21.3.13). 

11£Z£Z~ 
When listing printer backup files with CANOE• the second line is 
not displayed if it contains all blanks. 

llAZ&lA 
Starting with the Hark VII.O release of CANOE• a GET or MAKE on a 
file with a type of SOL assumes the underscore as the identifier 
break character. UPL files continue to use the period as the 
identifier break character. 

ll~Z~!~ 
CANOE automatically logs a terminal off when the retry count in 
the Network Controller has been exceeded. The Network 
Controllerr beginning with Mark v11.o, resets the timeout counter 
each time a valid reply is received on a line. This will help to 
increase the time before CANOE automatically logs a ter•inal off. 
The time can also be increased by setting tha RETRY value in the 
Network Controller to a larger number. 

11£Z£2£ 

size allowed with the "?SS" command has 
characters. 

The maximum number of terminals that can sign on to CANOE at the 
sa•~ time has been increased to 64. 

11~z£z~ 
CANOE now accepts IO-character filenames, with the following 
exceptions. 

a. The family-name is still limited to seven characters when 
CANOE is executed with a usercode. 

b. The COMPILE, EXECUTE, RUN, and WRITE verbs may only allow 
up to nine characters when it is necessary for them to 
concatenate the filename with an additional character to 
form a new identifier. 
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11.&Z..&.fl..t. 
Keywords may now be entered in lower case; however.. CANOE . ..!!9 
lon9er accepts a usercode/password in lower-case letters during 
the (og•on operation~ 

11.aZ.a.2.a 
HCP responses to "?"·commands have been ir:creased to a maximum of 
250 characters. 

11.s..Z.s111..t. 
A new co•mand• AUDIT• has been added to CANOE to allow the 
auditing function to be dynamically started or stopped. Refer to 
paragraph 11.4.13 for complete docu•entation. 

11.al.a Known Errors and Restrictions. 

!1
:!:-!in nuaber is ignored on a single~.,,-::try. 

ll.a.l.a.Z.a Ll.!).VJ 

If CANOE is executed under 
some reason. CANDE~mu~t ~~ 
o·r de r to recover the f i l es 
fa Hed. 

a u s er c od e a n d t h e s y s t e m f a i l s . f,o (p 
r e.-.... e x ec u t e d-:-:U:n<ief" .:~the s a 11 e us er code~ t n- f)t"'d./~.~ I 
that were being use~ when the syste• b~ 

(/( '.O._t'q 

11~.l.1.J..t. 
When 80 or more carriage return characters are ertered from a TTY 
~~~i~~, CANOE will ter•inate with an "INVALID SUBSTRING" error • 

.:..let.:. f\.D ~~ 
CANOE will be DS•ed Yt -disk errors are encountered whil~ saving a 
f i l e • __ . _",'. 8f_'·-· ,,_·J.. _ . )·. -JI· _ _ ,' ~---·· -:: l - ....... (} -~ ,-- .:.::J ··f{) ··--·£':~~~ 

.~. / 

\I 

11£!~ Temporary Documentation. 

ii\ @ Usercodes and Fi le Security 

If executed under a privileged usercode/password, CANOE us&9 the 
File Security mechanism imple•ented i~ the MCP. As a result, 
users •ust be aware of the following items: 

a. Usercodes are delimited by parentheses and, in the case of 
CANOE, are li•f ted to seven characters in length. Log•on 
is acco•plished by entering the usercode without 
parentheses. 

b. Usercodes and passwords may have a default pack associated 
with the•. If a default pack has been defined, CANOE reads 
and writes all files on this pack. The default pack may be 
overridden by explicitly specifying a pack-id with the ·o~· 
attribute. 
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c. All files saved through CANOE are saved as "PUBLIC" or 
"PRIVATE"- according to the default protection specified in 
the <SYSfEMl/USERCOOE file. PRIVATE files can be accessed 
only by a progra~ running under the same usercode as that 
of the file or by running with a "privileged" 
usercode/password. The security of a file can be changed 
by using the HCP HH input message. 

d. CANOE has a facility for two-way ccimmunieation kith the 
HCP. Messages •av be zipped to the MCP from the remote 
terminal. Responses to these messa9es are directed back to 
CANOE, which then routes the• to the reQuesting terminal. 
for exa•ple: 

?WY Returns the status of only that user's job<s>. 

?TD Returns the current time and date. 

?HX Returns the miK for only that user's jobCs>. 

?MO Modifies only files belonging to that user. 

?RE <<usercode>l/<filename> Removes the file only if the 
userc-0de in the filename is 
the same as the usercode 
undef which the user is 
running. 

e. CANOE can list. on the terminal.' printer backup files which 
have been created by jobs executed through CANOE. Backup 
files are locked in the disk directory with a na•e of the 
form "C<usercode>)/#<integer>". The command "LIST 
#<integer>" displays the backuP. file on the screen for 
review. If CANOE is not executed under a usercode• the 
facilities of backup file naming• file security, and HCP 
co••unication are not provided. 

To bring up the CANOE system under File Security• a PUBLIC• 
privileged usercode/password pair that does not have a default 
pack associated should be selected from the <SYSTEHl/USERCOOE 
file. This enables CANDE's recovery. tank• and workfile to be 
placed on system disk for easier maintenance. To execute CANOE. 
enter: 

USER=<usercode>/<password> EXECUTE CANOE 

The HCP automatically executes the Network Controller. if one is 
present in the "C" entry of the NAME TABLE. The Network 
Controller is placed in the NAME TABLE by using the HCP CH input 
message. 
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To request CANOE to zip-execute a ~etwork Controller named 
CANOE/HANDLER <if a Network Controller is not identified in the 
NAME TABLE), CANOE must be executed with switch O set to 1 
<SWO=l>, as in the following example: 

USER=<usercode>/<p~ssword> EXECUTE CANOE SWO=l 

If the Network Controller was executed by the HCP fro• the "C" 
entry in the NAME TABLE, and the last remote file "CLOSE" has 
been processed, the HCP will queue a "QC" for the Network 
Controller after three "N.SECONO" intervals Cif no intervening 
remote file opens occur>. 

CANOE may be executed without a usercode. If this is 
done• CANOE does not provide file security or MCP 
co11aunication. 

Since the MCP forces files to the default pack associated with /\_) 
the usercode/password• syntax has been implemented to access 
files on system disk if a default pack was specified in the 
<SYSTEM>IUSERCOOE file. The following table applies to all 
commands allowing filenames, except for "SAVE" • 

.E!llliI. 

A 
A/B 
A/B ON C 
<UC)/ A 
<UC> I A ON C 
•<UCl/A 
*A 

<default> 

c 
<default> 

c 

[.am11Y.:JJ.i..1.U 

CUC> 
A 
A 
CUC> 
CUC> 
CUC> 

. A. 

A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 

A file-identifier may 
including the "*"' "(", 
example, is invalid. 

not exceed· 10 characters in length, 
arid ">" characters. "*<ABCDEFGH>•• tor 

An asterisk entered preceding a filename denotes that the file is 
on syste• disk, and CANOE looks for a literal name following the 
asterisk. To access another user's file• that file must be 
changed fro• "PRIVATE" to "PUBLIC" by the owner or be accessed br 
a privileged usercode. When saving a file• it cannot be saved 
under a different . usercode. Thus, the com•and "SAVE AS 
•<<usercode>)/A" is illegal; "SAVE AS •A• will save the file as 
"C<usercode>>IA" on system disk. A command such as "SAVE AS A" 
will save the file on disk as "<default pack>/C<usercode>l/A"· 



CANOE can be directed to read any file to which the 
allowed access. However• changes may be m~de only to 
the "workfile". The user gets a new workfile by doing 
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user is 
one file• 
a "HAKE",, 
Additions or may recall an existing workf ite by doing a "GET". 

and corrections may be performed on the workfile by 
entries or by using· the editing commands. 

single-Line 

A CANOE workfile consists of two parts·. The "tank" <wttich is 
invisible to the user> is where additions and edited lines are 
placed until an "UPDATE" takes place. The tank contains a 
maximum of 3Z entries. If an explicit "UPDATE" has not been 
issued by the ti•e the tank is full• an automatic update is done 
to merge the c-0ntents of the tank with the workfile. An update 
incorporates all additions and corrections to the workfile. 
creating a new copy of the workfile and an empty tank. An update 
does not make the workfile a permanent file on disk. A "SAVE" is 
required to make the workfile a permanent file and to discard the 
original file. A "SAVEft creates a new file on disk with an empty 
tank and workfile. 

The second part of the workfile consists of n+t blocks within 
· CAKOE 1 s master workfile <named "CANDE/WORKFILEft>• Then is the 
number of contiguous blocks <each 64 records long> needed to 
contain all currently changed record$~ inc(uding deletes. Note 
that CANOE never writes to the original source file. The file is 
only changed at "SAVE" time. 

If a file is present <a "GET"• "MAKE"• or "RECOVER" has been 
processed>,, the user is assumed to be in a state of editing the 
file. Any input consisting only of records having valid sequence 
numbers with no sequence ~rrors is treated as records to be 
entered into the file. After the input is processed. a "NEXT" is 
perfor•ed automatically• meaning that the next "PAGE" is 
displayed• beginning with the record that follows the last one 
entered. 

"PAGE"' 
•NEXT",, 
For CRT 
partial 
must be 

"LIST" <except from an external file>~ "BACK"• "SAH[w, 
•-ft, and "+" explicitly request a page. to be displayed. 

devices' records may then be edited and the page <or 
page> transmitted back. for non-CRT devices. the records 
retyped. 

For recovery purposes- CANOE does not clear .the CRT screen at 
log-on time. The user may recover the file and transmit to the 
system any records left on the screen at the ti•e of the failure. 

The buffer used by the "PAGE" system. located in dynamic memory 
in Hark VI.1• is now part of static memory Cin the VALUE STACK>. 
This buffer is used to "roll in" the last output in order to 
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co•pare the current input against it. This comparison allows 
CANOE to add to the tank only those records which have changed. 
and is required to prevent writing unnecessary records to a file 
when a •sAVE: PATCH" command is entered. It also makes input 
processing •ore efficient. 

The co•parison occurs on a record•by•record basis as long as the 
sequence numbers match. If a sequence nu•ber is encountered in 
the input which does . not exist in the last output copy~ then 
co•parison ceases and the record is added. Processing continues 
in this fashion until ·either the sequence number of an input 
record is greater than or equal to that of the last output record 
<at which ti•e comparison ceases>. or until all input records 
have been processed. This prevents unnecessary error reports or 
"ADVISORIES". Also11 synchronization of record comparison ·is 
maintained· and unchanged records ar~ not added to the tank. If 
the page of input returned to tANOE is missing any records 
initially displayed (that is• the user has performed a "LINE 
DELETE• on the terminal>• the missing records are not 
automatically deleted from the workf ile • 

.Lin.1 12Jt.1.t.1iil.D 

Single lines may be deleted through use of the "VOID" comeand. A 
"V" must be the first character of the line and the line must 
contain a valid sequence nueber. Any number of blanks•. or none 
at all• may separate the co•mand and the sequence number. 

A delete record will be queued for later processing and input 
processing will continue. If the sequenc~ number is in error. 
the record will be treated as a sequence error. 

!!UE 

This form of deletion may be time-consu•ing. because 
each deletion request will cause an update. No 
opti•ization of successive. contiguous "VOIDS• is 
attempted. 

CANOE allows the user to move backward and forward throughout the 
file. once •PAGE" or "LIST" is invoked. "PAGE" or "LIST" in any 
form causes the file •position" pointers <for "BACK"~ "SAHE"-

··NEXT"' •-•. or •+•> to be set to the requested position. for 
CRT devices• after displaying a page, "NEXT" ;s written at the 
hoae position leaving the cursor immediately after it. Thus. 
trans•ission without moving the cursor will effect "NEXT" 
automatically. An~ other string transmitted in the first line is 
treated as a co••and input. If trans•ission includes more than 
the first line. it is assu•ed to be input records. The first 
line is ignored and the input is processed. 
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file positioning is controlled through the following commands: 

BACK <n> Display current -<n>th page. 

SAHE Display current page again. 

NEXT <n> Display current +<n>th page. 

-<n> Display page at current -<n>th record. 

+<n> Display page at current +<n>th record. 

After a "GET"- "MAKE"' 
operative. If <n> 

or "RECOVER"- the 
is not specified, 

above commands are 
a value of one <1> is 

assu•ed. 

"•<n>" and "-<n>" shift exactly <n> records in the direction 
requested. •BACK <n>" and "NEXT <n>" shift approximately <n> 
pages in the direction requested. In this way. "BACK" and "NEXT" 
may be used to position the file to approximately the desired 
area quickly without reading through each record on the way ·fro• 
the current position to the requested one. Once in the 
approximate area, the position may be adjusted accurately by 
using •+<n>" and "-<n>". The range of records shifted is: 

1 <= r- <= 131071 

where r=n for "•" and "-"
"NEXT". 

and r=n•pagesize for "BACK" and 

Recovery of a user•s workfile is necessary when CANOE is executed 
after an abnormal termination or wheri the user•s terminal incurs 
consecutive ti•eouts. The recovery procedure involves creati~n 
of the recovery file and communication of this fact to the user 
during log-on. The reco~ery ·file is named 
"<usercode>/recovery<ab>"~ <ab> is a unique 2-~haracter sequence 
created as follows: 

a = <<usercode index>/36>th character of atom <see below> 
b = C<usercode index> mod 36lth character of atom 

where ato• = ABCOEFGHIJKLHHOPQRSTUVMXYZ0123456789. 

For example# the character "A" is the 0th character of atom. and 
the character "9" is the 35th character of atom. 

This sche•e produces a unique recovery file for each 
usercode/password pair. To avoid loss of the file upon recovery# 
users should not intentionally create files na•ed in this manner. 
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After log~on each user who was on the system when it aborted has 
the option of recoverin9 the workfile. The user must enter 
"RECOVER" to get th~ previous workf ile. If the user does not 
wish to recover. then annther session may be started. When a 
syste• failure occurs• it is possible to lose up to four records 
in the tank file. 

"TERMINAL PAGE" sets the page size as requested. See paragraph 
11.4.10 for the default page sizes depending on ter11inal type. 

All displays to a device having a page size greater than one 
begin on the second ti·ne of the screen and end with the column 
indicator on the last line. 

Any l i n e w hose f i r s t to k en i s a v a l i d C A NU E co 111 man d i s t a k e n a s a 
new co••and and executed after the records to that point have 
been pr oc e s s e d • 

All nu•erics in sequence fields indicate to CANOE that after 
input is processed. the next page should be displayed. 

Sequence errors are defined as either: 

a. Nu•eric but out of sequence. or 

b. Beginning with a non•numeric character which is n~t a valid 
CANOE verb or a "V" <refer to L1ne Deletion>. 

The action taken in such a case is to leave the screen alone and 
notify the user on the top line of the screen. 

Inserts are defined as numbers that are in seQuence but which 
were not put on the screen by CANOE. The action taken is to add 
the record<s> to the tank and to discontinue comparison against 
the copy until the next copy sequence number is encountered. 

for devices whose page size is one, the following operating 
charactertstics are valid: 

a. The •BREAK" key <t~letype only> clears the output queue and 
ter•in~tes the operation. 

b. When "SEQ• displays an existing record, CANOE sends a CR 
<Carriage Return>, LF <Line feed>• and re-types the 
sequence nu•ber, leaving the carriage immediately after the 
nu•ber to allow the line to be changed a:nd re-entered. If 
only an ETX or CR is returned, the record is not changed 
and the command continues. If it was not an existing 
record <only a new sequence number), then returning only an 
ETX or CR ter•inates the command. 
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c. "PAGE" treats displays as noted above for "SEQ". 

d. •LIST" is continuous, rather than paged. 

e. "BACK", "SAHE"• "NEXT"• "•"• and "+" are operative. 

f. "V" is not operative. 

Paged output to a CRT-type device is preceded by a "HOME and 
CLEAR" character and has the CR character appended after the 
right•ost non-blank character in each line in order to decrease 
transmission ti•e· If the line is btank• it consists of a CR 
character only. Single-line output to a T0820/830 series device 
has the LC <CLEAR to ENO of LINE> character appended to it, in 
order to clear the remainder of the line. 

The NOL CA"DE library requests CCANOEPOLJO, CANDEFSLJD, and 
CANDESELTD> contain a scrolling capability available to users 
running CANOE and to those running an application program under 
CAhDE. Scrolling is disabled by default. Enter "?+" to enable 
scrolling and •?-" to disable scrolling. 

All output Cexcept ful.l page output produced by "LIST"• "PAGE"• 
and •SEQ•) is written one line at a ti•e at the botto~ of the 
screen after shifting th~ screen up one line Cthe top line is 
deleted>. Any .input except paged input is scrolled to the bottom 
of the screen~ 

The "PAGE• erimmand displays full screens of information at the 
ter•inal for editing• and accepts full screens 6f input from the 
terainal. The operation continues until the command parameters 
have been satisfied or any command is entered on the top line of 
the terminal. 
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PAGE --------------------~--------~-------------->I. 

----- NEXT --------------------------~ 

<-----------~----------------~-~-~---------> <•t> <delim><text><delim> --·-> 
I 

I-•> Ct> ONLY --------------------> 
I-·> Ct> LITERAL-----------------> 

1--> <1> ~ <column range>---•----> 

------>Cl> <sequence range>--------> 
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<delim><text><delim> Scan each record within the sequence 
range for the delimited text. Display 
page starting with record in which text 
is found. 

<sequence range> 

ONLY 

LITERAL 

NEXT 

. B e g i n a t S 1 " 
alone implies 
BOF-EOf. 

·terminate after 52 • 
52 = 8nd. Default 

Sl 
= 

Display only records with target text. 

As in REPLACE" FIND. 

As in REPLACE, FIND. 

Resume action requested by previous 
"PAGE" command. 

Assume that the page size=2 and the file contains the followjng 
records: 

100 ABC DEF 
200 GHIJKK 
300 LHNOPQ 
400 R STUV W 
500 XYZABCD 
GOO EFGHIJKK 
700 LMNOPQ 



u 
PAGE ONLY /KK/ LITERAL 
PAGE 100 

Display 200, 600• terminate. 
Display record 100• terminate. 

For CRT devices. "NEXT" is written at the home position. for 
text searching, "NtXT" means begin searching with the next record 
after the one first displayed <if "ONLY" is not specified> or the 
last one displayed Cif "ONLY" is specified) • 

.tiJllE. 

The •eaning of a single seQuence number in a sequence 
range specification now differs between "LIST" and 
"PAGE"· "LIST <seq>• displays the single record at 
sequence number <seq>. "PAGE <seq>" displays a page of 
records- the first of which is the record at seQuence 
nu•ber <seq>. 

l.1.&!t.&J.s. G ET 

The "GET" command has been changed to default to the "NO CHECK" 
option and has added the asterisk <"•"> prior to the filena•e. 
When "*" is specified• only the literal name following the "*" is 
looked for in the disk directory. This allows a nGET" on a 
single-name file. If the "*" is used iri front of a two-name 
file• it indic'ates the file is on the syste• disk. 

lls!.s.!~ LIST and SAVE. 

The "LIST" and "SAVEM com•ands have added 
specify that the file is on system disk, 
the usercode file does not apply. 

il.&!t..2.a WHAT 

the. asterisk "*" to 
and that the pack-id in 

The response to the "WHAT" command has added the following 
information: 

Source file size 
Tank & workfile size 
Source file pack-id 
Patch file-id 

c~l~!u!?~ f i lenau 

A f i fen a-ae-~l s ·used t o i den t if y a f il e i n t h e B 1 8 0 0 I B 17 0 0 
syste•. When a file is created through CANO£. the user supplies 
the file-id <an alphanumeric identifier of nine or fewer 
characters with the first character being non-nu•eric> and CANOE 
adds the usercode ·to form the co~plete filena•e <for example• 
<usercode>/file•id>. 
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The user may access any file under his usercode by simply 
specifying the <file-id>. The user may also access PUBLIC files 
belonging to another user in a read-only mode. by specifying the 
<usercode>/<file-id> of the file being reQuested. Users ~av also 
access files on user packs or cartridges by specifying "ON 
<pack-id>" after the <file-id> or <usercod~>/<file-id> • 

.S:tn.t.a.1.! 

-------~------------~-----> file-id -----~---------------~---•->1 
I I 
1---> usercode/ --->I 1---> ON pack-id --->I 

11£!.!.li f I N D 

The "FIND" cosm~nd searches a tile for appearances of specific 
text. Output indicating the result of the search may be directed 
to the terainal. The output of a "FINO" is prompt-driven. This 
means that the com•and fills a screen to its page sizei the user ' 
must then transmit a character to get the next page of output. A 
"?BRK" breaks the output as soon as possible. 

~:tnl.i.ll 

FINO -----~-----------------·> <delim><texi><delim> ----> ..... - l<------------------1 
1--> Ct> <count> -->I 
I I 
I-•> <t> LITERAL ·->I 

>---------------------------------~-------------------------->• 
1<----------------~---------------------------------~-· 
1--> <l> <filename> --------------------------------->• I 1---> <type> ~->I 

1--> Cl> <sequence range> ----------------------~---->• 

1--> Cl> a <column range> --------------------------->I 
• --> m = - ts.> c-1-1 --~ rE·x r-.::.:.-::.-=:-===: _ --------:-::_·> ·: 

1· ---- -
I 
1--> <1> :FILE ---------··> <filename> -->I 

----- I•> * ->I 

.S.e.•a..n1i .C..i ! 

Only one target may be souaht with a "FIND". The delimiters 
surrounding the target <text> may be any deliMiter. The <text> 
may contain any characters except the delimiter. The text field 
may not be empty. The text field is treated as a token string 
unless •LITERAL" is specified. 
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The search is successful whenever the ~tring of characters in the 
<text> is found in a line of the file. 

If the integer <count> appears. the search for the associated 
<text> is terminated after it has been found the specified riumber 
of times in the file. 

If a <filename> is not specified• the workfile is searched by 
default. Specification of a <filename> causes searching of the 
designated file• which may be any file the user is allowed to 
read. 

A <type> may be specified to give the location of sequence 
numbers in the records to be searched. If no <type> is specified 
and the user does not have a workf ile• a type of "SEQ" is 
assumed. Otherwise, the file type will default to that of the 
work file. 

If a sequence range is specified, 
that range are searched. 

only records falling within 

A column range, if provided, indicates that only a specified part 
of each record is to b~ examined. Note that a <column range> 
cannot fall within the seQuence•number field Cfor example• 
columns 73-60 for SOL files>. 

-

The defaults for <sequence range> and <column range> are the 
entire file and the entire record• respectively. 

The option ":TEXT", if specified• displays the entire line 
containing the <text> on the terminal. Otherwise. only the 
sequence nu•bers of those records containing the string are 
displayed. 

The option ":FILE <filename>" directs output from the "FINO" to a 
disk file labeled •(<usercode>l/<filename>". The user may not 
specify a usercode with this option; his own usercode is used as 
the family-name. If the option "=FILE •<filename>". is used, the 
file is forced to the system disk and is not allcwed to go to the 
default pack associated with the usercode. 

f .!.aJD.111.Jl~l 

FIND I fileid I 100-900 :TEXT 

Search the workfile for the occurrence of " fileid " within the 
records numb~red 100•900 and output any lines found. 

FIND 10 I STUFF I 

find the first ten occurrences of" STUFF" within the workfile 
and output the sequence number of the records found. 

. .. 



ll.1.!t.:Jl.!. RECOVER 

The "RECOVER" command has added the ":PURGE" option. 
simplifies the removal of recovery files left on disk • 

.11£!t.&2.: SEQ 

The "SEQ~ com•and invokes automatic seQuenc.e mode, causing CANOE 
to provide the sequence number for each new line. ~ith the 
exception of "~" <margin> and "?" <control command), no commands 
are recognized in aut.omatic sequence mode • 

.S:t.D1.i.!l 

SEQ~-~----~--~~-------~-~~-------~---------~--~----~--~->t 

1-----> <base> ---->I 1-------> +<inc> ---->I 
I 

1-----> NEXT ·----->I ···-~ 

~· . 
1----·> ENO -----·->I ---

NEXT Begin sequence numbers wit~ last -0utput +<inc> from 
previous SEQ. 

ENO Begin sequence numbers with last record sequence. 

An initial value is assigned as the sequence number of the next 
line to be entered; the value is incremented for each subsequent 
line. Values are specified by an integer <base> and <inc> or by 
defaulting to values of 100 for <base> and <inc>~ If "NEXT" is 
specified, seQuence numbering begins where the last sequence 
nu~ber, for that user, was terminated. 

Sequence •ode •av be terminated by transmitting back only the 
sequence nu11ber. 

"SEQ" displays existing records as well as the newly-created 
sequence numbers. Display begins wit·h the last record from the 
previous input page if the page size is greater than one. 
•BACK"- •SAME•, •NEXT", •-•, and "+" terminate the ~sEU" 1ode and 
display the requested page. ror CRT devices. returning only the 
sequence nu•ber of the first record terminates the "SEQ• command. 
Blank records are added to the file. Margin is not applied. 

--------
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Enter automatic sequence mode using an initial and increment 
value of 10. 

The "TERMINAL" comm~nd allows the user to specify or Query the 
number of lines per page or screen for·the te~minal, or to modify 
the output mode of the ter•inal • 

.S.r. n.t .a .11 

------> TERMINAL ---------------------~----------~---->I 

? ->I 
1--> PAG[-~----~-~---------~-~->t 
I 

1--> <integer> -->1 I 
I 

1--> CONTINUOUS---------------->t 
I 

I·-> WAIT --~-~---------~----~->1 

"PAGE" specifies the nu~ber of lines per page or per screen, as 
the integer page length. Default page sizes ar·e as follows: 

89350 Teletype 
TC Series 
TD700 
TD801 
TD802 
T0821 
T0822 
T0831 
TD832 

l!!.ll!l.S! !.Y.IU~ 

0 
21,23,z4,2s,2G,21 

32 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

1 
1 
2 

10 
22 
10 
22 
10 
22 

The default page sizes are also the maximum possible values~ 

If no parameters are specified, the current pa~e size and current 
output mode are displayed. If a page length is not specified, 
the current page size is displayed. 

"CONTINUOUS" causes the terminal to be left in "RECEIVE" 
unconditionally after each output, if "scroll" is enabled. 
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"WAIT" is the default output mode and causes t~e terminal to 
s w i t c h t o "L. 0 C A L " a ft e r mo s t o u t p u t s • 

TD830 series ter•inals are treated as TD820 terminalsP 
except for FAST-SELECT and the "stop highlight" 
character. T0830 ter•inals on two•wire direct-connect 
lines should have the system adapter strapped for a 
15-millisecond WRITE delay. 

11.s.i.all.a. WRITE 

The "WRITE" com•and prints or punches the contents of the 
workfite or some other file. Options are availa~le for selecting 
specific lines or columns. The output of the "WRITE" com~and is 
forced to prlnte~ ~r punch backup. 

WRITE--------~------------·----------------~------------------> I 
<--~-------~---------------~------------------------
--:> c 1 > ------·----> <filename> ------·------------··-> 

1- > * - >I I·--> <type> - - > I 

--> <t>--> AS <filename>-------------------.-------> ,.. , "'' 1 •·•~ 

-·> Cl>--> :COPIES <integer 1 to 63> ---~----------> 

--> <1> <sequence range>--------------------------> 

--> <1> <column range>----------------------------> 

-·> Cl> TO ------·>PRINTER -----------------------> 

~.1a.a.n.ti.k.i.l 

I ------~ I 
1----> CARDS ···>I 
I I 
1-----> PRT --~- I 

1-----> CRD ---->1 

By default• the contents of the workfile are printed. If a 
<filena•e> is specified and the user has access rights <or if the 
file is PUBLIC>• it is used. A <sequence range> and a <column 
range> eay be specifiedi otherwise, the whole file and the 
entire line are printed or punched. 

-~ .... 
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The COPIES option is honored by SYSTEM/BACKUP unless overridden 
by the operator. If this option is not specified• the default 
number of copies produced is 1. 

This co•mand should be used in conjunction with the AUTOPRINT 
mechanis• in the HCP. If AUTOPRINT is active, nwRITE" generates 
a backup file that can be prjnted or punched automatically. 

f A~•n!~~! 

WRITE Writes to a printer . backup file all 
records in·the user's current workfile. 

WRITE A TO CARDS Writes to a card punch backup file all 
records in file ~<default 
pack>/C<usercode>l/An 

WRITE 100-1000 TO PRT Writes to a printer backup file records 
100 through 1000, inclusive. 

WRITE •C<usercode>)/A Writes to a printer backup file all 
records in file "C<usercode>>IA". 

Note that the AUTOPRINT facility cannot be utiljzed if CANOE is 
not executed under a userco~e. 

RE SEQ 

The RESEQ command assigns new sequence numbers to lines in the 
work.file• without changing the order in which the lines appear. 
The default value for ·RESEQ is a bas~ ·ot 100 and an increment of 
100 for all records in the workfile. 

RE SEQ ·-------------~------------------Q----------------------->I 
t 
I I-> <base> ------------------->I 
I 

I-> :OVERRIDE -->I 
I ~--~-

I 
I-> <sl> ----> ·<s2> ----> <base> ---------------•••••I 

t-> -END -->I t-> +<inc> -->I 

The base value is assigned as the sequence number of the first 
line to be renumbered; each subsequent line number is equal to 
the previous line number plus the increment value. 
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The "OVERRIDE" option orders CANOE to disregard any seQuence 
errors Cfor example, a record with a blank sequence-number field> 
found in the workfile. If "OVERRIDE" is not specified and CANOE 
discovers a sequence error in the original workfile, it 
discontinues the resequencing operation at the point at which the 
error is found, then informs the user that it cannot continue 
processing the file. When CA~OE fails during a resequencing 
operation, the "OVERRIDE" option should be u~ed to recover; 
otherwise, this option should not be used. 

for example, if CANOE discovers a sequence error while it is 
loading a file• RESEQ <with the appropriate base and increment 
values> is all that is required in order to reseQuence the file 
properly. 

If a range of sequence numbers is provided C<sl>-<s2>l• only the 
specified part of the workfile is r~numbered Cby default• the 
entire workfile is renu•bered>. When· this range is provided• an 
initial value must be specified as the <bas~>. The increment 
C<inc>> for successive new sequence numbers may be specified; if 
none ~ppears• the default value of 100 is assumed. 

When resequencing BASIC files• sequence numbers in the text are 
modified to match the new sequence numbers on the appropriate 
records. 

RESEQ does not change the apparent order of the lines. <st> must 
be less than or equal to <base>• and the <base> plus the number 
of lines times the <inc> must not exceed <s2>+<inc>. 

f Aam~!~i! 

RESEQ 200 

Renu•ber the entire workfile• starting with an initial 
number of 200 and proceeding in increments of 100. 

RESEQ 100•700 100+10 

record 

Resequence lines 100 through 100, starting with an initial 
record number of 100 and incrementing by 10. 

RESEQ +20 

Resequence the entire workfile, 
incrementing by 20. 

RESEQ 1000•1500 1100+10 

with a base of 100 and 

Resequence records 1000 through 1500, starting with an initial 
record number of 1100 and incrementing by 10. 
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11~!£1J~ Operator Commands 

The system operator ha~ certain commands that can be directed to 
CANOE. These comaands are "WHO"' "STOP"' "ALL"' "HAKE"• and 
"AUDIT•. The "WHO" com•and prints a list of usercodes and 
associated loQical station numbers that are currently logged on 
to CANOE. The •STOP" command brings CANCE to an orderly 
conclusion· Cif there are no users logged on). The "ALL" command 
allows the operator to broadcast a message to all terminals. The 
"HAKE" command allows the operator to make a station "READY" or 
"NOT REAOYn. The "AUDIT" command allows the auditing function to 
be dynamically started or stopped. 

~Ait ~2•m~n~ 

~Yil!~Al 

MAKE ---> <lsn> ----------------> READY --->I 

1--> NOT -->I 

The "READY• flag in the Netw-0rk Controller's tables for the 
specified <lsn> is changed as requested. 

~I~e k2~~~n~ 

~~D!~~~ 

STOP --------~~---------------~~-->t 
I I 
1----> <n minutes> ---->I 

The "STOP" co•mand provides for controlled shutdown of the CANOE 
system within <n> minutes C<n> is optional, with a default of 2>. 
When entered at the sro~ the command causes the following: 

a. If no users are logged on~ CANOE goes to EOJ. 

b. Each logged-on user is sent the following message: 

CANOE WILL STOP IN <n> MINUTES. PLEASE SAVE OR 
REMOVE ANY ACTIVE FILE ANO LOG-Off. 

c. At the sa•e ti•e each logged-on station is reported at the 
SPO. After all logged-on stations are reported, the 
following message is displayed at the SPO: 



CANOE WILL ADVISE AUTOMATICALY AT <hh:mm:ss.t> 
IF USERS ARE STILL ACTIVE. 

From this point• only the following commands are allowed: 

BYE 
RECOVER 
DC STATUS 
FILES 

UPDATE 
REMOVE 
SAVE 
TEACH 

Control Commands <"?"> 
WHAT 
RESEQ 
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One more page of inp~t records can be precessed from each 
station• so that a page in the pr6cess of being edited when the 
"STOP" occurs will not be lost. 

Note that no further "single-line" input is allowed, except when 
that line comes fro~ a device with a paye size of 1, in which 
case it is treated as "one more page of input records", as above. 

All·other co••ands receive the following response: 

CANOE TERMINATION IN PROCESS. PLEASE SAVE OR 
REMOVE ANY ACTIVE FILE ANO LOG-Off. 

If <n> •inutes elapse and there are still users logged on• the 
following message is displayed at the SPO: 

SHUT DOWN TIME HAS ELAPSED WITH USERS STILL ACTIVE. 
OPERATOR ACTION REQUIRED. 

None of the above conditions change, except that CANOE does not 
advise the operator again. 

The automatic shutdown function is intended for the system 
operator's convenience, not terminal user inconvenience. To that 
end, CANOE will never shut down while users are active. It is 
the responsibility of the terminal user~ however• to log off when 
no activity is anticipated for some time. 

CANOE audits each user-CANOE transaction whenever CANOE is 
executed with enough dynamic memory to handle its audtting 
functions. The AUDIT command allows the auditing capabilities to 
be set or reset without re-executing CANOE <when dynamic memory 
has been provided>· 

The audit file is automatically created if CANOE is executed with 
a dynamic memory size of at least 5760 bits. If CANO[ is not 
executed in this fashion- auditing will be·denied if requested 
<NO DYNAMIC MEMORY FOR AUDITING> and CANOE must be re-executed 
with sufficient dynamic memory <i.e.• a minimum of 5760 bits>. 
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Whenever an audit file is closed through the CLOSE option. the 
user sh~uld immediately print it with CANOE/ANALYZER• remove it 
from the disk directory. or change its name so that the next 
CANOE/AUDIT file opened does not cause a "duplicate-file" error 
condition. Since initialization of the audit file is a 
time-consuming process• the user should be a~are that an AUDil 
CLOSE followed by an AUDIT ON will cause a temporary suspension 
of data co•m service by CANOE while the audit file is being 
re-initialized. 

<job•number>AX AUDIT ----------------------------------->• 

~.!1.m.an!i'-.il 

AUDIT 

AUDIT ON 

I••> ON ----------------~·>I 

I-·> Off -~-~-------~----·>I 
I 
1---------------> CLOSE -->I 

I - > Of F - -.>I 

Displays the current status of AUOITi 
whether it is ON or OFF and whether or not 
the AUDIT file is open or clos•d. 

Sets the AUDIT option 
initializes the audit 
closed>. 

ON and opens 
file Cif it 

and 
was 

AUDIT Off Resets the AUDIT option but leaves the AUDIT 
disk file pointer intact and leaves the 
AUDIT file open so that the next AUDIT ON 
com•and begins where auditing left off. 

AU 0 IT C O ff l CLO SE R e.s e t s t h e AU 0 I T op t i on an d c l o s e s t he au d i t 
file on disk. The next AUDIT ON causes a 
new audit file of the same name 
<CANOE/AUDIT> to be created and initialized. 
The duplicate-file restrictions mentioned 
above apply to this c~mmand. Note that 
CLOSE is sufficient to close the audit file 
and reset the audit option to Off, but that 
OFF CLOSE• although redundant• is not 
prohibited syntax. 

CANOE writes an "audit-on• and •audit-off" record into the audit 
file whenever the AUDIT option is set or reset. so that those who 
examine the file will know the period of tiw.e during which 
auditing was not done. 



11.s. .!t.s.1.!t .!. 
CANOE is released with the followinq 
"impo~tant" for use with Extended Segm~nt 
Memory Management: 

co,.o l) 
(0,.02) 
(01107) 
c1 .. 01> 
c1 .. 10> 
c1,.11> 
( 1" 14) 
( i ,.15) 
(1,.1£» 
(t,.37) 
(1,.57) 
(2,.00> 

.11.s.!t. .s.lS.:. CANOE/ANALYZER 

ln!.t.SUl..U~ii.2!! 

se<1ment s 
Decay and 
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marked as 
Priority 

CANOE/ANALYZER is a companion program to CA~DE and is intended 
primarily to aid in debugging CANOE. In an interactive real-time 
progra• such as CANOE,. errors can exist which become evident only 
upon entering some unusual sequence of commands or which involve 
a particular interaction between two or more users. When such 
errors occur,. it is often difficult or impossible to know 
precisely what caused the failure. CANOE/ANALYZER should help 
resolve this problem. 

Two principles guide the analysis process: 

a. Since errors are the exception rather than the rule,. the 
performance of CANOE should not be noticeably affected by 
the added function of maintaining an audit file. 

b. When an analysis is required, information should be 
provided which is as complete and readable as possible. It 
is not possible to know in advance what infor•ation will be 
useful in isolating errors. 

If at least 5760 bits of dynamic memory is assigned at BOJ- CANOE 
creates a trace file <called "CANOE/AUDIT"> and writes 
inforMation about each user-CANOE transaction into that file. 
The CANOE/AUDIT file is organized in such a manner that the ti~e 
required to create the trace is minimized" and is therefore not 
easily read. CANOE/ANALYZER assumes the burden of reading the 
audit file and break.ing it down into a format easily read by the 
user. 
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CANOE/ANALYZER produces two general types of informat.ion: 

a. An analysis of the information included in CANOE/TANK.FILE,. 
CANOE/WORK.FILE, and CANOE/RECOVERY. 

b. A trace of all messages sent and received by CANOE. 

• • .lo Ll..;CC\ tL i:f {)._ f (J o:J" t. ~ ( A Iv i V<.::: f "?\. (t 
~13/~1~let+ 1~ tf.dl.\) £tl&..; 1-1ou1 n'1 f,~+ 'fkcre ~are ctt 1t;a£. t 7;;;o oqrh o( c< 

I · c A ,._.Of f'n?vncrs-; ~ b 
All messages w ich go through the fil~MCSQUEUE" are written to . ~~,~-
t he au d i t fi l e " a c i r c u l a r bu f f e r of .J.JfOO' 3 6 O - b y t e r e c o r d s • T h e fut- ~- I l 
f i rs t r e co r d i n the f i l e i s ca l led' t he Aud i t Par a• e t er Bl o c k '-'( 'i ~.f! 
CAPB> and is initialized by CANOE at BOJ Cor· when the AUDIT cu.£\;1'! 

option is turned ON> to contain information about CANOE itself ~w."i' 
<compile date and time.. job number, etc.>. The remaining 999 
reco~ds constitute the circular buffer~ in which CANOE packs as 
•any as fifteen messages per record. The first four bytes of 

·~ each record describe the contents of that record. 
~ 
~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
; 

\ Optional features associated with the CANOE/ANALYZER program are 
\ set through the program switches. Default. <zero> settings 11ean 

that the program a·n a.Jl z ~,S the us ~.~r-e s i; dent are as for logged-on 
stations only, prints -a- l 0

r. a1:e. audit ~r.~ the ta st ·-1-QO entr1es·• and.t:i.f){-~ f•tJf 
zip-execute.$ CANOE. After anal .zing·c~ANOE•s work,, tank,, and 
recovery files• the audit file is"'iemovedJ , _ ' 

· AAJRL 'f?J: +M c.JW°:::_ f1)~tV, __ ., 
C~i-JA.J,0£/woR.K. F11-.t:..j"'vn.G1 C'A/Jl..Jt-,/A~C.Ot I::~ Y 

-E'.c.t£ n l ~· ('~ /00€ /f.HWi r IS [){)t fJUCJ.J/fL.t J 

l) 4~)0£/ A/1.)AL "-lczR /A)J I/ /IA.-t·YJ J!.,-l"-t.•'f\ wlu:~ ../--~~ c /}J...)0£/ NU L)I T 

\. .. . iA' &. ~ ~ft p 1l-t-ae/J....f I 
fl 
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i 

( 
I 
\ 

~lti1£.b Y..11.YJ! 

\ 0 0 

l 

i 

\ 0 1-15 
• ~ ••• -e·-·---• -··--·--~-·"~ 

2 0 

2 1-15 

3 0 

l 1-15 

4 0 

4 l-15 

5 0 

5 1 

5 2-1.5 

G 0 

6 1-15 

1 0 

7 1-15 

8 0 

8 1-15 

f-· 15 

E.Yn~1i2n 

Print only those stations which have the 
"LOGGED.ON" bit in ~he USER.RESIDENT area true. 

Print all stations. 

Print trace audit .. 

Do not print trace audit. 

Print analysis of the USER.RESIDENT areas for 
the various stations. 

Oo not print USER.RESIDENT areas. 

When printing the USER.RESIDENT areas, also 
print the workfile contents for each user. 

When printing the USER.RESIDE~T areas, do not 
print the contents of .the workfile. 

Print .. GJtfv ~~ti~f.f;\c.e·100 eA-tries of- the trace. 

Print only the final 500 entries of the trace. 

Print t~1.:int~fe (~}')f'Cle. loo e0h i·f~ O{- -+he +n~CQ 
.l)o no+ 
Zip-execute CANOE af tef analyzing the work, 
·~ an~ recovery· files. 1 
36- not· z 1 p - e x e cut e C A ND E • •· · 

l)o not-
Re move the audit file after analysis. 

D:o.:= n ()-t- r em o v e t h e .. au d i t f i l e • 't ~- f-e.r d.¥\ ("L.;i L{ ~;t ~- \ ~ 
t f\E' re Cl f-C Y\O Dt·t\e. \ \..<. ~c {" S 0-f \ t . 

Do not print information in the work'J l--JS. 
tank, or recovery files when they 
are in use or missing. · 

Print information in the work, tank, and 
~recovery files even if they are already 

in use. This means that the information 
printed may be of questionable integrity, 
since CA~DE may be changing such information 
even as it is being accessed by CANOE/ANALYZER. ,, 

{) 

. t i 
• ----------. - - " -~ . 
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12. TEXT/EDITOR 

lZ.sl.s Introduction. 

A number of minor changes and enhancements have been included in 
the Hark v11.o version of TEXT/EDITOR~ Each of these changes is 
docu•ented separately. in the paragraphs that follow. 

The B 1800/B 1700 TEXT/EDITOR fieference Manual <form #1090610, 
dated 7•78> is now available, and reflects syntax and operation 
of TEXT/EDITOR as of the Mark VII.O release. Temporary 
docu•entation on changes not included in the manual is contained 
in paragraph 12.3 of this release document. 

lZ.a.Z.s Enhancements. 

lZ...Z.sl.a. 
TEXT/EDITOR is now compatible with File Security, and thus can be 
execute~ under a non-privileged usercodeFpassword. Section 7 of 
the revised· TEXT/EDITOR Reference Manual contains details on 
operational differences and restrictions when running under file 
Se cur it.y. 

lZ.sZ.a.Z.s 
The RESTART command now handles recovery of the. patch 
one was associated with the workfile being recovered. 
is displayed on the terminal to indicate the successful 
of the patch file in such a case. and the PATCH 
unconditionally SET. 

!Z.:!Z.: .. l=. 

file, if 
A message 
rec over y 

option is 

The PB command has been i•Plemented. allowing printer backup disk 
files to be displayed on the terminal. The syntax of the PB 
coMmand and a description of its function is presented on page 
4~23 of the revised TEXT/EDITOR Reference Manual. 

1z~Z.1.!.!. 
A new co••and• BACK• 
identical to that of the 
through the workfile 
forward direction. 

lZ..!..Z.1.~.1. 

has been implemented. Its function is 
NEXT command. except that movement 

is in a reverse direction rather than a 

The scanner used for the FINO, REPLACE. and SEARCH commands has 
been totally redesigned ·to allow for lower-case letters in SOL 
and UPL tokens. As a side benefit. the definition of a "token" 
for workfile types of SOL• UPL• Mil• OAtA• and PSEUDO has been 
changed to accurately reflect .the semantics of each language or 
usage. The new definitions for "token" are detailed on pages 4-9 
through 4-11 of the revised TEXT/EDITOR Reference Manual. 
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1z~z£~~ 
the performance of FIND• REPLACE• and SEARCH when LITERAL is 
specified has been substantially i•proved. 

lZiZil~ 
for the convenience of users who must also use CANOE• the 
f~llowing changes to i•prove compatibility have been imple•ented: 

a. CANOE·tvpe abbreviations for a number of co••and keywords 
are now supported• as well as one-character abbreviations 
for all workfile types. These abbreviations are not yet 
docu•ented in the TEXTIEOITOR R~ference Manual; however. a 
coaplete list is presented in paragraph 12.3.1 of this 
release document. 

b. The RECALL comaand keyword has been 
RECALL is still allowed for Mark v11.o; 
be removed in Mark VIII.O. 

changed to SAME. 
however• it will 

c. The plus sign (+l is now allowed as an optional separator 
between the <base> and <increment> values in the 
<resequence-parameters>. The hyphen <-> is allowed as an 
optional separator between the <seQuence-1> and 
<sequence-2> <or END> values in the <sequence-range>• and 
between the <column-1> and <column-2> values in the 
<column-range>. 

l~~~~£ 
Because the HCP now provides for rollout of a program in •WAIT" 

, status <that is, a program performing a COMPLEX~WAIT>• the WAIT 
option imple•ented in Mark VI.1 TEXT/EDlfOR is no longer required 
and has been deleted. 

lZiZA2~ 
The perfor•ance of the LIST command ha~ been improved by removing 
the transmission of trailing blanks at the end of each source 
line sent to the terainal. A carriage-return control character 
is now appended to each line following the last non-blank 
character. This change <also implemented for the PB command) can 
greatly reduce message tr~nsmission t·ime, and can result in lower 
•emory requirements for messages passed to the Network 
Controller. 

1z~zi1~~ 
The method by which output messages for the 10831 ter•inal 
<1200-byte data comm buffer> are handled by TEXT/EDITOR has 
changed slightly. Any output message of 1150 bytes or less is 
sent in one trans•ission; longer messages are sent in two 
trans•issions with a 3-second delay betwaen the•· Together with 
the new handling for the LIST and PB com•ands• full~screen output 
to the T0831 can of ten be sent in one transmission rather than in 
two separate transmissions. 
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j~~~ Temporary Documentation • 

.1~.s.l.!.l.!. 
The following abbreviations to command keywords are now supported 
in TEXT/EDITOR: 

.11.fl .1.W .Q.[ $J All..br.J!Xi.a.t.iRD~ 

COPY WRITE,. WR 
CREATE HAKE,. ~ 

DELETE DEL 
HELLO HE 
INSERT IN 
LI ST L 
LOAD GET, G 
MERGE HER 
HOVE HO 
PRINT p 
REMOVE REM 
RENAME TITLE., TI 
REPLACE REPit r1x,. F 
RE SEQ RES 
REST ART RECOVER,. REC 
RH ER GE RH 
SAVE SA 
SEARCH SEA 
SEQ s 
STATUS WHAT 
ZIP ? 

In addition" any <file-type> specification can be abbreviated as 
the first character of the <file-type> keyword Cfor example, 
COBOL can be abbreviated as C>. 

l~.s..l~.Z.:. 
TEXT/EDITOR is released with six segments marked as "important• 
for use with Extended Segment Decay and Priority Memory 
Management. for· information,. the deck used to mark these 
segments is as follows: 

? EXECUTE SYSTEH/HARK.SEGS 
? FILE CODE NAHE=TEXT/EDITOR; 
? DATA CARDS 
co,.oo> 1 x ZERO 
(Q,.02> 1 % SYNTAX_SCAN 
(Q,06) l % TOKEN_DECODER 
<0•07> 1 % RECORD_UPOATE_INITIAL 
<0,08) l % RECORD_UPOATE_fI~Al 
<0•09> l % UPDATE 
? ENO 
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13. SHCS 

ll~l£ Introduction. 

Included as part of the· HARK VII.O software is the initial 
release of the B 1800/B 1700 Supervisory Message Control Systee 
CSHCS>. 

The Supervisory Message Control System <SHCS> is pro~ided for 
user s re qui r i n g i n t er a c.t i v e d a t a c om· mun i ca t i on s sys t ems ~ of f e ri n g 
the capability of ·a comprehensive Message Control System <MCS> 
interface to the NOL Network Controller. 

The SHCS can be used for a Multitude of applications and by users 
with varying degrees of expertise. The SHCS user need not have 
any knowledge of programming or of NOL; however• a basic 
fa•iliarity with the B 1800/B 1700 system~ the MCP, and the 
application programs to be used is necessary. 

The SHCS progra• is intended to be the "supervisor" for a data 
comeunications software system which includes such Burroughs 
programs as CANOE, TEXT/EDITOR, HASP~ and RJE, as well as other 
on-line packages of either Burroughs or customer origin. 

The Illustrative HCS files <HCSI and HCSII> are released as 
source file to guide those users who wish to write their own HCS. 
The Hark VII .o so.ft ware release includes HCSI and MCSI I as source 
f i Les and SMCS as a code file. HCS I and MCSI I ·are still intended 
to be used only as. a guide~ and are not supported in any way. 

The SMCS is a progra• product which ~av. be separat~ly ordered. 
bocumentation on the SHCS is available with the program product 
in the form of a printer backup file labeled OOCUHENT/SHCS. The 
B 1800/B 1700 SHCS can be ordered through the local Burroughs 
branch office from Program Products Distribution. 
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14. R JE 

l!il~ Introduction. 

The Hark VII.O release of the B 1800/B 1700 Remote Job Entry 
CRJE> system contains three seperate RJE software packages: 

a. 

b. 
c. 

llt. ... Z.a 

An NOL Data Comm handler and an SOL INPUT/OUTPUT program 
CRJE/MCS>. 
An SOL Data Co•m handler and INPUT/OUTPUT program 1 <RJE> 3 An SOL Data Co•m handler <RJE/DCH). 

Enhancements. 

l!..1.Z.al.a RJE/HCS. 

The RJE/HCS p~ogram has no major changes for the Mark VIl.O 
release. · 

l!t.&Z.1.Z..1. R J E 

Three new run-time parameters have been implemented: 

a. IDLE.ON.LOG.Off 
b. NO.REMOTE 
c. REMOTE 

The local control command .READ has been enhanced to allow 
reading a specified file from a card• disk, or tape device. 

A Remote Ter•inal Interface has been implemented, which allows 
one or more terminals to communicate with a single copy of the 
RJE program that . is on•line to a host system using the 
Supervisory Message Control System <SHCS>. This re•ote ter•inal 
interface i~ only available to users of the SMCS program product. 
Documentation on the S~CS is supplied in the form of a printer 
backup fjle labeled DOCUMENT/SHCS to users qf the SMCS program 
product. 

l!t..:.Z..1.J~ RJEDCH 

The RJE/DCH program has no major changes for the Mark VII.O 
release. 
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1!~l~ Known Errors and Restrictions • 

.1.!t.:.]J.:. 
BCL input files cannot be effectively used because of the 
inability to dynamically change the translate table once the card 
file has been opened. 

li.al.&Z.s 
The RJE/HCS progra• at times closes. the print or punch file 
before the last buffer is processed if the host system sends an 
EOF record at the end of t'he data stream. This occurs because 
t h e E O F r e c or d i s s e n t to· a q u e u e w h i c h . d i f f e r s f r om· t h a t o t t he 
output strea•• and •av be processed· before the last buffer of the 
output stream. 

1!..L!~ 'le•porary Documention. 

llt.:.!~1~ Run-Time Parameters 

IDLE.ON.LOG.OFF 

When running on leased lines and the host system terminates the 
session• the RJE p~ogram will attempt to re-establish the Data 
Co•• link. If this feature is not desired, the IDLE.ON.LOG.Off 
parameter causes the RJE progra• to place itself in an IDLE 
state whenever the RJE program logs off the host system or 
whenever the host system terminates the Data Comm link. The 
RJE program resuaes nor•al operation whenever it receives a 
aessage fro• the host system or when the RJE program has 
something to send to the host system.· 

Default: 

NO.REMOTE 

The RJE progr~m establishes 
whenever the Data Comm link is 
leased line. 

the Data Comm link 
broken if using a 

This parameter requests the RJE program not to open a remote 
file for communications with the SHCS. This parameter also 
overrides the program switch 9 setting. 

Default: No remote file is opened. 

REHO TE 

This parameter instructs the RJE prog:ram to read from a remote 
file and process the messages as if they were entered from the 
Remote Supervisory Console keyboard. This option can only be 
used in conjunction with the SHCS program product. 

Default: No remote file is opened. 
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l.!t...s.!t..a.Z... • RE AD or • R E < R e ad > L o c a l C on tr o l Com 111 and 

The .READ Cor .RE> command has the following format: 

.READ (<device type>l [<"filename">] C<control character>] 

The .READ com•and causes the RJE program to open a card-image 
file and begin transmitting the data to the host system. When 
end-of-file has been detected the card-image file is closed. One 
.READ command is required to read each card-image file. 

The .READ command is only valid if the RJE program has been 
properly·logged•on to the host system. It is possible to 
override this feature by entering the .RY CR local command. 

The <device ·type>, <"filename">, 
parameters are optional and can be 
following the .READ com•and. 

and <control character> 
entered in any seQuence 

The <device type> specifies the type of device the RJE program is 
to read fro~, ·and mu~t be one of the follo~jng: 

CARO 
DISK 
TAPE 

The default device type is CARO. 

The <"filename"> specifies the label of the file. The RJE 
program uses the filename specified to locate the file on the 
designated device type. The filename must be surrounded by 
quotes (n) with no embedded blanks. The default file name is 
"RJE/CARDS ... 

The <control character>~ if specified, must be a question mark 
C?>. This option informs the RJE program that the file to be 
opened contains control cards. The RJE program changes question 
marks in column one of all cards to a.NULL C~OO~> code before 
transmitting the record~ The host syste~ can then recognize the 
record as a control card. The control character is o~ly valid 
for files on device types of DISK or TAPE • 

.E.l.iU!.D!ll.!. 

<job-number>AX.REAO 
<job•number>AX.RE "USERPACK/SOURCE/FILE" DISK ? 
<job-number>AX.RE DISK ? 
<job-nu•ber>AX.READ ? TAPE "SOURCE" 
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J!~~~1£ RemQte Supervisory Console Output Messages 

The RJE program displays messages in response to local control 
•essages1 or when a condition is detected of. which the operator 
should be notified. The new output messages are ~s follows: 

BEGIN TRANSMISSION <device type> FILE <filename> 

This message 
transmitting 
either CARD• 
the file. 

is displayed whenever the RJE program begins 
a file to the host system. The <device type> is 
DISK, or TAPE and the <filename> is the label of 

CARO READER ACTIVE WILL TRANSMIT FILE <filename> WHEN READER 
BECOMES AVAILABLE 

This message is displayed in response to a .READ or .RE local 
co••and. If a fi(e w~s currently being transmitted to the host 
syste• when the .READ was entered~ ~he RJE program saves the 
local command and transmits the file when the reader becomes 
available. 

ENO TRANSMISSION <filename> 

This me~sage indicates that the RJE program has detected 
end-of-file <EOF> on the input file and has closed the file. A 
special end-of-file control message is transmitted to the host 
system. 

REQUEST IGNORED: REQUEST QUEUE FULL 

A .READ or .RE local command was entered while the reader was 
still activ~ and the request Queue is full <100 entries 
maxi•um>. Re-enter the local command .READ after the current 
file has been transmitted to the host system. 

The following files have been added to the RJf program. 

INtERNAL READ REQUEST QUEUE 

Internal Name: REQUEST.QUEUE 
Label: RJE/REQUEST 
Device: DISK RANDOM 

MCS REMOTE FILE 

Internal Na•e: REMOTE 
Label: HCSFILE 
Device: REMOTE <255> WITH HEADERS 
Records: 173/1 
Number Of Stations = O 
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15. Host RJE 

The Hark VIl.O release of the B 1800/B 1700 Host RJE system 
contains several enhancements over the Hark VI.t version. Each 
of these changes is detailed in the paragraphs that foll~w. 

12£Z~l~ 
In order to obtain a more eff i~ient utilization of a remote 
terminal and its Data Comm line, the automatic CALLBACK feature 

. has been i•plemented~ A remote user can log off with the 
CALLBACK option set while jobs are still executing, making the 
Data Co•m line available for another user. Upon completion of 
the ori.ginal user•s jobs, the RJE/CONTROLLER program finds ·an 
available dialout line and automatically dials the phone number 
supplied by the remote user. When com~unication is established, 
all printer or punch output is trans•itted back to the remote 
user automatically if the RJE AUTOPRINT and AUTOPUNCH options are 
set. Refer to paragraph 15.4.2 for . detailed information 
concerning the CALLBACK feature. 

i2~z~z~ 
There is one new Remote Supervisory Console <RSC> command: 

*PH <Phone Number> 

Refer to paragraph 15.4.1 for detailed information concerning 
this RSC command. 

12~z£Ji 
The following RSC commands have been enhanced. 

•RO <Reset RJE Option> 
•SO <Set RJE Option> 
•TO <Display RJE Options> 
•US CUsercode/Password> 

Refer to paragraph 15.4~2 for detailed information concerning 
these RSC commands. 

i2~z~~~ 
An end-of-file 
punch strea~. 
RJE/AUTOBACKUP 

m transmitted at the end of a print or 
his func n be modified by setting the 
ogram switch 1 to any of the following values: 

O = Transmit EOF message for both print and punch streams. 

1 = Transmit EOF message for the punch stream but not the 
print·stream. 
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2 - Trans•it EOF message for the print stream but not the 
punch stream. 

3; Do not transmit EOF message for either print or punch 
strea•s· 

12 ... z. ... 2 ..... 
The RJE/CONTROLLER program can no longer be executed without a 
usercode or with a non-privileged usercode. 

J.~..1.Z..1.~.:. 
-~The maximum length of an R5C message transmission is 80 

characters. If an RSC·message is longer than 80 characters,, 
mu l t i p l e rec or d s are . t r ans m i t t e d i n · i n er em en t s o f 8 O c hara ct e r s 
to the Remote Supervisory Console. 

l~..1.l..1. Known Errors and Restrictions. 

!.2..1.l..1..1.:. 
The Hark VII.O RJE/CONTROLLER and RJE/AUTOBACKUP programs are not 
compatible with the Hark v1.1 ~CP release • 

.12..1.!..1. Temporary Documentation. 

1.2..s..!!il.:. New Remote Supervisory Console CRSC> Command 

The •PH command can be entered in either of the following 
formats: 

for11at 1: 11PH 
format 2: •PH = <phone number> 

The •PH input command allows the remote system operator to 
interrogate the current phone .number• or to enter or change the 
phone number to be used when autdmatically re-establishing 
connection. 

format 1 informs the remote system operator of the current pho~• 

number. 

format 2 allows the remote system operator to enter or change the 
phone nu•ber. A phone number is required when the CALLBACK 
option is set and is used for automatical(y re-establishing 
connection to transmit the remote user•s printer or punch files. 
The re•ote system operator is notified that the phone number has 
been changed by dis~laying the change on the RSC. 

The phone number can be a •axi~um of 20 characters in length,, 
including dashes as separators. 



1rPH 
•PH 1-222-333-4444-555 
•PH 333-4444 
•PH 1•333•4444 
•PH 19 222-333-4444 

J~~!~Z£ Enhanced Remote Supervisory Console <RSC> Commands 

Format: •RO <option-name> 
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The •RO input command allows the remote system operator to reset 
the options used by the RJE/CCNTROLLER .Program. RJE/CONTROLLER 
replies with a verification that the option has been reset after 
each •RO command. 

Refer to the docu•entation on the •SO input command below for a 
description of the allowable options • 

.E.iamlll.l.i.! 

•RO AUTOPRINT 
•RO CALLBACK 
•RO AUTOPUNCH 

format: •SO <option-name> 

The •SO input command allows the remote sy~tem operator to set 
the options used by the RJE/CONTROLLER program. RJE/CONTROLLER 
rep l i e s w i t h a v er i f i c at i on tll at t h e op t i on ha s been set a f t er 
each •SO message. 

There are three allowable run-time re•ote terminal options: 

AUTOPRINT When this option is set• all print files are 
automatically transmitted to the remote terminal 
system as soon as the job has been completed, without 
intervention by the remote system operator. 

AUTOPUNCH When this option is set• all punch files are 
automatically transmitted to the remote terminal 
syste• as soon as the job has been co•pleted• without 
intervention by the remote syste• operator. 

'ii'. 
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CALLBACK When this option is set, if the remote system operator 
logs off with a job active, connection is 
automatically re-established upon completion of that 
job using the phorie numbet 5Upplied by the •PH RSC 
input command. The printer and/or punch backup files 
are then transmitted to th• remote ter•inal user. The 
Data Comm line is available for use by other users 
during the.ti~e between log off and re-establishment • 

.E.l.i!!Q!.!.i! 

•SO AUTOPRINT 
•SO CALLBACK 
•SO AUTOPUNCH 

The •TO co••and can be entered in either of the following 
fort'ftats: 

For•at 1: •TO 
·format 2: •TO <option> 

The •TO input co•mand allows the remote system operator to 
interrogate the status of the remote opti~ns. 

•TO 
•TO AUTOPUNCH 
•TO AUTOPRINT 
•TO CALLBACK 

The •US command can be entered in any of the followinq formats: 

Format 1: 
Format 2: 
For11at 3: 
format 4: 

•US 
•US <usercode>C/<password>l PB <options> 
•US <usercode>C/<password>1 PO <options> 
•US <usercode>C/<password>J RB <options> 

format 1 allows the remote system operato~ to obtain a list ~f 
every remote terminal system in the network by Remote Station 
Nu1tber <RSN>. 

Format Z allows the re•ote syste• operator to initiate the 
·transmission of a print or punch file to the remote terminal that 

was entered under the specified usercode. 
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format 3 allows the remote system operator to interrogate the 
host system's output file directory for files entered under the 
specified usercode. 

format 4 allows the remote system operator to remove entries fro• 
both the directory and the system that were entered under the 
specified usercode. 

Refer to the *PB• •PO• and •RB RSC input comaands in the 
B 1800/B 1700 Remote Job Entry <RJE> Reference Manual <for~ 
11090602• dated /-78) for the syntax of the <options>. 

•US 
•US PAYROLL/ACCT PB J 125 
•US PAYROLL/ACCT PB = LABELS 
•US LEDGER/FILE PO J 495 
•US PAYR PD :: 
•US PAYR RS S 1001 
•US PAYROLL/ACCT RB 87 

12.&!t.!.l.!. New Remote Supervisory Console CRSC> Output Messages 

#BYE ABORTED~ NEED PHONE NUMBER 

Originator: RJE/CONTRCLLER 
The CALLBACK option was set but no phone number was available 
for the automatic CALLBACK feature. 

#BYE ABORTED. NO OIALOUT LINE AVAILABLE. 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
The DIALOUT hardware is not present. 

#CALLBACK ABORTED• NO. JOBS ACTIVE 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
This message indicates that the automatic CALLBACK option was 
set and the remote ter•inal has logged off without any jobs 
executing at the host system. 

#TO BE CALLEO BACK 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
This Message indicates that the CALLBACK option has been set 
and a phone nu•ber entered. The remote terminal is 
auto•atically ~alled back when the first job executing has 
co•pleted. When re•establishment has occurred with the remote 
terminal, the print or punch backup files are transmitted to 
the remote terminal. 
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!~~!~!~ RJE Host System Output Messages 

#INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN LSN•S or RSN 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
This Message indicates that a possible hardware malfunction has 
occurred. An automatic program OU~P is produced and the 
RJE/CONTROLLER goes to EOJ. 

#ILLEGAL TERMINAL TYPE 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
This Message indicates that a possible hardware malfunction has 
occurred. An automatic program DU~P is produced and the 
RJE/CONTROLLER g~es to 'EoJ. 

#INVALID LSN FROH STATION STATUS 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
This message indicates that a possible hardware malfunction has 
occurred. An ~utomatic program O~~P is produced and the 
RJE/CONTROLLER goes to EOJ. 
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16. RJE 3780 

1§£1£ Introduction. 

Included as part of the Hark VII.O software is the initial 
release of the B 1800/B 1700 3180 Remote Job Entry CRJE> system. 

The B 1800/B 1700 RJE 3780 program allows the remote user to 
trans•it queries• programs• and data files to a central computer 
for processing. and upon completion• tn receive the final printer 
or punch output at the .e 1800/B 1700 remote computer. The 
central system must be using the IBM 3780 Data com~ 
characteristics. 

The RJE 3780 syste• is a program product which may be separately 
ordered. Documentation on the RJE 3780 system is available with 
the progra• product in the form of a printer backup file labeled 
OOCUHENT/RJE3760. The B 1800/B 1700 RJE 3780 syste• can be 
ordered through the local Burroughs branch off ice from Progra~ 
Products Distribution. 
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17. HA SP 

11~!~ Introduction. 

The Mark VII.a release of the B 1800/B 1700 HASP system contains 
several enhance•ents over the ~ark VI.l version• including new 
local commands~ i•proved performance~ hot readers. and a remote 
terminal interface. 

lz~.z~ Enhancements. 

11..!..Z..!.l..!.. H A SP 

The following problems have been corrected: 

a. The alternate file 
opened~ causing 
correct file. 

is reset 
the next 

afte~ a secondary file is 
~SR local cowmand to read the 

b. Punch files may now be routed directly to the punch devic~ 
instead of going to punch backup first. 

c. "Wait-a-bit" is now set for a stream as soon as a record is 
queued <that is~ when the line printer gets behind>. 

d. The HASP program now counts consecutive timeouts and 
displays a message eve~y 15 timeouts as an indication that 
the host is no longer accepting transmission. 

e. The Functional Control SeQuence CFCS> character is checked 
for "wait-a-bit• on duplicated tran~mission blocks. 

ll~z~z~ HASP/MODIFIER 

The following two run-time parameters have been added: 

REHO TE 

The REMOTE parameter is used to order .the HASP program to open 
a remote file and to process messages read from that remote 
file. A Network Controller and the Supervisory Message Control 
System <SMCS> are required in order to use the remote termfnal 
interface. The re•ote terminal interface cannot be used in the 
Spool Mode. ~ 

HEM=< integer> 

The HEM parameter is used to inform HASP/HCCIFIER how much 
dynamic memory the HASP program is to use. The <integer> must 
be equal to or greater than the minimu• dynamic me~ory. The 
•ini•um dynamic me•ory can be calculated by using the following 
expression: 



'1 
((BUFFER + .. .K'> * 4 * 8 + <CMAX.PHT + MAX.PUN> * 1211> + 

Clf PUNCH = 96 THEN 51?. • 8)) 

If the HEM parameter is not used. the HASP/MODIFIER program 
calculates dynamic me~ory using the following expression: 

<<BUFFER + 14> * 4 * 8 + C<CMAX.PRT + MAX.PUN> * 1211> * 
ClO • 1065>> + <If PUNCH = 96 THEN 512 * 8)) 

11~~~]~ HASP - Direct Mode 

Two new local commands have been implemented. as follows: 

.HRn CHot Reader> 

.WHAT (Display Reader Status> 

Changes have been made ·to the following three local commands: 

.EOfn <End·of-Filel 

.Gan ~Continue transmission> 

.s <Start Reader> 

The following local command has been deleted: 

.JCLn CJCL Reader> 
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Refer to paragraph 17.4 for a complete description of the new 
local commands and the new functions of the existing local 
c ocn11 ands. 

A Remote Ter•inal Interface has been implemented. which allows 
one or more terminals to communicate with a single copy of the 
HASP program that is on-line to a host system~ using the 
Supervisory Message Control System <SMCS>· This re•ote terminal 
interface is only available to users of ·the SHCS program product. 
Oocu•entation on the SMCS is supplied in the form of a printer 
backup file labeled OOCUHENT/SHCS to users of the SMCS program 
product. 

ll£Z4!~ HASP - Direct Mode and Spool Mode 

The maximum number of output devices allowed has been changed 
from 8 to 1. lhe sum of the values specified in MAX.PUN=n and 
HAX.PRT=n must not be greater than 1. 
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1l£l~ Known Errors and Restrictions. 

ll-Al~J ... 
The HASP orogram enters an indefinite wait loop at midnight due 
to the system clock being set to zero by the ~CP. 

mh~l~;!gra• name "HASP" cannot be chanyed to any other name when 
~. ·i ;> i n g t h e Su p er v i s or y Me s s a g e C o n t r o l S y s t e m < SM C S ~ r e mo t e 
1uLL e r11 in al i n t er face. -- \.. 

1!£i.& Temporary Documentation. 

ll~i ... l ... HASP in Direct Mode 

.EOfn 

The .• EOfn local command instructs the B 1600/B 1700 HASP 
program to stop reading from an input reader and to send the 
end-of-stream indicator to the central system. The letter "n" 
in the .[OF command specifies the reader number from which the 
HASP program is to stop reading. The .EOFn command also 
deactivates the specified reader. This command is ..!U!.!.l valid 

·when a secondary file specifier was not found. The .so, .sR, 
and .ST commands explain the use of seccndary file specifiers • 

• Gan 

The .GOn local command instructs the B. 1800/B 1700 HASP progra• 
to continue reading from an input reader. The letter "n" in 
the .GO command specifies the reader number from ~hich the HASP 
program is to .continue reading. This command is only valid 
when a secondary file specifier was not· found. The .so. .SR, 
and .ST co•mands explain the use of ··secondary file specifiers • 

• HRn 

The .HRn local command allows the user to permanently assign a 
card reader device to the HASP program. - The optional letter 
"n" in the .HR command specifies the reader number from which 
the HASP program is to read and• if used, must be a value 
between 1 and 4, inclusive. The reader number cannot exceed 
the value of the MAX.RDR run-time parameter. 

Each reader has a separate file• having internal file names of 
INPUTO through INPUT3. The nu~eric portion of .the name is the 
reader numbe' minus one. 

If the .HR local command is used without specifying a reader to 
be used• the HASP program uses the first non-active reader. 
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The .HR com•and allows the user to dedicate a card reader to 
the HASP program. The user may transmit a card deck to the 
central computer by entering the deck into the card reader, 
eliminating the need to enter the .s local command on the 
console keyboard. The following rules ~ust be adhered to when 
using the .HR local command: 

a. When the .HR command is initiated, the following card 
must be fed into the reader assigned by the .HR command: 

I 
... -- ? ST RE AH HA SPIC AR 0 S 

The label HASP/CARDS cannot be changed. 
-----i::::m• I 

b. / 

i 

I 
I 
! 

I 
! 

Any card deck can be transmitted to the central computer 
by placing the card deck in the read hopper of the card 
reader and pressing the SfART button. The first card of 
the card deck must have the foll6wing format: 

_ .. ---? D A T A < f i l en a me> 
( 

/card cnlumns 1 through 5 cannot contain any embedded 

names separated by a slash. I 
spaces. The file name can be either one name or two 

c\ •. The last card in the card deck 111ust have the following 
i \format: 

\ 
\~---.?ENO 

Card columns 1 through 4 cannot contain any embedded 
spaces. 

d. To release a reader from the .HR commarrd~ erter the 
following card through the card reader: 

·~-? TE R H IN A TE H A SPIC ARD S 

?STREAM HASP/CARDS 
?DATA CARDS 
.SD MICR/JCLl 
.SO MICR/f"ILEl 
.SO MICRIJCLENOl 
?END 
'!DATA CARDS 
.SD MICR/JCL2 
.SO HICR/flLE2 
.SD HICR/JCLEND2 
?END -
?DAT A CARDS 
//TESTl JOB ClZ3456.123456.HDH>,CLASS=A•llME=8 



//LIST EXEC COBUCLG,PARH.COB='LOAD' 
//COB.SYSPUNCH 00 SYSOUT=B 
//COB.SYSIN DO * 

<source deck> 

I* 
//LKEO.SYSDUMP OD SYSOUT=A 
//GO.SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 

I* 
II 
?END 

tinput data> 

?TERMINATE HASP/CARDS 

.San <filename> 
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The .s local command causes the HASP program to read a file, 
compress the data• and transmit the file to the central 
computer. The letter "a• in the .s command specifies the type 
of device· from which the HASP progiam is t.o read. The 
following is a list of valid 1-character mnemonics: 

D = Disk 
R = Card Reader 
T - Tape 

The letter "nw in the .s command specifies the reader numoer 
from which the HASP program is to read~ and must be a value 
between 1 and 4, inclusive. If the reader number is used, no 
queuing of the command is done if that reader is active. 

The <filename> in the .s command is the label of the file. The 
HASP program uses the <filename> to locate the file on the 
specified device. 

The •aximu• number of readers that can be active at one time is 
detar•ined by the run-time parameter MAX.ROR. Each reader has 
a separate file, having internal names of INPUTO through 
INPUT3. When the .s command is entered to the HASP program, a 
search is done to find a non-active reader. 

If a non-active reader is found• the file is warked active and 
the file is opened using the file name and device type 
specified. If the file is not found• the HASP program displays 
a message and -the operator must re-enter the command. 

If all readers ~re active and the reader number was not 
specified in the .s command, the HASP program Queues the 
command and notifies the operator that the command is queued. 
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When a reader becomes non-active• the queued ccmmand is read by 
the HASP program and the operator is notified that the command 
is in process. 

If the reader specified in the .s command is active, the HASP 
program notifies the operator that the reader is active and the 
.s command is not queued. The operator must re-enter the 
command when the reader is not active. 

Multiple job steps may also be built and transmitted to the 
central computer as a single job to be executed serially by the 
central computer. The data being sent to the central computer 
can be on disk, tape_, or cards. 

In order to create mu·ltipte job steps to be executed serially, 
the local commands .so, .sR, and .SJ have been made available 
and can be included as a part of the input file. The .so, .SR, 
or .ST commands start in position one of the card image. 
Position four must be blank. The file name of the data file 
starts in position five. Any number of .so •• sR, and .sr local 
commands may be included as a part of the input file. 

All card images that do not have .so. .sR, or .ST 
three character positions followed by a b.lank are 
to the central co•puter. 

in the first 
transmitted 

When either .so, .SR, or .ST is detected, the B 1800/B 1700 
HASP program stops reading from the primary input file and 
modifies a secondary file to the device type and file name 
specified. This secondary file is then opened and transmitted 
to the central co•puter. When the secondary file has reached 
end-of-file• that file is closed and input is read again from 
the primary file. If the next card im~9e contains a local 
command this same procedure is performed; otherwise, the card 
is transmitted to the central .computer. If the secondary file 
contains .so, .sR, or .ST lo~al commands, they are treated as 
data and trans•itted to the central computer. 

The end-of-stream control message is sent to the central 
computer when the primary input file has .reached end-of-file, 
or when explicitly requested by the B 1800/B 1700 HASP 
operator. Refer to the .EOFn local command for additional 
infor•ation. 

An error will occur when using the .so, .sR or .ST local 
comaands and the secondary file js not present. If the file is 
not present, the B 1800/B 1700 HASP program waits for an 
operator response to continue reading <.GOn co•mand> from the 
input file or to terminate C.EOFn command> the job stream and 
send the end-of-stream •essage to the central computer. 
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When the secondary file is not present~ the operator has three 
options: 

a. Correct the card ~nd place it· back into the card reader. 

b. Bypass the record and continue. 

c. Close the input file and send the end-of-stream message 
to the central computer. 

The B 1800/B 1700 HASP operator's response for items a and b is 
the local command .GOn• and .[Ofn for item c. 

The correct format and sequence of the job strea~ transmitted 
in this manner is the responsibility of the user. 

The following is an example of how the merging of secondary 
files can be performed. Assume that the operator enters the 
following command to the HASP program: 

<job~nu•ber>AX.SR CARDS 

The HASP program 'identified by <job·humber> opens a card file 
labeled CARDS, which contains the following information: 

?DATA CARDS 
.so HICR/STARTJCL 
.SD HICR/fllEl 
.SD MICR/FILE2 
.ST MICR/FILE3 
.SO MICR/ENOJCL 
?ENO CARDS 

The files labeled HICR/STARTJCL• HICR/FILEl• and MICR/FILE2 are 
transmitted to the central system from a disk device. The file 
labeled HICR/FILE3 is then trans~itted from a tape device. The 
file labeled MICR/ENDJCL is then transmitted from a disk 
device. When the HASP program has detected EOF on the file 
labeled CARDS, the end-of-stream indicator is transmitted to 
the central syste• and the file labeled CARDS is closed • 

• WHAT 

The .WHAT local command allows the HASP user to inquire about 
the status of all readers. A typical response would be 
formatted as follo~s: 

READER l HOT READER 
READER 2 NOT ACTIVE 
READER 3 CARDS ON RECORD 3425. 
READER 4 ~OT ACTIVE 
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18. System Utilities 

1~~1~ Introduction. 

This section contains descriptions of new system utility programs 
<released for the first time on Mark VII.a>, as well as 
modif1cations and enhancements made to existing system utility 
programs. Oocumentation on the following programs is included in 
this section: 

CHECK/LOAD.DUMP 
CODE/ANALYZER 
COLOSTART/OISK 
COLDSTART/TAPE 
DISK/ALLOCATOR 
DISKETTE/COPY 
OISKHAP/UTILITY 
OHPALL 
DUMP/ANALYZER 
LOGCONVERT 
MCPII/ANALYZER 

Disk Pack Initializer <PACK/INIT> 
QWIKLOG 
SORT 
STANDALONE/DISK.DUMP 
SYSTEM/BACKUP 
SYSTEM/COMPARE 
SYSTEM/OISK.INIT 
SYS'fEM/ICMO.INIT 
SYS'fEM/ELOGOUT 
SYSTEM/MAKEUSER 
SYSTEH/HARK.SEGS 

The following utilities have received either no changes or only 
minor modification in order to insure compatibility with the Mark 
VII.O system. Separate documentation on them is not included. 

Disk Cartridge 
Initializer <CART/INIT> 

CASSETTE/HAKER 
DISK/COPY 
DISK/DUMP 
DlSKPACK/lNTERCHANG 
FILE/LOADER 
f llE/PUNCHER 
SORT/COLLATE 
SORT/MERGE 
SORT/QSORT 
SORT /TAPESORT 

SORT/VSORT 
SSLOAO/HAKCAS 
STANOALONE/INTERCHANG 
SY COPY· 
SVSTEH/BUILCTRAIN 
SYSTEM/DISK.DUMP 
SYSTEH/LDCONTRL 
SY STE.M/LOAD. CAS 
SYSTEM/LOAD.DUMP 
SYSTEM/LOGOUT 
SYSTEH/SPOLOGOUT 
lAPECOPY 

A complete description of the functions and related syntax of 
each system utility program is contained in section 3 of the 
revised System Software Operational Guide. 
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l~~z~ Enhaniements. 

l!i~Z-&1~ CHECK/LOAD.DUMP 

a. If CHECK/LOAO~OUHP is executed with Skitch 2 set to a 
non-zero value. the output listing will not be printed. The 
total number of errors detected on the library tape will be 
displayed on the SPO at EOJ. regardless of the setting of 
switch 2. 

b. If CHECK/LOAD.DUMP is executed under a usercode/password and 
switc~ 0 is set to a non-zero value• ~CP File Security na•ing 
conventions apply to file•identifiers entered through ACCEPT 
messages. That· is• usercodes are implicitly added to 
single-na•e file-identifiers <unless the first character is 
an asterisk>. If CHECK/LOAD.DUMP added the usercode to the 
file-identifier and the file could not be found in the tape 
directory. the usercode will te removed and a second scan of 
the directory ·will be made to atte11pt' tc nnd the file. 

l~~~~z~ CODE/ANALYZER 

CODE/ANALYZER indicates on the ou-tput listing any code segments 
that are marked as nimportant"' for use ~ith Extended Segment 
Decay and Priority Memory Management. 

l~iZ~l~ ·COLDSTART/DISK 

A proble• that· could cause "NO AVAILABLE DISK" conditions 
following COLOSTART of a· head-per-track disk has been corrected. 

1.a~.Z.s!.!. C 0 L 0 ST AR TI T APE . 

COLDSTART from tape now accepts 7-track tapes having labels 
written in either even or odd parity. 

l§~Z.s~~ DISK/ALLOCATOR. 

This is the initial release of DISK/ALLOCATOR, a program used to 
create Installaiion Allocated Disk files. Such files are created 
with user•specifted attributes and absolute disk addresses. 
Refer to the revised Spftware Operational Guide for complete 
documentation. 

l~~Zii£ DISKETTE/COPY 

a. DISKETTE/COPY now has a prov1s1on for relabeling diskettes, 
using the RL input command specification. 

b. DISKETTE/COPY now recognizes the diskette file BYPA~S tlag, 
.allowing files with duplicate names to exist on the sa•e 
diskette. 
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c. There is now a prov1s1on for automatic loading of 
pseudo-reader files from a diskette to systems disk. When a 
diskette is readied by tho HCP. the diskette is scanned for 
any files having the first three characters of th~ file-name 
equal to "PSR" •. If the MCP finds one or more such files. 
DISKETTE/COPY is automatically executed• ~hich then copies 
the pseudb-reader fil~s from the diskette to systems disk. 

l~~i~z~ DISKMAP/UTILITY 

When anal y z i n g a di s k w i th n f!i the r MAP nor CHECK so e c i f i e d,. i t i s 
no longer necessary for all activity on the disk to cea5e during 
Phase 1.-

.l!iiZ~.!h. 0 MPAL L 

a~ In order to simplify operation .. the three functions provided 
by program switch 9 have now been broken down into separate 
switches. If switch 7 is set to 1,. O~PALL terminates after 
performing the current specification. If Shitch 8 is set to 
lJ' card output files are not interpretad. If switch 9 is set 
to 1 • input f i l e errors ar e ignored. 

b. Setting switch 1 to 1 while DMPALL is performing a function 
now causes DMPALL to immediately ter~inate the current 
function and go on t-0 the next input specification. DMPALL 
automatically resets switch 1 to O in such a case. 

c. The KEY, 
expanded to allow 
within a record. 

SELECT, and 
comparison 

EXCLUDE 
on bi-t 

options nave been 
6r digit boundaries 

d. DMPALL now can access COBOL and RPG index-sequential files ir 
a sequential manner. using the associated TAG file. 

Refer to the revised Software Operational Guide for syntax and 
detailed information on all of the above enhancements. 

The NC option of the PH input message is no lotiger allowed hy the 
HCP. A change has been made to DUMP/ANALYZER to recognize that 
the dumpfile being analyzed is that of an NOL Network Controller; 
if so~ NOL/DUMP is zip-executed automatically following the 
standard memory dump analysis. 

j§~Z~l~~ LOGCONVERT 

a. Several new record types appear in the log when the TABS 
option is set~ ·These records log the opening and closing of 
files, the transfer of the log file~ .and the assignment ~Pd 
release of peripheral units by special "Direct I/Ow programs 
<such as SYSTEH/OISK.INIT>. Refer to the revised Software 
Operational Guide for the format of these ne~ records. 
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b. The CLEAR/STAHT Record has a number of addit;onal .fields, 
including the GIS~O and MICRO.MCP file-identifiers and the 
setting of the TABS option. The HCP VEHSION field has also 
been increased t-0 10 bytes in len1th~ Refer to the revised 
Software Operational Guide for t~c complete format of the 
CLE~R/START Record. 

c. Within the PPB and fPB records~ the Job Accountinq Numb~r and 
Job Number now appear in place of the Jcb and Mix numbers, 
respectively. Due to a change in the sjze of both these 

d. 

fields since Hark Vl.1• and to .other output· record format 
changes. programs which process the lOGCO~VERT output file 
must be modified. Refer to the revised Software Operational 
Gui de for t he new_ l a yo Lt ts of a L l record t y p es. 

LOGCONVERT no~ verifies that ~t is b~ing run under the 
co r r e c t s o f t w a r e · r e l e a s e a n d t e r m i n·a t e s 1 f t h P. r P 1 s a 
mismatch. This process ~nsures th~ validity of the 
NEWLOGftLE data • 

. Due ·to a change. in the layout of memory Dy the System 
lnitializer, ~CPII/ANALYlER is now able to perform the Code 
Segment Camo~rison operation on segment zero of the ~CP Cw~ich 
could not be done in Hark vr.11. 

Code segments 9 and 10 of 
comparison failures that 
VII.a. 

the MICRO.HCP are still the only 
~hould tie e>epected to occur with Mark 

lAiZilZ~ P4CK/INIT and SYSTEM/UISK.INIT 

a. The initialization specifications have·~een changed. allowing 
e~plicit. error limits to be suoplied t~ the initializer. 
Refer to the revised Software Operatiorial Guide for co~plete . ~ 

syntax of all specifications. · 

b. A RECONFIGURATION option is now a~ailable wh.ich ~llows 

changing the pack type. For example, it is now possiblP. to 
reconfigure a pack that was previously initialized as· 
UNRESTRICTED CU> into a SYSTEM CS> pack. Reconfiguratidn i$ 
available only if the pack was initialized by the ~ark VI.1.1 
or Mark VII.O PACK/INIT or SYSTEM/OISK8INIT• and the Master 
Available Table on the pack is good. If reconfigurati~n js 
reQuestedr the p~ck is purqedr verified. and the type is 
chJnged as specified. 



Reconfiguration can be requested when using either SPO or 
card input. If enterjng 5pecif ications on the SPO. the 
following message is disolayed if the initializer encounters 
a pack that can be reconf1gured Cthat is" the pack was 
initialized by at least the Mark VI.1~1 initialiLer. and has 
a good Master ~vaiiahle lat\e): 

IS RECONFIGURATION DESIRED? <YES OR NO> 

lt a YES response is entered. the initializer displays the 
following re~uest: 

ENTER PACK TYPE • <U, Sr Rr OR I> 

Once the appropriate response has been Hnter·e<J~ the 
reconfiguration process is initiated. 

Reconfiguration can be requcsteo 
specifications by including an R 
<serial·number> parameters. 

1.QIE 

when Lsing card input 
bP.tweer the <drive> and 

LIN #6290•002 must be installed in the Disk Pack 
Control in order to allow relocation cf marginal 
sectors on B 9484-25/B 9'84•55 Disk Packs when using 
either of the new Disk Pack Initializers. Wjthout this 
LIN, an attempt by the initializer to. initiate a 
RELOCATE operation will result in ·a system halt or 
hang• reQuiring manual clearing of the Uisk Pack 
Electronics Controller <DPECl. 

l~iZ~lli OWIKLOG 

a. The Mix Number has been r~placed by the Job Accounting Number 
in both the Joh Summary and Graph listings. The Job 
Accounting Number corresponds in principle to the old Job 
Number in that it continuously increments. thus providing a 
unique identification number for every job. It is• however, 
accessible only to programs which ~recess· log files. The Job 
Number is a value which increments from 1 tc 9999• and then 
is reset back to 1. This number now identifies the job in 
all MCP input and output messages, some of which previously 
used the mix number and others of which used the job number. 

Memory Priority is now included in 
appearinq on the same line as 
Processor Priority. 

the· Job Summary listinq. 
the Schedule Priority and 

c. All uses of special characters not on the basic 48-character 
print train have been r~placed with legal characters. 
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d. Abnormally-terminated jobs ara now spotlighted in the Graph 
l i s ti n g by rep l a c i n·g the "C " or "E " c tt a r act er f or t he · l as t 
minute of any OS-ed or Aborted job ~ith an "X". 

e. The setting of the TABS option has ~o effect upon the output 
of QWIKLOG. fiecords generated by the MCP when the TABS 
option is set are ignored. 

t. Two formatting irregulariti~s within the G~aph listing have 
been fixed. A job na~e component ·whcse only specjal 
character is a leading asterisk Cfor exa~ple~ •AARDVARK> is 
no l o n g e r Q u o. t e d • A i o b w i t h a n e m pt y f i l e - i d c o m p o n e n t on a 
user pack <such as USERPACK/YAK-TALLY/.) now shows the 
trailing slash character which was.-0witted in the Mark VI.1 
QWIKLOG. 

g. QWIKLOG now verifies that it i.s be.irg run under the correct 
software release and terminates in case of a mismatch. This 
ensures t.he validity of the printed output~ as the meaninq 
and for~at of log records is subject to substantial change 
between software releases • 

.l!l.:..Z-£1.!t.!. S 0 RT 

a. A COLLATE table can now be specified directly in the SORT 
specifications~ without the necessity of creating a. fjle 
separately using SORT/COLLATE. 

b. SORT can now produce an output TAG file co~patible wit~ COBOL 
or RPG index-seQuential files. 

c. The SORT output file is now exolicitly 
the output file no longer remains 
existing file to be removed if the SORT 

closedi therefore~ 

on disk or causes an 
intrinsic is OS-ed. 

d. The "STABLE" option has· been added, which al.lows the original 
order of records with duplicate keys to· bu ·1raintained in the 
output file. 

e. The SORT~SKELETON file is no longer require~ Cnur is it used> 
when compiling a SORT program to LIBRARY. 

l~i~~12~ Sf ANOALONE/OISK.UUMP 

This is the initial release of STANDALONE/DISK.DUMP, a 
disk-to-disk copy program that ooerates in a manner similiar to 
DISK/DUMP. STANOALONE/OISK.OUMP~ however. copies th~ files on 
the input disk individually, rather than.copying the entire disk 
Csector-by·sector>. This results in a "souashed" output disk• as 
well as allowing the input disk to havn "XD-ed" areas. Refer to 
the revised Software Operational Guide for details on this system 
utility program. 

l 
1 
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!~~z~!§~ SYSTEM/BACKUP 

a. Problems which caused multiple copies of scme listings to not 
begin on a new page have been corr~cted. 

b. Problems involving reQue5ts ·to print/punch all tiles on a 
backup tape (that is. PB Mlx =/=) have been corrected. 

c. Backup files with SPECIAL f OHMS specified are now e~plicitly 

ignored by the AUTOPRINT mechanism. 

d. A backup file created with the USER.BACKLJP.~AME attribute is 
no longer removed from disk by SYSTEM/BACKUP following 
printing/punching. If sys·rEM/BACKUP switch 2 is set to 1. 
however, such backup files will be removed unless the SAVE• 
KEY• or RECORD option is specified in the PB input message. 

1~~1~11~ SYSTEM/COMPARE 

This is the initial release of SYSfEM/COMPA~E. a utility program 
which can cu~p~re an~ two files. SYSTEM/COMPARE prints any 
records that fail to compare in .botti· fBCDIC and hexadecimal 
representation~· .flagging each hexadecimal digit that ~s in 
error. Refer to the revised Software Operational Guide for 
details on this system utility progr~m. 

l~iZ~!~~ SYSTEM/ELO(JOUT 

This program has been completely rewritten in order to provide 
more detailed and comprehensiv·e output. Errors are now reported 
in chronoloqical order# sorted by unit-mnemonic and hardware 
address. Appropriate totals are summarized at the end of the 
output listing. Result descriptors and Extended Result 
Descriptors for errors on oeripheral units are summarized and 
decoded. Errors on disk devices are sorted into ·ascendinq 
sequence~ summarized by address and data transfer length• and 
decoded into the actual hardware locations (cylinder~ track• and 
sector>. 

lft~Z~l2i SYST[M/ICMD.INIT 

This is the initial release of SYST(K/ICMO.INIT• a program used 
to initialize diskettes. Refer· to the revised Software 
Operational Guide for details on this system utility program. 

1~~z~z2£ SYSTEM/MAKEUSER 

a. If there are other jobs in the mix, . SYST[~/MAKEUSER reQuests 
verification before performing a CREATE. If orograms are 
running under File Security when a CREATE is performed~ 
unpredictable results can occur. 



b. SYSTEM/NAKEUSER now checks to ensure that identical usercodes 
have the same default pack-jd and security type <P~BLIC or 
PRIVATE>. 

c. The external names of both the input and output card files 
have been changed to NEW/USER.CODES. 

!~~z~z1~ SYSTEM/MARK.SEGS 

T h i s i s t h e f i r s t r e-l e as e o f 5 Y S T E M I MA R K • SE C S ~ a p r o g r a m u s e d t o 
mark specific program code segments~~ important f-0r use with 
Extended Segment Oec~y ·and PriorHy ·Memory Mana.gement. Refer to 
the revised Software Operational Guide for details on this system 
utility program .. 

l~ili 'Known Errors and Restrictions. 

la£l~l~ COLDSTART/DISK 
, I 

If there are pseudo decks on the input system disb they w1 ll be 
copied to the output disk if a complete copy is requested. Such 
decks will be unusable~ ho~ever~·1nd cannot be removed. 

l~~l~z~ DISKMAP/UJILITY 

·1n Mark v11.o. the HCP does not allow a user dis~ to be accessed 
by a norm~l·state program unless the program has exclusive use of 
the disk. Therefore• it will still be necessary to cease all 
activity on the user disk prior to th• start of Phase 1 in 
DISKMAP/UTILITY. Thi~ will be corrected in the Mark VIII.a HCP. 

l!i.sl.&.l.s Q WI KL 0 G 

~obs terminated due to DEATH I~ FAMILY are ljsted as "ABORTED" in 
the Job Summary. This MCP problem will be corrected in· the f-tark 
VIII.O software release. 

If a SORT parameter ends in position 96 of an input specification 
record• an erroneous syntax error may be generated. 

!~~1i2~ SYSTEM/BACKUP 

If either an output unit-mnemonic or COPIES is soecified in the 
PB input message, the backuo filfi i.s not removed from d1sk after 
printihg/punching. 
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19. 8 500 and 1400 Interpreters 

12~1~ Introduction. 

This section contains descriptions of the ~~rk v11.o enhancements 
to the B 500 and 1~00 Interpreters~ and the associated changes to 
the B 500 and 140-0 Interpreter Environm~nt Programs ClfP). 

12~z~ B 500 Interpreter and IEP. 

!1~i~1~ 
The B 500 Interpreter now supports the Maq~etic Tape Memory Write 
(M~R> B 500 operator. 

12£2£Z£ 
The B 500 Interpreter now supports 8 500 double density disk. 
The literal ·"DOUBLE.DENSITY" ~ust be included in the IEP 
specifications for the EU to enabl~ the double density mechanism. 
For example: 

EUO NAME ~ A/B~ OOUBLE.OENSITY; 

AB 500 EUR 180-0/8 1700 disk file must have been created Cthe 
"NEW" attribute set> with DOUBLE.DENSITY in order for the 
B 1800/B 1700 file siza to be large enough to contain the 400•000 
B 500 disk segments. 

12~z~1~ 
The EOJ 999 option has been chan~ed a~d enhanced. The literal 
"EOJ.999" is no longer recognized in the B 500 IEP 
specifications. The new syntax is "EOJ = <3 characters>;" <the 
equal sign is optional). The first of the <3 characters> must be 
the digit "9"• and must be followed by two digits or characters. 
When the R 500 Interpreter ex~cutes a B 500 halt instruction with 
the M and N variants equal to the two digits er characters• a 
B 1800/B 1700 end-of-job occurs. for example: 

EOJ : 999; 
EOJ = 989; 

The B 500 I~teroretsr ~ommand "EOJ999" has .also been changed 
accordingly. The new syntaK is "EOJ<J characters>"~ where the 
<3 characters> format is the same as in the IEP specifications. 
for example: 

<job-number>AXEOJ989 

When executed with program switch 9 set to 1 and EOJ not 
specified in the B 500 IEP specifications• then the EOJ defaults 
to EOJ=999. 
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!.2~J£ 1400 Interpreter and l[P • 

.1.2 .!. .. h.1.!. 
A provision has been added to the INTOPT options to allow 1400 
object prograN decks to be separate from the d~ta dec~s. When 
the INTOPT card "lNTOPT SYSIN". is encountered~ the 1400 
Interpreter temporarnv stops reading t'he card file Cthe card 
file remains open>.· ·and· starts reading from the "SYSIN" file. 
Upon reaching end-~f-file on the SYSIN file• the 1400 Interpreter 
resumes reading the teqular card fil·e~ "SlStN" can be looked 
upon as "inserting" the SYSIN file into: the· card fit~. The 
following example illu~trates the u~~ of the SYSIN opti~n: 

? DATA CARDS.1400 
INTOPT SYSIN 
<data deck> 
? END 

This has the same effett 

? DATA CAROS.1400 
<object program deck> 
<data deck> 
? ENO 

as: 

~ DATA CAROS.1400 
<obj~ct program deck> 
? END 

The SYSIN file is by default a card fit.e, but can be file-equated 
to a B 1800/8 1700 disk or tape file. 

The 1400/IEP syntax has teen enhanced to allow specificati·on of 
the SYSIN file, and the CARO.READER syn.tax has been enhanced to 
facilitate specification of B 1800/B 1700 disk or tape files, as 
follows: 

( NAME = <PACK•IO>/<fAMILY-~AME>/<FILf-NAME> 
( 

( CARO.READER ) ( ( PACK.IO ) 

( ) ( ( ) :::: <PACK-IO> 
( SY SIN ) ( ( PIO ) 

( 

( ( CARD.READER ) 

( DEVICE = ( CRD ) 

( ( DISK ) 

.C { TAPE ) 

The following ex~mple .specifies that the SYSIN file is a disk 
file labeled "1400/PROG" and that the card file is a card deck 
labeled "CA~OS": 

CARD.READER NAME = CARDS• DEVICE - CARO.RfADfR; 
SYSIN NAME = 1400/PROG, DEVICE = DISK; 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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The default name for both the CARO.READER and SYSIN files is 
· "CARDS.1400•. "DEVICE = CARO.READER" is the default if a device 

is not specified. Also note that the disk file is not a pseudo 
reader~ but is created using the "CROOSK" function of OMPALL <or 
any similar card-to-disk program). 

A l l I N T 0 P T c a r d s 11 u s t p r e c e d e an y 1 4 O· O p r o g r a m o r d a t a c a r d s • 
The SYSIN file may contain INTGPT cards• as tong as the preceding 
rule is not violated. Upon encountering an INTOPT RCS.ALLOWED 
card• both the SYSIN file and the card file are closec, and the 
binary card file is then opened. 

The B 1800/B 1700 internal file name for the SYSIN file is 
"SYSIN". If the environment was compiled with a 1·400/IEP prior 
to the Mark v11·.o·release• the internal nam~ of the SYSIN file is 
"C AROS.2". 
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20. "TABS 

ZQ~l~ lntrodudtion. 

The Burroughs Electronic Data Processing Time Analysis and 
Billing 

1
System CTABS}~ as imptemertted for the B 1800/B 1700 

syst~~s. provides each user with the ability to ohtain a 
compre.hensive analysis •of ·rtle system l"og fj les. 

I . . 

TABS· '
1

is .l designed to analyze the log f"i les. us..ing the extracted 
st·at11s'f•iics to generate reports on m·achine utilization and program 
perfo{lli'ance. As the repor·ts are· _produ·ced,;. ·mont·h-to-date and 
b i t li'. ry 1g -p e r i o d - t o • d ate s t a t_ i s t i c s a r e · m a i n t a i n e d _ i _ n . p er 111 a n e n t 
data fi l1es.· Toge th.er ·wrth' the' inf'or·ma~tfon'" rin ~installation costs 

j tl . . . 

assigned by the user .. these statistics can be used to distribute 
t h e · c 

1

0 :s ... t o f t he e n t i r· e · s y- s t e m· e q u i:t ·a b L v a m o n g. t h e ; n d i v i d u a l s ,. 
depar~~ents• or applitations utilizing the comp~ter sy~tem. 

The 1A~S package~ consisting of ten separate programs• is a-
progtam · product which· may be ·or'dere'd se·pae·rately. Documentation 
on t~e use of the .TABS programs is available with the program 
prod~c.t" in. the "fo·rm' , of, a· ~pr''in'te·r b'acku'p file labeled 
DOCUMENTtTABS.' lhe B 1800/B 1700 TABS package can be ordered 
through 'the local Bu:rrot.fgh's 'tffan~ch' o'ff'ic·e "from Pro.gram Products 
Oistr.ibution. · 
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81800/81700 Syste• Softwar~ Release Mark VII.O 

1. General Infor~ation 

The Mark VII.O software release includes a number of •ajor 
enhance•ents- described in detail in the following sections of 
this release docu•ent. A•ong the new enha"ce•ents and features 
are the following <the nu•bers in parentheses refer to the 
paragraphs in this document that describe the features in 
detail>: 

l. New •eaory •anage•ent ~lgorithms have been implemented in 
the HCP- using three optional levels of sophistication and 
complexity t2.2.2>. 

Capabilities for dvna•ically monftoririg and disRlaying 
systea performance have been implemented in the HCP and 
GISMO/DEBUG C2.2.3). 

3. Mix•nuabers have been replaced b~ job-numbers~ allowing use 
of a single, consistent nu•ber for all job identification 
<2.2.1t>. 

4. The XM function has been imple•ented in the HCP and-System 
Initializer <SYSTEM/INIT>- allowing specified areas of 
•e•orr to be removed fro• use during the CLEAR/START 
operation <z.2.10>. 

5. The •eaning of the STATE light has been chariged to allow 
providing a more accurate and •eaningful indication of how 
•busy• the processor is <2.z.11>. 

6. The 8 1800/B 1700 Time Analysis and Billing System CTABS> 
has been imple•ented• including new event~oriented records 
placed in the SYSTEM/LOG by th~ HCP <2.2.39 and 20.t>. 

i. T~e c•pability to create Installation Allocated Dis~ files 
has been i•Pleaented in the MCP and a new utili*y progra•
DISK/AllOCATOR <2.2.40 and 18.2.5>. 

8. The AUTOLOAD facility has been i•p1 lemented in the M(;P and 
DISKETTE/COPY- allowing pseudo•reader files on diskette to 
be copied to srste• disk without operator action c2.2.1t4 
and 18.Z.6>. 

9. The two aethods for I/O SEQUE~TIAL disk file access~ 
originally i•ple•ented in patch 140 to Hark v1.1~ have been 
included in the Hark VII.O HCP and MICRO.HCP <2.2.64). 
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10. The perfor•ance of the DIV <divide> and SQRT <square root> 
operations in RPG has been significantly i•proved <4.2.9>. 

11. The •aximum nu•ber of files that may be declared in an RPG 
source pr-0gra• has been increased to 31 <4.4.l>. 

lZ. Source file aaintenance capability has been i•ple•ented in 
RPG- allowing disk or tape source•image files to be updated 
wf th patch records, as well as providing the source library 
copy facility <4.4.2>. 

13. The EXTEND option of the OPEN verb has been implemented in 
COBOL- allowing an e~isting disk file to be opened output 
with auto•atic positioning of the record pointer to the end 
of the file <5.2.15 and 5.4.1). 

14. The COBOL co•Piler now seg•ents the generated subroutines 
used for handling ISAM files <5.4.lt>. 

15. The free-format I/O <"slash editing"> capability has been 
i•ple•ented in FORTRAN <7.4.tl. 

16. DMSII now provides record-lev~l <rather than physical 
block-level> lockout <9.2.3>. 

17. The DMSII reorganization programs are now restartable 
(9.2.4). 

18. A number of standardization changes have been made to DASDL 
syntax, including i•plementation of new compiler options 
(9.2.6). 

19. In conjunctfon with Priority He•ory Management and Extended 
Seg•ent Decay. data co•• peformance has been significantly 
i•prov$d <10.2.1>. 

20. The capability to declare global defines has been provided 
in the NOL co•piler <t0.4.5>. 

21. It is now· po~sible for an MCS to perform a REMOTE-FILE-INFO 
ope~ation on any remote file <t0.4.14>. 

22. CANOE can no~ support up to 64 ter•inals logged on at the 
sa•e time c11.2.6>. 

21. The CANOE AUDIT capability can now be dyna•ically &tarted 
or stopped, using operator commands c11.2.10 and 11.4.13>. 

24. T£XT/EDITOR now provides the ability to display a printer 
backup disk file at the ter•inal. <12.2.3>. 

25. TEXT/EDITOR includes a number of significant improvements 
in the FIND• REPLACE• and SEARCH commands <12.2.5 and 
12.2.6>. 



*SMCS 
CANOE 
CANOE/ANALYZER 
CANDE/TEACH.fILE 

E 
ED. I TOR 

/OCH 
RJE/HCS 
RJE/AUTOBACKUP 
RJE/CONTROLLER 
RJE/MESSAGES 

•RJE3780 
HASP 
HASP/SPOOL 
HASP/MODIFIER 
8500/IEP 
85 00/I:N TERP 2 U 
1400 /I EP" 
llt.00/ IN TERP2 U 
1400/CREATEl 311. 
SORT 
SORT/COLLATE 
SORT/MERGE 
SORTJOSORT 
SORT/TAPESORT 
SORT/VSORT 
MCPil/ANALYZER 
DUMP/ANALYZER 
CODE/ANALYZER 
DISK/COPY 
DISKETTE/COPY 

•SYSTEM/ICMD.INIT 
SYSTEM/BACKUP 

•SYSTEM/COMPARE 
SY STEM/LOGOUT 
SYSTEM/ELOGOUT 
SYSTEM/SPOLOGOUT 
SYSTEM/LDCONTRL 
SY STElllLDAO.CAS 
SYS'fEM/lQAD.OUMP 
SYSTEM/OISK.INll 
SYSTEM/DISK.DUMP 
SYSTEM/BUILDTRAIN 
SYSTEH/TRAINTABLE 
INPUT/PCS.TABLES 
SYSTEM/MAKEUSER 

v11.o 
VI I .o 
VII .o 
v11.o 
VII.O 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
VI 1.0 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
Vlt.O 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI t .O 
v1.o 

VI I .O 
v1.1 

VI I .O 
v11.o 
v11;.o 
v11.o 
v11.o 
VI I .O 
VII.O 
VI I .O 
VII.O 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .O 
v11.o 
VI I .O 

v1.1 
VI I .O 
v11.o 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
VI I .o 

v1.1 
VI I .o 
v11.o 
v11.o 

4/28/78 
5119/78 
1/24/78 

111 9/77 
6/30/78 
1/17/78 
1/17/78 
1/17/78 

10/10/77 
1/30/78 
1/18/78 
6/ 6/78 
4/14/78 
5/24/78 
21 6/78 
9/30117 
7/12/78 

12/ 1/77 
4/26/78 
91 6/76 
3/22/78 
8/19/77 
91 9111 
4/ 7/78 

11/ 7/77 
3/'l.l/78 
6/30/78 
6/22/78 

12/ 7/77 
3/29/78 
4/26/78 

12/21/77 
6/12/78 
6/28/78 
1/24/78 
6/ 3/78 
8122171 

11/ 3/77 
9/30111 
5/23/78 
6/ 5/78 
7/28/77 
8119177 

10/21/77 
10/21/77 

1/27/78 
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* SY_STEM/M ARK. SEG S VI I .O 3/23/76 
•DISK/ALLOCATOR VI 1.0 8/22/77 

SY COPY VI I .o 81 4177 
TAPECOPY VI 1.0 8/22/77 
CHECK/LOAD.DUMP VI I .o 6/ 3/78 
0.1 SK MAP /UTILITY v11.o 6/ 3/78 . 
QWIKLOG VI l .o 6/28/78 
LOGCONVERT v11.o . 6/2.8/78 
FILE/LOADER v.1 10/29/75 
FILE/PUNCHER v.o l/31/75 
DMPALL VII.O 6/27/78 

•TABS/LOGOUT v11.o 4/15/78 
•TABS/ACCTS VI I .o 4/lJ/78 
•TABS/BILLING v11.o 5/ 9118 
•TABS/ERR v11.o 5/11/78 
* TABS/·EXEC VI t .. o 5/ 3/78 
•TABS/HD WR v11.o 4/17/78 
•TABS/MIX VI I .O 4/13/78 
* TABS/REPORTGEN v11.o 4/17/76 

. •TABS/SUM VI I .o 4/13/78 
•TABS/UPDATE v11.o 4/13/78 

DISK/DUMP . . VI.t 8/19/77 Note 3 
•STANDALONE/DISK.DUMP v11.o 6/12/78 Note 3 

DISK PACK INITIALIZER VI I .o 6/27/78 Note 3 
DISK CARTRIDGE INITIALIZER v11.o 8/29/77 Note 3 
DISKPACK/INTERCHANG VI .o 12/ 2/76 
STANOALONE/INTERCHANG v1.1 8/19/77 Note 3 
SYSTEM/I NIT VI I .O. t . 11 1/78 
CLEAR/START v11.o 2117/78 Note 3 
CO LOST ART/ TAPE VI I .O 9130111 Note 3 
COLD START /DI SK v11.o 12/ 2/77 Note 3 
SSLOAD/MAKCAS VII.O 12 / 517 7 
CASSETTE/MAKER v11.o 9/19/77 
CASSETTE/LOADER VI.1 91 7/76 Note 3 
SDL/INTERPlU VJI.O 10/10/77 Note 3 
GISMO/SA v11.o.1 11 1/78 Note 3 

Note i: Interpreter is usable only on B 1710 and B 1830/B 1825 
processors. 

Note 2: 

Note 3: 

Interpreter is usable only on B 1720 and B 1800 
processor~ <other than the B 1830/B 1825>. 

Code file used in making st~nd·alone program cassettes, 
using the SSLOAD/MAKCAS program. Attempts to execute 
the code file under HCP control should not be •ade. 


